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THE RH ELECTRONICS

Place the pen gentlyon the
screen and a new world presents
itself. You can draw on your TV
screen. Just like you would on
paper butwith the added excite
ment andflexibility of using an
electronic light pen.

You can construct shapes, lines
and with the software packssoon
to be available, you'll be able to
create a host of effects, which will
all spring to life in glorious colour.

Simply plug the interface board
into the analogue inputsocketof
the BBC Model B Microcomputer.
(We can supplyfitting instructions

I

for BBC Model A users.)Valid
inputs are indicated by an LED at
the end of the penwhich only
responds to the light pulses from a
TVor monitor screen.The pen
sensors are sheathed in a

professional quality case and react
practically instantly (200nS).
Supplied with a machine codedrive
routine andfour basic programmes,
you have the flexibility to select
the mode most suited to your
work.

You'll find RH Electronics' light
pen pure inspiration. It'll bring out
the artist in you.

Price £37 (inc. VAT, p&p)
for BBC Model B Microcomputer.

Makecheque or PO payableto
RH Electronics Limited,

allowing28 daysfor delivery.

R H Electronics Limited

Chesterton Mill, French's Road,

Cambridge CB4 3NP

Telephone(0223) 354455

Approved by Acorn Computers
for the BBC Microcomputer,
Model B.
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EDITORIAL

THE RIGHTS ANDWRONGS

WE DID it again last issue. We upset people at
Acorn with the magazine. It happens every issue,
and they have a moan and we have a moan back.

This time it was the programmers. They've
gone through all the trouble of providing a useful
compiler in the Beeb, and articles in Acorn User
tell people to do it another way.

Their real beef is that this gets people into
bad habits. Ifyou play around with machine code
and move things around in memory through any
other method other than that described in the

User Guide, you can mess things up when your
machine is expanded.

Hence, programs written with these 'bad
habits' will not run once the Tube is fitted or you
start using second processors. But, as always,
the decision is with you, if you want to do things
wrong, then you will do.

The same goes for programming techniques.

In a perfect world no one would have a GOTO out
of a PROC, but many people - especially those
with no formal training-will do exactly this. And,
after all, it is at these people that the BBC's
Computer Literacy Project is aimed.

So in future we'll probably tell you the article
doesn't do things'right'. The program will run, but
it is unlikely to work on machines which use the
Tube or have the other expansions the Beeb is (or
will be) famed for.

Anotherthing to remember isthat many of the
articles are written by users, not experts. Their
techniques won't be perfect, but their ideas are
good and worth being seen. The article may also
just be a clue to something which needs
developing.

Anyway, thanks for the feedback. If you don't
like something say so-and suggest a better way
if you can.

PROFESSIONAL
ADVENTURERS
TO UNDERTAKE
THREE DANGEROUS
MISSIONS

You will need a quick agile mind, a rock-steady hand, and nerves of steel to
survive. Your reward will be treasure beyond the dreams of man and the
satisfaction of going where no man has gone before.

Special
fCompetition1

with over
£3,000
in prizes.

/CG'.lNSiFT GAMES PHILOSOPHER'S QUEST
Afascinating

adventure in a world of
fiendish puzzles to be
solved. Tocomplete
your quest—think hard
about everything you
do.

SPHINX
ADVENTURE

A full-sized classic
adventure game in
which you move
through caves, fight
with trolls, collect

treasure and finally make your way to
the sphinx to collect your re^arr.

All the adventures can be run on
the BBC Microcomputer Model B and
cost £9.95 including post and
packing.
Acornsoft Limited c/o Vector Marketing Ltd, Denington
Industrial Estate, Wellingborough, Northants NN8 2RL.

CASTLE OF

RIDDLES
Win over £3,000 in prizes

in the fabulous Acornsoft/
YourComputer competition.
Entry form on every pack.

Enter the warlock's castle,
solve the riddles, and regain
the ring to become 'King of
the Ring!

Castle of Riddles

v

/(CORNSSFTGAMES

Philosopher's
Quest

•/WORNSSFT GAMES

SphinxAdventure

To:Acornsolt Limited c/o Vector Marketing Ltd, Denington
Industrial Estate Wellingborough, Northants NN8 2RL.
Please send me the following adventure games.
Philosophers Quest SBGO1... (qty) at £9.95 =
Sphinx Adventure SBG07... (qty) at £9.95 =
Castle of Riddles SBG17... (qty) at £9.95 =

Total.
I enclose cheque no
my Access or Barclaycard no

Please Print

Name:

"I

or please debit

j SignaUi
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NEWS

The artier side of Acornsoft
TRAVELLERS on London's

Underground system might
have been surprised to
see Acornsoft's name as

sponsors of an art exhi
bition.

The 34 wax oil pastel
portraits on the theme of
'women in the news'

replaced the normal ad
vertising on the down
escalator at Bank station.

Artist Victoria Preston

specialises in tapestry
portraits which, said Acorn
soft director David Johnson-

Davies, is a tech-nique
allied to computer graph
ics. If you don't believe
him, compare the front

cover of September's
Acorn User to a piece of
tapestry.

Victoria, who has done
portraits for President
Hussein of Iraq and
President Stevens of Sierre

Leone, booked the adver
tising space herself for
£800, and then sought
sponsorship.

She saw it as taking art
to the people, and a
welcome change from the
usual static way of pre
senting art at exhibitions.

In fact, a spokesman
for London Transport esti
mated that up to a million
people could have seen

the exhibition in a month.

The portraits range
from the Queen and

Queen Mother, through
Mrs De Lorean to a

pensioner who was recently
mugged. We've shown the
'nice' picture of Mrs
Thatcher, but there was
also one showing her

darker side.

All of the portraits were
based on news photo
graphs of the people they
depict. The exhibition
was, unfortunately, due to
end in January.

David Johnson-Davies

was keeping quiet about
the whole idea, but it

appears there is a history
in Acorn of sponsoring the

arts.

Chris Curry, joint man
aging director of Acorn,
once backed a harpsicord
player at the Wigmore
Hall. Rumour also has it

that a Cambridge choir
has approached him for
financial support.

The head of London

Transport's advertising
department Joe Putnam is
always ready to look at
new ideas for the Tubes.

So if you think your
graphics might qualify as
computer-generated art,
give him a ring.

Four views of women: the nice side of Mrs Thatcher, Mrs Walesa, Mother Theresa and Billy Jean King

Courses and
addresses

• Artificial Intelligence and
Education is the theme of a

conference to be held at

Exeter University on April
16-17.

Seymour Papert (as in
Logo) will be there and
tutorials will be held on

Prolog and Logo.
Details from Masoud

Yazdani, Computer Science,
Exeter University, Physics
Building, Stocker Rd, Exeter
EX4 4QL Tel: (0392) 77911
ext. 216.

• Bristol University is
running several courses
using BBC micros. Contact
0. Wilde or Mrs. L. Skinner,

Extramural studies, 32
Tyndalls Park Rd, Bristol
BS8 1HR. Tel: (0272) 241 61

ACORN USER FEBRUARY

Be a computer sport
THE editors of a book on

microcomputers in sport
are looking for specimen
programs which demonstrate
the use of computers in
sport, recreation and physical
education. If any readers
have written, or are prepared
to write suitable progams
and would like to submit

them for publication, write

as soon as possible to: Dr
David Brodie, School of
Physical Education and
Recreation, University of
Liverpool, PO Box 147,
Liverpool L69 3BX.

The editors are interested

in both simple and complex
programs. Every one selected
for inclusion in the book will

have full author acknow-

In honour of Gulnik
THE computer business
spawns a new addition to

our society's slang just
about every week.

After v idiot (a video
game junkie), a new name
has surfaced, this time
from the Acorn waterworks.

It's gulnik, and is an
affection term for com

puter show groupies.
It is mouthed in honour

of a chap who is always
popping up wherever Acorn
exhibitions are to be

found. Fame at last!

ledgement in the text and
frontispiece.

Dr Brodie recently set up
a sports injuries clinic which
is used by students at
Liverpool University. His
department is a leader in
the field of 'sports medicine',
and the treatment of soft

tissue injuries. Hugh Jones,
winner of last year's London
Marathon was a recent

patient.

• December's Acorn User

missed out the address of

Bridge Software who make
Bridgeman. The cassette
costs £7.90 from 36 Fern-

wood, Marple Bridge, Stock
port SK6 5BE. That'll teach
them to put their address on
cassettes!



NEWS

Clive pays a
festive visit

to Acorn

ACORN and Sinclair seem to

have buried the hatchet.

Any bad feeling between
the two companies was un
doubtedly played up by the
computer press, but the ap
pearance of Clive Sinclair at
Acorn's Christmas party shows
relations are improving.

Clive turned up with a small
entourage which included his
daughter. He wasn't particu
larly impressed with the atire
of some of Acorn's program
mers (casual, is how they see
themselves) but apart from
that the evening went well.

Meanwhile, the suggestion
that Clive's brother is design
ing a new range of Acorn
computers, has been des
cribed as exaggerated.

See next month's Acorn

User, for more inside infor

mation from Cherry Hinton.

Fun at noisy northern show

BBC

No, this is not an old picture
of the Beatles, but three lads
at the Northern Computer
Fair playing with a piece of
software.

The Helibomb package

from Blackboard Electronics

gave them a legitimate ex
cuse to shout their heads

off.

This game displaysa heli
copter flying over a bridge
which is kept in the air by

sound. And when you shout
louder it drops a bomb on

the bridge.

Software
Packs BBC

405 Home Finance

421 Computer Programme
Programmes Vol 1

464 Early Learning
472 Fun and Games

480 Games and Strategy
499 Music

502 Painting
510 Drawing
596 Computer Programme

Programmes Vol 2

Send to:
Langtons Bookshop, Computer Division

44/45 Church St, Twickenham
Middlesex TW1 3NT

Please send me the following packs at
£10.35 each incl. postage

I enclose cheque/PO for £

My address is:

by Barry Pickles

Helibomb was originally
developed for the handi
capped, but the schoolkids
seem to have taken it over.

The fair was held at Belle

Vue in Manchester. It attrac

ted 23,000 visitors, and a
permanent queue had dev
eloped by the final day.

Acorn was not represen

ted, but the Manchester
User Group and Northern

Computers - who brought
the Acorn caravan running
Beebs under Econet-were

there. Leasalink Viewdata

also set up a stand.
Lynx and Dragon put on

grand displays, but this
didn't prevent the caravan

being mobbed.
As usual at computer

shows, the air conditioning

could only put up token re
sistance to the crowds, so

even in November, copious
volumes of ice lollies were

devoured.

tf^rflicro-ftid
SOFTWARE—Programs thai are guaranteed lo run! Save hours ol work and
worry with those utilities and practical programs on cassette.

2 Cashbook B

4 Hailing B

5 Payroll

101 Cards
102 Bailie
501 Bannor
502 Distances

503 Tings
504 Stalpack
801 Searchbas
802 Procvar

803 Procflush

804 Procald
805Doichr '
806 Sorim'c
807 Sortbas
808 UlUity A

Double ontry Cashbook with accounts.
Database mailing system with 6 options including
2 soils, labols, search and updating
Two part program lo handle weekly wages for
around 100 omployoos. Fully supported.
Boat Bruce Forsyth at his own game.
Fast moving simulation ol Falklands minefield.
Print out largo text and graphic characters.
Graphic maps ol U.K. EUROPE and WORLD.
Calculates distances between any two points on
Earth.
Full colour Hags ol the world. Educational.
Statistics offering over 18 options.
PROC lo search a BASIC program and alter it.
PROC lo list all variables used in a program.
PROC to clean out memory including integers.
A combination ol 801, 802 and 803.
Design graphic characters, display and store.
Machine Code Bubble sort lor up to 255 integers.
A very last BASIC sort. 1000 items in 42 sees.
A combination ol 801-807. Super value.

£ 4.95 A/B
E 4.95 B

£11.90 B

£ 2.95 A/B

£ 2.95 H
£ 2.95 A/B
£ 2.95 B

£ 2.95 B

£ 7.95 B

£ 1.95 A/B
£ 1.95 A/B

£ 1.00 A/B
£ 2.95 A/B
£ 2.95 A/B

£ 1.00 A/B

£ 1.00 A/B
£ 4.95 A/B

£ 17.50

Plus p/p £1.50

Coming shortly; French Verbs & Trigonometry

Hardware An aluminium stand to fit over the BBC Micro to
support your VDU or T.V. Saves space on your de:
and protects your micro from damage. Anodised
super quality.

Holidays Weokends in Paris for computer enthusiasts by coach £ 39.50
and including three star hotel. Have lun and make
friends
Easter at Falmouth in Cornwall for a computer £ 10.00
jamboroo. Apartments for up to 6 people at a per per day
apartment price of
July and August prices £110 and £120 per week.
Visit Silicon Valley in California lor two weeks. Hying £699.00
with Pan-Am. See San Francisco, Los Angeles and
Vegas.
Apartmonts available on Costa Brava from £39 per
week.

Download our software from Prestel on Micronet 800

Holiday Details on Prestel *80091722//

If you want further information before parting with your hard
earned cash drop a line to:

Micro-Aid (AU),
25 Fore Street, Praze, Camborne, Cornwall TR14 0JX.

Tel: 0209 831274

ACORN USER FEBRUARY



WATFORD ELECTRONICS
DEPT BBC, CARDIFF ROAD, WATFORD, Herts, England
Tel Watford (0923) 40588. Telex: 8956095

MAIL ORDER AND RETAIL SHOP. TRADE AND EXPORT INQUIRIES WELCOME.
GOVERNMENT AND EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS OFFICIAL ORDERS
ACCEPTED. Carriage: unless stated otherwise, please add min. 50p to all cash orders).
\/ A TAPPLICABLE TOUKCUSTOMERSONLY. ALL PRICESEXCLUSIVE OFVAT.
V f-\ I PLEASE ADD 15% VAT TO THE TOTAL COST INCLUDING POSTAGE.

SHOP HOURS: 9.00am TO 5.00pm MONDAY TO SATURDAY. AMPLE FREE CAR
PARKING. ACCESS ORDERS: Simply telephone through your order on Watford
50234/40589.

BBC MICROCOMPUTER

Model B £399
[can £7)

UPGRADE KITS. Upgrade your Model A to
Mod. B with our Upgrade Kits and save
yourself £ s s s

• BBC1 16K Memory (8 X4816AP-3 100nS) £18.00
• BBC2 Printer User I/O Port £7.20

• BBC3 Disk Interface Kit £35.00

• BBC4 Analogue I/O Kit £6.65
• BBC5 Serial I/O Kit £6.35

• BBC6 Expansion Bus Kit £6.45
• Printer Cable Ready made 36" £11.95

• Complete Upgrade Kit Mod. A to Mod. B £43.65

Complete range of Connectors & Cables available for
BBC Micro. Send SAE for list.

DISC DRIVES

'TEAC BBC Compatible

FD50A —Uncased, Single sided,

40 track, 5J". TOOK £125
FD50A-Cased, Single sided,
40 track, 5»", 100K £150
Power Cable for above Discs £12

FD50A —Cased with own Power Supply,

S/S 40 track, 5J", 100K £180
FD50A-Twin Cased with own PSU,

Single sided, 40 track, 5]", 200K £350
FD50E-Single cased with own PSU,
Single sided, 80 track, 5^", 400K £475
FD50F—Twin cased with own PSU,

Double sided, 80 track, 5 J", 800K £725
Single DriveCable for BBC Micro £8
Twin Drive Cable for BBC Micro £12

10 Verbatim Diskettes, 5J", S/sided £18
10 Verbatim Diskettes, 5>", D/Sided £30

ACORN

PRINTER

ACORN USER FEBRUARY

AP100A

10" Trac

tor Feed,80
Columns, 30

CPS normal &

double width

Characters. Dot res graphics
Parallel Interface Standard.

Our price includes
FREE500 SHEETS of PAPER

Only£175(£7carr)

• SEIKOSHA GP250X 10" Tractor
Feed, 80 col. 50 CPS, normal & double
width & height characters, RS232 &
Centronics Interfaces standard.

£235 (£7 carr)
• PRINTER CABLE to Interface above

printers to BBC Micro £11

NECPC8023BE-C

100 CPS, Bi-directional, logic seeking, 80
columns, 7x9 Dot matrix, superscript &
subscript, hi-res block graphics, underlining,
true descenders; Tractor/Friction feed; Re
verse linefeed, 2I< Buffer, proportional spac
ing, attractively finished £320 (£7 carr)

Interface Cable for BBC Micro £12

EPSON

MX80FT/3
10" Tractor & Friction feed, 9x9 matrix, 80
col., speed 80 cps, Bi-directional, hi-res bit
image graphics. Subscript & superscript, Ital
ics & underlining. Only £324 (£7 carr)

Printer Interface Cable for BBC £12

MX100FT/3
15" Carriage, 136 columns, plus all the facili
ties of MX80FT/3 Only £425 (£7 carr)

LISTING PAPER

85" or9j" Fanfold paper plain or ruled
(1000 sheets) £7(150pcarr)
15" fanfold paper (1000 sheets)

£9(150pcarr)
Teleprinter Roll (econo paper) £3 (150p carr)

MONITORS

MICROVITEC 1431. 14" Colour Monitor.

RGB Input, (as used in BBC Prog.)
Price including connecting Lead

£249.95(carr£7)

ZENITH 12" Green Monitor.

Excellent res. £80 (carr £7)

CASSETTE RECORDER & ACC.

Top quality Sanyo Slim-line, portable Cassette
Recorder. Ideal for Computer use. Mains/
Battery operated. £24 (carr £1)
C12 Computer Grade Cassettes in library cases
40p

Cassette Interface LEAD for BBC
DIN Plug to 3 JACK Plugs £2
DIN PlugtoDIN +JACK Plug £2

BBC SOFTWARE
(N.B. All Software is copyrighted)

ASTEROID BELT: (32K) Arcade type Space game. Destroy
the cloud of Asteroid surrounding you with your photon belts

£7.95

BEEBTREN: (16/32K) A realtime advanced Startrek Game.

Facilities incl. 'Probe Satellite', 'damage report' & 'On board
Computer'. £6.95

CHARACTERS: (16/32K) Makes redefining of Invaders,
Foreign Characters, technical symbols etc, character shapes
simpler. Clumsy Binary & Hexadecimal notations are not
required any more. £5.80

CAR WARS/Alien PLANETS: (32K) Two graphics game.
Excellent graphics, both Basic & Machine Code. C6.25

CUBE. A full colour stunning 3-D (colour graphics) of Rubik
cube. Solve the jumble. E7.80

CHESS: (32K) Machine Code. An excellent game of enor
mous range of skill levels with wide variations. Uses high
resolution colour graphics. £9.95

DISASSEMBLER: (16/32) Machine code. Ideal for dis

covering workings of MOS & BASIC. Invaluable for Ass.
Lang. Programmer. £5.80

GALACTIC INTRUDER: (32K) Another arcade style game
with hires colour & sound effects (Machine code) £6.25

HITCH-HIKER: (32K) An adventure game based on "Hitch
hiker's guide to the Galaxy". A fascinating game that tests
your skills & wits. £5.85

MASTER MIND: 16/32K Mastermind game with a dif
ference. Gives more fun (& frustration) than the original
version. £5.80

POLAR BEAR: (32K) Educational game for 8-12 years old.
Incorporates simple maths tables. £6.50

SPACE KINGDOM: (32K) Travel round the universe cap
turing and colonising Star systems to become the galactic
ruler. £6.95

SNAKE: (32K) An arcade type game. Gives hours of fun.
One of the best games available for this machine. Try it for
yourself. £7.80

SOUND IDEA: (16/32K) A utility program for those
interested in the sound and envelope facilities of BBC Micro.

£5.80

UTILITY PACK 1: (32K) Envelope program/Variable print/
Text scanner/Hex dump. £6.75

UTILITY PACK 2: (32KI Disassembler/Program, Crunch/
Text Editor. £6.75

ZOMBIE'S ISLAND: (32K) Fight for your survival on this
dangerous island inhabited by hungry and ferocious canni
bals. (Basic & Machine code program) £6.95

BOOKS (N.B. No VAT on Books!

30 hour basic for BBC

6502 Assembly Lang. Programming

BBC Micro revealed

Instant BBC Micro Machine Code

Let your BBC Micro teach you to program

Practical Programs lor BBC & Atom

£5.50

£12.50

£8.00

£5.00

£6.50

£6.90

WEROM©: ATOM Utility ROM. Watford's own most
sophisticated but easy to use 4K ROM based on BASIC
extension for Acorn ATOM. Plugs straight into the utility
socket in an ATOM with floating point. The special features
are: High Speed Tape Interface - Memory Dump, Modify —
Machine Code Breakpoints—BASIC Error Trapping -
READ, DATA & RESTORE-Full BASIC Keyboard Scan
ner (BBC like)—Find line, & Delete —Two-key Rollover
Keyboard —FULL Disassembler —AUTO Line Numbering —
PLUS: Chain, Cursor Movement, Loop Aborting —Easily
extendible further. Supplied complete with instructions

Only £9.95
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B B C Microcomputers
And Disk Drives

IN STOCK NOW!

BBC MACHINES
Model A, 32K RAM + 6522
Chip £329.00
Model B £399.00
Model B + Disk Interface £494.00

BBC Dust Covers £3.95
BBCCompatible Single Disk Drive*
(100K) £235.00
BBC Compatible Dual Disk Drive*
(200K) £389.00
BBC Dual Slimline Disk Drive*
(Double Sided &Density 800K) £799.00
Verbatim Single Sided Diskettes
10 for £22.50

Verbatim Double Sided Diskettes
lOfor £39.99
Let usfit a disk interface in 24hrs £95.00
BBC MONITORS
14" RGB Microvitec Colour Monitor
(as used in the BBC Computer
Prog.) £284.00
RGB Lead for above £4.95
12" Zenith High Res. Green screen
Monitor £95.00
BNC Cable forabove £4.95
BBC CASSETTE PLAYER
Official Version inc. Leads, tape counter,
Battery/Mainsetc. £28.00

+ £2.00 p&p
Blank Data Cassettes 10 for £3.50

+ £1.30 p&p
DIN to Jack Lead £3.50

+ £1.00 p&p
Official Joysticks per pair £13.00

+ £1.30 p&p

PRINTERS
Acorn AP-80A now down to £189.00
Acorn AP-100A now down to £215.00
AP Ribbons £4.95
Epson MX-80 F/T 111 (new model,
Dot matrix High res. graphics,
80 or 132 chars, per line £390.00
Prices include cable & paper
Epson Dust Cover £4.95

+ £1.00 p&p
Parallel printercable £15.00

ACORNSOFT FOR BBC
Snapper, Planetoid, Monsters, Rocket
Raid, Meteors, Philosophers Quest, Sphinx
Adventure, Arcadians, Chess, Lisp
Cassette, Forth Cassette, Business Games,
Peeko-Computer, Creative Graphics Tape,
Graphs & Charts Tape, Desk Diary, Arcade
Action, View (on ROM)

All Acornsoft at £9.95 each, except
Arcade Action (11.90), Forth & Lisp
(16.85 each) and View (£59.95).

r .j

•
wmm

• mmm

BOOKS
Practical Programs for BBC&Atom £5.95
BASIC Programming on the BBC
Micro £5.95
Programming the 6502 (Zaks) £10.75
6502 Assembly Language
Programming £11.95
BBC Micro Revealed £7.95
Creative Graphics, Graphs & Charts,
LISP&FORTH all at £7.50 each

POSTAGE RATES

Small items such as Ribbon, books &
software:- 1 item £1.00, 2 items or more
All Dust Covers £1.00 p&p 50p per unit
BY COURIER

Largeitems such as Computers, Disk
Drives:-1 item £7 2 items £10

3 or more £13

Barclaycard and Access
welcomed All prices include VAT

Weaccept officialorders from educational
establishments. We specialise in mail
order, all over the world-send large S.A.E.
for lists and info pack.

*AII Drivesinclude manual and utility Disk.

All the products are the official versions,
beware of imitations, they will invalidate
your guarantee. 24hranswerphone for credit-card holders. Phone in for 'express' despatch.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. FOR FURTHER miCROAGE ELECTRDniCSDETAILS AND MAIL ORDER LIST SEND LARGE SA.E. y5lftgHS^^D,l^HAW
Open Mon-Sat 9am 6pm.Thurs9am lpm teloi 959 7119 TELEX 8813241
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These pictures show close-ups of the nose of the whole phantom head.
Notice how the screen pixels become visible as the camera zooms in.

The Phantom Head
THESE pictures - shot for the
BBC Computer Programme -
show an eerie side to comput
ing. This 'phantom head' has
been digitised for use by
orthodontic surgeons.

The three dimensional shape
is stored in a computer's
memory, and can be viewed
and rotated at will. Surgeons
at London's University College
Hospital will use the image to
plan operations.

More details on this will be
broadcast in the programme
dealing with graphics on
January 31.

This month's front cover
shows Marvin the paranoid
android (from Hitchhiker's
Guide to the Galaxy) with Ian
McNaught Davis, presenter of
the TV series. Marvin appears
in programme 2 which will be
repeated on Sunday, January
24th.

The cover also shows some
of the graphics used in the
opening titles of the series.
The owl image is formed of a
series of rings, and was shown
as a close-up in January's
Acorn User.

Programmes are shown on
Monday nights from January
10 on BBC1. Repeats are on
Sundays at 12.35 from
January 16. School trans
missions are also on Mondays
at 15.05, on BBC2.

You should see a lot more
BBC micros knocking about -
and they actually work, unlike
the first series last year which
often used mock-ups.

8 ACORN USER FEBRUARY
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Computer Literacy One Year On
Early television programmes
about information technology, such
as The Silicon Factor which David

Allen produced in 1979, were
largely to do with the social impact
of computers. The series examined
questions which were very much in
people's minds at that time: what
effect will this technology have on
my job? How will it affect my office?

Programmes about these issues
met with great public response,
more positive than on most
technical subjects. But something
else also happened. People started
to ask us other things, basic
questions about the technology.

These questions, coming from
many quarters, at a time when
personal computers were suddenly
becoming much cheaper, led us to
the computer literacy project.

The BBC decided the project
would be built around a 10part
television series which would set

out to explain some of the funda
mental principles of computing in
terms which would be accessible to

a wide audience. Paul Kriwaczek,
the producer of this first series,
made a test programme, which we
tried out on groups of possible
viewers, and the BBC's broad
casting research department also
asked 4,000 people about their
attitudes towards computing.

This research discovered some

surprising things. First, interest in
the technology did not just extend
to enthusiasts - the people who
buy computer magazines or join
computer clubs, or who use
computers in their work.

W<e had expected the audience
to consist largely of men, in the
upper socio-economic categories,
and aged between 20 and their
middle 30s. In fact we found that

interest extended to all sorts of

people. And they didn't just want to
be told in a general way about the
technology - they wanted to learn
about it. They seemed to have a
gTeatev propensity to learn about
this than any other subject we had
researched. But although people
were curious, they were also
anxious about their capacity to

ACORN USER FEBRUARY

Where does the BBC go from here?
Results of surveys commissioned
during the first year of the Computer
Literacy Project are now in and have
been analysed. John Radcliffe,
executive producer of the project,
looks back on the year and outlines
some future plans.

understand the technology.
Interestingly, there was an age

element to this. Each age group
thought the one below them would
be better at the subject. The 30
year olds thought 20 year olds
would do better: they were terrified
of the teenagers and so on. This
was clearly nonsense, but it was a
powerful and pervasive myth.

Oo we set out to make a tele
vision series which would nail the

myth, and convince people that
computing was accessible to
anyone prepared to make the effort
to understand it.

The Computer Programme was
transmitted three times in the

earlier part of 1982, and twice
again in the autumn. The BBC
Broadcasting Research Department
carried out an extensive survey of
the impact of the series, and this
seems to indicate that we have hit

our target. Many people who were
already interested in computing
watched the series, and some of
them found it too simple. But a
great many others, who would
probably have defined themselves
as computer illiterate, also watched
some of the programmes at least.
Over half the audience were over

35, a quarter of them were over 45,
and nearly half were women. And
as many as seven million people
saw one or more of the

programmes.

Even more interesting was the
response to other parts of the
project. When we published David
Allen's The Computer Book, we
expected to sell 15-20,000 copies.
In fact over 60,000 copies have

been sold in the past year. When
the National Extension College pro
duced the correspondence course
'30-Hour Basic', the estimated
demand was 10-15,000 - in fact
100,000 copies of the course have
been sold since January 1982.

Leslie Morphy's computer referral
service, which exists to put
enquirers in touch with information
about any aspect of the project,
letters are coming in at a rate of
200 a week. When asked to

estimate the demand for the BBC

microcomputer, we estimated a
need for up to 12,000 machines by
the middle of 1982. In fact this

many had been ordered before the
series was launched.

I his has encouraged the BBC to
commit substantial resources to

making more broadcast series
about computing, to develop the
capacity to produce software, to
commit itself to the development of
the new broadcast telesoftware

service, and to lay plans for more
correspondence courses.

We hope the second series of
The Computer Programme: Making
the Most of the Micro, will go some
way towards satisfying the desire of
many users for more advanced
explanation. Plans are also being
laid for further series in 1983/4
including one on The electronic
office' another on 'Computers for
control' and a magazine pro
gramme for computer users.

We hope that people who have
comments or criticisms or sug
gestions won't hesitate to write and
te'l us about them.
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Official (DOB Dealer
BBC MODEL B £399
(price include VAT, carr. extra £8)
Complete Upgrade Kit £50
Installation £15

Individual Components also available
All mating connectors with cables in
stock

WIDE RANGE OF SOFTWARE
HELD IN STOCK

SEND or PHONE FOR OUR BBC LEAFLET

'VIEW BBC Word Processor ROM £ 52

Teletext Adaptor _ _ £ 1 96
Prestel Adaptor _ _ _ £ 90
2nd Processor (6502) + 64 K RAM £ 1 70
2nd Processor ( Z 80 ) + 64 K RAM £ 1 70

Please Phone to Check Delivery Details on New Addons

PRINTERS

BBC DISC SYSTEM
Disc Interface inc. 1.0 operating
System £95 Installation £20
BBC Single Drive (look) £230+£6 Carr.
BBC Dual Drive (800K) £P0A
A wide range of Software from Acorn,
BBC and others for education and fun

in stock.

BOOKS
Basic Programming on BBC £5.95
30 HR Basic (NEC) £5.95
Let your BBCteach you to Program £6.95
BBC Micro Revealed £7.95

Assy. Lang. Program on BBC £8.95
Program the 6502 £10.75 6502 Games £10.75
6502 Software Design £10.50
(No VAT on Books • £1 p&p/book)
For Full Details of Add-ons for BBC
Send for our Leaflet.

NEC PC8023

BEC
*80Cols. 100CPS

'Proportional Spacing
'Hi-Res & Block Graphics

•Bi-directional Logic Seeking
'Forward & Reverse Line Feed

International & Greek Alphabet
'Auto underline, Super & Sub Scripts
'2K Built in buffer * £320 + £8 Carr

EPSON MX80 & 100F/T3
*MX80: 80 Cols. 80 CPS
*MX100:136 Cols. 100 CPS
*Bit Image Printing1
*Hi-Res Graphics
'Bi Directional Logic,
Seeking

'International Characters,
*32 Print FONTS
*Auto underline
•Super & Sub Scripts
MX80 F/T3 £325 + £8 Carr.
MX1 00 F/T £425 + £10 Carr.

SEIKOSHA

GPIOOA
*80 Cols. 30 CPS
•Self Testing
'Hi-Res Graphics
'Standard & Double

width
characters

'only for £185
+ £6 Carr.

Parallel Printer Lead E13.50
2000 Sheets 9x11 W paper £13.50 +
£3.50 p&p.

BBC COMPATIBLE 51/4" DISC DRIVES

These are TEAC mechanism fully compatible with BBC. They are supplied
with independent power supply and housed in BBC matching cabinet.
Single Drives: 100K£190 200K £255 400K £345
Dual Drive: 200K £360 400K £480 800K £610
Carr.£6/Singledrive £8 Dual drive. Disc Cable: Single £8 Dual £12

Microvitec 1431 14" Colour
Monitor £269 + £8 Carr.

Microvitec 2031 20" Colour
Monitor £389 + £8 Carr.

MONITORS
Kaga 12" Colour Monitor RGB £250 + £8Carr.
Kaga 12" Antiglare Green Monitor
£107+ £6 Carr.

Hi-Res 12" Green Screen Antiglare Monitor
£99 + £6 Carr.

DISKETTES
in packs of 10

Single Sided 40 tracks £15
Single Sided 80 tracks £24
Double Sided 80 tracks £32
p& p £2/pack

Ferguson Cassette Recorder
£26 + £1.50 Carr.

Cassette Leads

7pin DIN 3 jacks £3.50
7pin DIN-pin DIN + jack £4.00

We carry a wide range of connectors and assemblies, Microprocessors, RAMs, EPROMs, Crystals, etc.
Price Lists, Leaflets available on request. Large stocks enable same day despatch on most orders.
Special pricing for dealers pruchasing in quantity. Ask for dealer price list.
Orders from schools, colleges and educational establishments welcome.
For UK orders please add 40p p&p unless stated otherwise and VAT at 15% to the order value.
No VAT on overseas orders. P&P on application.

Technomatic Ltd.
MAIL ORDERS TO: 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NW10 1ED

Tel. 01-452 1500/450 6597 Telex 922800

RETAIL SHOPS: 15 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NW10 305 EDGWARE ROAD.LONDON W2
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O'ose examination of the Beeb's
memory map reveals many
contenders jostling for space within
the computer's random access
memory (User Guide, p500). In the
model B, 32k bytes of RAM are
used not only for Basic programs
but also for:

• the memory mapped screen; up
to 20k can be devoted to the

screen.

• operating system functions, eg,
soft key buffer, input buffer, 6502
stack.

• storage of dynamic variables.
• the Basic stack, a 'notepad' used

to hold return addresses from

GOSUBs and PROCedures.

In fact, RAM is a minefield for
anyone who steps outside the
protection of Basic. Hence, care
must be taken when choosing a
position for a machine code
program if corruption of either
Basic or the machine operating
system is to be avoided.

To keep clear of possible
disaster, several strategies can be
followed. The first is based on

Finding a home
for maohine oode

Once outside the protection ot Basic, using memory
is a minefield for the unwary. John Ferguson and

Tony Shaw act as your guides
having a detailed knowledge of the
memory map and knowing where to
position machine code safely.
Program 1 illustrates the technique.
The P% variable is given the value
of &1500, a known starting point of
some safe memory locations well
separated from Basic, the machine
operating system and the screen
memory.

The program prints the message
'FRED' on the screen, making use
of the $ or 'string indirection
operator' (User Guide p409) to
place the characters for 'FRED'
plus a carriage return in
consecutive memory locations,
starting at MESSAGE (&1200).
Again, memory locations &1200
through to &1204 were chosen as

2 SSST"T0 PRIt,T "FRED"

50 MESSAGE=&1200
60 REM INSERT "FRED"
70 $MESSAGE="FRED"
80 P%=&1500
90[

100 .START LDA MESSAGE ;GET FIRST BYTE

DEFAULT
HIMEM "

110

120

130

140

150

160

170

180

190]

200 CALL START
210 END

RUN

JSR OSASCI {ONTO SCREEN
LDA MESSAGE+1 jGET SECOND BYTE
JSR OSASCI jOHTO SCREEN
LDA MESSAGE+2 ;ETC FOR REMAINING
JSR OSASCI ;Tl/0 BYTES

LDA MESSAGE+3
JSR OSASCI

RTS ;BACK TO BASIC

Start

Message

LOMEM _

Page

safe locations.

This is satisfactory when working
with relatively small programs. If,
however, extra lines are added to
the Basic program there is a
danger that it can 'creep' up the
memory map and eventually
overlap the area set aside to hold
both the message and the machine
code.

A second approach, useful for
machine code programs up to 256
bytes long, is to locate the code in
the memory slot (&0D00 to &0DFF),
called page D. This area, just below
Basic, has been set aside specially
for'user supplied resident routines'.

Program 2 places machine code
in this region. A different technique
is used to locate the characters for

&8000

&0E00

&0000

page 14 •

1204 OD C-RTN
1203 44 "D"

1202 45 "E"

1201 52 "R"

1200 46 ,p,

RAM memory map
(not to scale)

1500

o°96 2AoD S 11 5£| ^SACE+I S* ™ »m
irar fn S f? 0SASCI ,omo SCREB1

£ S S531ZSSKfSSr ~
1512 AD 03 12 LDA MESSAGE+3
1515 20 E3 FF JSR OSASCI

££ 6° RTS JBACK TO BASIC Program (1)

ACORN USER FEBRUARY 11
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10 REM SHORT PROGRAM TO PRINT "FRED"
20 0SASCI=&FFE3
50 FOR PASS =1 TO 3 STEP 2
S0 P%=&0D00

70COPT PASS

S0 .START LDA

30

100

110

120

130

140

150

1E0

1701

180 REM

MESSAGE ;GET FIRST BYTE

JSR OSASCI 50NTO SCREEN

LDA MESSAGE+1 ;GET SECOND BYTE

JSR OSASCI 50NT0 SCREEN

LDA MESSAGE+2 ;ETC FOR REMAINING
JSR OSASCI ;TWO BYTES

LDA MESSAGE+3

JSR OSASCI

RTS 5BACK TO BASIC

DEFINE START OF "FRED" MESSAGE
MESSAGE=P/.

REM INSERT "FRED"

*MESSAGE="FRED"

NEXT PASS

CALL START

END

DEFAULT

HIMEM

LOMEM —

130

200

210

220

230

240

0D00

0D03

0D06

0D03

0D0C

0D0F

0D12

3D 15

0D1S

FRED)

AD 13 0D .START LDA MESSAGE ;GET FIR
20 E3 FF JSR OSASCI ;ONTO SCREEN
AD 1A 0D LDA MESSAGE+1 ;GET SECOND BYTE
20 E3 FF JSR OSASCI 50NTO SCREEN
AD IB 0D LDA MESSAGE+2 ;ETC FOR REMAINING
20 E3 FF JSR OSASCI ;TWO BYTES
AD 1C 0D LDA MESSAGE+3
20 E3 FF JSR OSASCI

50 RTS 5BACK TO BASIC

PAGE (&OEOO) -
BYTE Message —

Start (&ODOO) -

10 MODE 7

20 REM LEAVE 1
30 REM CON MODEL. A
40 HIMEM=&7B00
50 REM SHORT PROuR
b0 QSASC2=&FFE3
70 FDR PASS =1 iu
S0 P-a-HIMEM

30COPT PASS

100 .START LDA MESSAG
110

120

.30

140

150

160

170

1S0

1303

200 REM DEFINE START
210 MESSAGE=PJi
220 REM INSERT "FRED
230 *MESSAGE="FRED"
240 NEXT PASS
250 CALL START
260 END

RT

-iGE FREE ABOVE HIMEr
iET HIMEM=&3B00.i

AM TO PRINT "FRED

3 STEP 2

GET FIRST BYTE
JSR OSASCI 50NTO SCREEN
L.DA MESSAGE+1 JGET SECOND BYTE
JSR OSASCI 5ONTO SCREEN
uDA MESSAGE+2 ;ETC FOR REMAINING
JSR OSASCI" ;TWO BYTES

LDA MESSAGE+3
JSR OSASCI

5BACK TO BASIC

OF "FRED" MESSAGE

&7C00 in
Mode 7, Model B

HIMEM (&7B00)_

LOMEM -

Basic stack

Basic

Program

Machine code

Basic stack

z

&8000

ODID OD C-RTN
ODIC 44 "D"
ODIB 45 "E"
ODIA 52 "R"
0DI9 46 "F"

— Operating
system use

&0OOO

RAM memory map
(not to scale)

Program 2
Machine code and message located in 'Page D'
- reserved space for user supplied resident routines

&8000

7B1D OD C-RTN

7B1C 44 "D"
7B1B 45 "E"
7B1A 52 'R"

7B19 46 T"

&0000

RAM memory map
(not to scale)

7B00 AD 13 7B .START LDA MESSAGE ;GET FIRST BYTE
7B03 20 E3 FF JSR OSASCI ;ONTO SCREEN
7B0E AD 1A 7B LDA MESSAGE+1 5GET SECOND BYTE
7B09 20 E3 FF JSR OSASCI ;ONTO SCREEN
7B0C AD IB 7B LDA MESSAGE+2 ;ETC FOR REMAINING
7B0F 20 E3 FF JSR OSASCI ;TWO BYTES
7B12 AD 1C 7B LDA MESSAGE+3
7B15 20 E3 FF JSR OSASCI
7B1S 60 RTS (BACK TO BASIC
FRED)

Program 3

Machine code and message located above defined value
of HIMEM(Note-selection of another screen mode will
wipe out machine code program).

12 ACORN USER FEBRUARY
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Figure 1. Addressing Modes

The effect of many of the microprocessor's instructions can be
varied by making use of the many addressing modes available. The
mode used will determine how the microprocessor will obtain data
that is to be used with the instruction. However, the overall effect of

the instruction will be the same whatever the mode. For example,
LDA will always result in the accumulator being loaded with data no
matter which is used. Exactly where the data will come from,
however, may vary greatly as the following examples illustrate.

Addressing

mode

Absolute

Zero page
Immediate

Assembler

statement

LDA &2034

LDA &46

LDA #&2C

Hex code

AD 34 20

A5 46

A9 2C

In the absolute addressing mode example, the data loaded into the
accumulator is that contained in address location &2034. When the

Assembler translates the statement LDA &2034 it assigns the code
AD to the LDA since it has determined that absolute addressing is

intended. The address, in lo-byte/hi-byte order, then follows. (This
placing of the address data in reverse order is for the benefit of the
microprocessor - when it receives 16 bit addresses it requires the
low order byte before it receives the high order byte.

Zero page addressing is a special case of absolute addressing
that assumes address values will start with 00. Thus LDA &46 loads

the accumulator with the data contained in location &0046 and two

bytes are all that are necessary to store this instruction in machine
code form.

The final example uses immediate (or direct) addressing. No
address locations are used but instead the data to be loaded

immediately follows the instruction - &2C in this case. The micro
processor then knows on receiving AD, A5 or A9 exactly where it
must get the data to be loaded into the accumulator (figure 2.1).

These examples represent only three of the many addressing
modes available to the 6502 programmer. One further mode worth a
mention in this brief overview is implied addressing. This is the
simplest and is used by instructions that have only one way in which
they might be used. DEX (DEcrement the X register) and TYA
(Transfer the Y register contents to the Accumulator) are both
examples of instructions that use only implied addressing.

Absolute

Figure 1.2
Immediate

the message 'FRED'. MESSAGE is
set equal to the value of the
location counter at the end of the

program, ie the address of the first
available location. Characters for

'FRED' are then loaded into

memory from this address upwards.
It is worth noting that the program
requires a two pass assembly to
resolve a value for the forward

reference MESSAGE.

A third technique can be used
by those familiar with the system
variable HIMEM {User Guide p270).
All memory locations up to HIMEM
are assumed by Basic to be
available for use. The default value

14

of HIMEM is just below the memory
mapped screen. Below HIMEM,
Basic uses some RAM locations as

a notepad or stack, storing return
addresses from GOSUBs and

PROCedures.

However, HIMEM can be altered
by the programmer to a new value
further down the memory map,
leaving enough space between the
bottom of the screen memory and
HIMEM to house the machine code.

Program 3 illustrates this. Note how
the new value of HIMEM is establis

hed at the start of the program,
in case it is followed by any instruc
tions that use the Basic stack.

Finally, program 4 uses a DIM
statement (User Guide p236) to
reserve space at the top of the
Basic program for machine code.
Line 40 sets aside 100 bytes, more
than enough to hold both the
machine code program and the
characters for the message. Using
this technique, Basic takes care of
the position of the machine code. If
extra lines are added to the Basic
program, the position of the final
code is 'shunted' up the memory
map as the Basic program grows.

I he 6502 microprocessor has
many addressing modes which
form an important part of the
programmer's armoury (figure 1).
Indexed addressing is particularly
useful when processing the
contents of a continuous area of

memory, such as lists or tables of
data.

The following statement illustrates
how the LDA instruction uses

indexed addressing

Hex code
LDA&3025.X BD 25 30

Here, as always, LDA loads the
accumulator with data. The

microprocessor determines an
address from which to load the

data by adding the address
supplied (the base address) to the
contents of the X register. If the X
register contains &10, then, in the
above example, the accumulator
will be loaded with data from

address &3035 since &3025 + &10

= &3035. As the X register is only
eight bits in size, indexed
addressing is restricted to a
displacement of 255 bytes from the
base address (maximum = base
address +&FF0.

There is also zero page indexed
addressing. Furthermore, either the
X or Y register's contents might be
used as the index to add to the

base address. In total there are four

such indexed addressing modes -
absolute, X; absolute, Y; zero page,
X, and zero page, Y. Of the 6502
instructions that can employ
indexed addressing, not all can use
all of these four modes. Table 1

lists the instructions that can be

used in each of these four indexed

addressing modes. Other modes
make use of indexed addressing,
but for now we will use the four

mentioned.

Program 5 illustrates how
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10 REM SHORT PROGRAM TO PRINT "FRED"
20 0SASCI=&FFE3

30 REM SET ASIDE SPACE FOR CODE AND MESSAGE
40 DIM PROG 100

50 FOR PASS =1 TO 3 STEP 2
60 P%=PROG

70[OPT PASS

.START LDA MESSAGE ;GET FIRST BYTE
90

100

110

120

130

140

150

160

170]

180 REM DEFINE START OF "FRED
190 MESSAGE=P%

200 REM INSERT "FRED"
210 $MESSAGE="FRED"
220 NEXT PASS
230 CALL START
240 END

JSR OSASCI ;ONTO SCREEN
LDA MESSAGE+1 ;GET SECOND BYTE
JSR OSASCI ;ONTO SCREEN
LDA MESSAGE+2 {ETC FOR REMAINING
JSR OSASCI |TWO BYTES

LDA MESSAGE+3

JSR OSASCI

RTS ;BACK TO BASIC

MESSAGE

1060 AD 79 10 .START LDA MESSAGE ;GET FIRST BYTE
1063 20 E3 FF JSR OSASCI ;ONTO SCREEN
1066 AD 7A 10 LDA MESSAGE+1 ;GET SECOND BYTE
1069 20 E3 FF JSR OSASCI ;ONTO SCREEN
106C AD 7B 10 LDA MESSAGE+2 ;ETC FOR REMAINING
106F 20 E3 FF JSR OSASCI ;Tl/0 BYTES
1072 AD 7C 10 LDA MESSAGE+3
1075 20 E3 FF JSR OSASCI
1078 60 RTS ;BACK TO BASIC

Message —

Start —

LOMEM S

PAGE -

BBC ASSEMBLER

Basic stack

Machine code

Basic program

z

&8000

^ 107D OD C-RTN
--—___ 107C 44 "D"

107B 45 "E"
107A 52 "R"
1079 46 'F"

&0E00

&0000

RAM memory map
(not to scale)

Program 4.

Machine code and message in reserved space
on top of basic program.

100REM ILLUSTRATION OF INDEXED ADDRESSING
1100SASCI=&FFE3
120DIM PK0G 100 :REM ALLOCATE PROGRAM SPACE
130FOR PASS=0 TO 3 STEP 3
14CI%-=r:iOG

150[0PT PASS
160

170.AGAIN

180

190

200

210

220

230]

240REM DEFINE MESSAGE AREA
250MESG=P%

260$lIESG="Message printed using indexed addressinp"
270IJEXT PASS &
280END

LDX SO

LDA MESG,X \GET CHARACTER FROM MESSAGE
JSR OSASCI \SLNP CHARACTER TO SCREEN
INX

CMP *&0D

BNE AGAIN

RTS

\POINT TO NEXT CHARACTER
\L00K FOR END MARKER
\FINISHED?

\BACK TO BASIC

indexed addressing can be used to
output a message to the screen.
The message is placed into
consecutive locations in memory
using the indirection operator
described earlier. The start of the

message has been given the label
MESG. This is used by the LDA
instruction as the base address,
which, together with the continually
incremented contents of the X

register, enable the sequence of
bytes comprising the message to
be successively loaded into the
accumulator and sent via OSASCI
to the screen. The action within the

loop of incrementing the X register
contents means that the next byte
in the message will be loaded into
the accumulator. The process
terminates when the last byte (&0D
= carriage return) is encountered.

There are many uses of indexed
addressing amd most micro
processors incorporate index regis
ters, making it possible to 'point' to
successive locations in memory.
Moving blocks of data from one
area to another or sorting lists of
data are both tasks that are easily

>F

10:

10;

10;

102

102

102

102

103

UN

3 A2

5 BD

3 20

B ES

C C3

E D0

0 60

OPT PASS
00 LDX #0

31 10 .AGAIN LDA MESG,X GET CHARACTER FROM MESSAGE
E3 FF JSR OSASCI \SEND CHARACTER TO SCREEN ntSSRGE

\POINT TO NEXT CHARACTER
\LOOK FOR END MARKER
\FINISHED?

IBACK TO BASIC

INX

CMP #?V0D
BNE AGAIN
RTS

ACORN USER FEBRUARY

OD

F5

>CALL PROG

Message Printed using indexed addressing

Program 5. Using indexed addressing to send a message to the screen
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nScH^mr™ AMRESSING ™mlTE T0 INPUT BUFFER
1200SASCI=&FFE3
130DIM PROG 100

140F0R PASS=0 TO 3 STEP 3
150P%=PROG

160[0PT PASS
170

180.AGAIN
190

200

210

220

230

240

250]

260REM DEFINE BUFFER AREA AT END OF PROGRAM
270BUFF=P%

280NEXT PASS
290END
RUN

1041

1041 AO FF

1043 C8

LDY#&FF

INY \POINT TO NEXT BUFFER SPACE
JSR OSRDCHR \GET CHARACTER
JSR OSASCI \ECHO TO SCREEN
STA BUFF,Y \ PLACE IN BUFFER
CMP #&24 \ CHECK FOR $ TERMINATOR
BNE AGAIN \ GET NEXT CHARACTER
RTS \ BACK TO BASIC

OPT PASS

LDY#&FF

10- 20 EO K, ^SRBCHrTgET CHAR^eT '" ^ ™™ ^
1047 20 E3 FF JSR OSASCI \ECHO TO SCREEN

\PLACE IN BUFFER
VCHECK FOR $ TERMINATOR
\GET NEXT CHARACTER
\BACK TO BASIC

104A 99 52 10 STA BUFF,Y
104D C9 24 CMP*f&24
104F DO F2 BNE AGAIN
1051 60 RTS

CALL PROG

THIS IS THE MESSAGE
$

FOR I=BUFF TO BUFF+26:P.-Ij"
";CHR$(?I):NEXT I

1052 T

1053 H :

1054 I |:
1055 S

1056

1057 I ji
1058 S ij
1C59 1

105A T

105B H ij
105C E 1
105D 1
105E M

105F E

1060 S

1061 S

1062 A

1063 G

1064 E

1065

1066 $
1067

1068

1069

106A

106B Sampie output |
106C from program 6 M

Program 6. Indexed addressing writes to
an input buffer a °

implemented using indexed address
ing.

A further example of indexed
addressing is given by program 6,
which saves a series of characters
input at the keyboard in memory
(an input buffer). The series is
terminated by entering a '$'. The
buffer has been placed after the
program and will be corrupted if
more Basic statements are added.

In practice such a buffer would be
somewhat safer. The BBC machine

has buffers for its own input
located in page 0.

The program can be run by
typing CALL PROG and a series of
characters then entered from the

keyboard. The following Basic
statements will print out the
memory address and contents of
the buffer.

> FOR I = BUFFTO BUFF+26:P-v.|;
"";CHR$(?I):NEXT I

With indexed addressing the range
of memory addressable from a
base address is the next 256 bytes
only. In this program there is no
test of how many characters have
been entered and the effect of

entering more than 256 characters
will be to start filling up the buffer a
second time, overwriting characters
placed in earlier. ft

16

Table 1 - Instructions that use Indexed Addressin 3

Instruction
ABS,X

ZERO
PAGE,

X
ABS,

Y

ZERO
PAGE

Y

ADC ADd with Carry X X X

AND AND with accumulator, X X X

ASL Arithmetic Shift Left X X

CMP Compare Memory with Accum. x X X

DEC DECrement memory x X

EOR Exclusive OR memory with x X X

accum.

INC INCrement memory x X

LDA LoaD Accumulator X X X

LDX LoaD X register X X

LDY LoaD Y register x X

LSR Logical Shift Right x X

ORA OR memory with Accumulator x X X

ROL ROtate Left X X

ROR ROtate Right x X

SBC SuBtract with Carry x X X

STA STore Accumulator x X X

STX STore X register X

STY STore Y register X

ACORN USER FEBRUARY
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MICRO MANAGEMENT
Micro Management, 32 Princes Street, IPSWICH. Telephone S9181
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FINANCIAL

BBC Model B GAMES

THE WORLD TRAVEL GAME

I or 2 Players,
Choice of Game,

Excit ing , Tense, Competitive and
even Educational'.

xxxxx

Travel the World; Journey by air, rail and road.
Exchange currencies; Buy souvenirs; Book tickets.

Cope with hijacks, strikes, robbery and other problems
inherent with travel.

Visit countries as diverse as Russia &the Falklands.

Your aim isto collect 6 souvenirs & return to LONDON intact1
-£6.95 - _

GREAT BR I TAI N LTD

You are RM.
and Chancellor of

'Great Britain

You must select the
Party you wish to represent and your aim is to stay
in office for as long as possible. You must control
inflation and unemployment, maintain th exchange
rate, introduce social reforms and stay popular. The
game is split into sectors: country profile, shopping
basket, budget day, reform opportunities, manifesto,
and most important election nights (a telling time).
A COMPLEX GAME THAT YOU WILL NOT TIRE

OF IN A HURRY

-£5.95-

See Reviews in:
Acorn User Dec '̂ 82

Personal Computer Jan'83

INHFRITAMrP

Gt.Uncle Arbuthnot
is dead.

You stand to inherit!!

A 2 part game. Prove your
financial accumen in Part 1 by investing wisely at
the stock and metal markets; if desperate try the
casino or the horse races. If you are successful you
will enter the world of big business in Part 2. Find
the secret formula for paradise cola; manufacture
and market the drink; cope with strikes, fires, frauds,
cash shortages, etc. Your ultimate aim is to become
a millionaire! A MAMMOTH GAME PACKED
FULL OF FEATURES

-£5-95-

Trade Enquiries Welcome
Special Deal for Schools .

Simon W. Hessel o>ePt a)
15 Lytham Court, Cardwell Crescent
Sunninghill, Berks.-Tel:Ascot 25179
24hr Despatch —One Year Guarantee— Money-back if not

r satisfied.
ACORN USER FEBRUARY



HINTS & TIPS

A more dynamic approach
w<e begin by looking at some of
those *FX commands which appear
to be undocumented by Acorn. This
month we have three to examine,
which all appear to work with the
1.00 version of the operating
system, and are hence upwardly
compatible, ie they will work with
systems numbered above 1.00, but
not with 0.10.

The TAB key is probably the
most underused key on the Beeb,
because it appears only to copy
the function of the SPACE key. In
actual fact it performs the function
of CTRL I or VDU9. This is the

control code for stepping one
space to the right, without
destroying any characters in its
path.

The TAB key could be used
more often if the character

PRINTed by it could be altered. In
actual fact the TAB key can have
any character code allocated to it.
Simply type *FX21 9,42.

Nlow you have allocated character
code 42 to the TAB key. Whenever
you press TAB, a '*' will appear on
the screen. There is little value in

using a spare key to duplicate the
operation of an easily accessible
character, already on the keyboard,
but table 1 lists the VDU

commands which can be allocated

to the TAB key:
Second, TAB can be used for

user defined characters. Type this
program into the computer and
then RUN it:

5 MODE 4
10 VDU23,224,3,4,4,8,8,1 44,80,32
20 *FX21 9,224
30 PRINT'Please press the TAB key"
40 PRINT'to add a new character."

Remember that user defined

characters will not be displayed in
mode 7. Hence we switch to mode

4. Line 10 creates a square root
symbol and line 20 allocates it to
the TAB key. Lines 30 and 40 are
simply instructions at the end of the
program.

I AB can be used in this way to
write the square root key in print
statements simply by pressing TAB
whenever the particular character is

ACORN USER FEBRUARY

TAB is underused,
ESCAPE is too

close for comfort,
so Joe Telford has

been examining
these keys. He also
has some ideas on

procedures

Q W E

SH,FT SHIFTLOCK bH,F1

needed eg:

50 PRINT"<TAB>36=";SQR(36)

Where <TAB> means 'press the
TAB key.'

During a program run, the
ESCAPE key is a useful addition,
getting the user out of loops, etc.
However, once a program is fully
debugged, a good deal of effort

often goes into ensuring the
program will not crash if the key is
pressed accidentally. Unfortunately,
inexperienced fingers will find that
both the TAB key and the number 1
key are close enough to the
ESCAPE key to provide the
opportunity for unexpected escapes.

A possible fix for this is to
remove the ESCAPE key from the
keyboard, but as that would require
a certain hardware expertise, and
would probably be messy, Acorn
have kindly produced a software
solution.

The ESCAPE key generates
ASCII 27 and the solution is to

nominate another key to produce
that code. Try for example
*FX220J32.

On pressing ESCAPE, nothing
should happen. Now try pressing
the space bar. The space bar has
been set upas the ESCAPE key. It
is of course important to use a key
for ESCAPE which can be

accessed without altering normal
keyboard use. I found *FX220,0
was a suitable allocation. Once

entered at the keyboard the
ESCAPE function is taken over by
CTRL-@, which is pressed as the
result of a deliberate action rather

than by accident.
To restore ESCAPE, simply type

*FX220,27.

If you have a model B, machine try
typing *FX254,255. Then MODE2. If
you have a model A, try *FX254,0.
Then MODE2. Sorry BREAK won't
reset this *FX command. If you
assume your machine now thinks

Normal
Allocated

with
key Action on pressing TAB

sequence

*FX219.7 CTRL-G Make a beep
*FX219,8 CTRL-H Backspace cursor
*FX219.9 CTRL-l Normal TAB function
*FX219,10 CTRL-J Move cursor one line down

*FX209,11 CTRL-K Move cursor one line up
*FX219,12 CTRL-L Clear text screen (CLS)
*FX219,16 CTRL-P Clear graphics screen (CLG)
*FX219,21 CTRL-U Disable VDU drivers/

Delete line in INPUT mode
*FX219,26 CTRL-Z Restore default windows
*FX219,30 CTRL- Home cursor

Table 1. VDU commands
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HINTS & TIPS

20MODE4

30REPEAT

40CLS

50PRINT"Procedure name
(upto 10 Letters)"

60INPUTQS

70IF Q$="SUUARE" THEN PROC SQUARE
80IF Q$="BOAT" THEN PROC BOAT
90IF Q$="ROCKET" THEN PROC ROCKET
100REM This continues ad.inT.
190REM unti L they finish
200UNTIL Q$="END"
210END

1000DEFPROC_SUUARE
1010MOVE200,200
1020DRAW400,200
1030DRAW400,400

Program 1. A Hypothetical example

1040DRAW200,400
1050DRAW200,200
1060REPEAT UNTIL GET=32
1070ENDPROC

1080DEFPROC__TRIANGLE
1090MOVE200/,200
1100DRAW400,200
1110DRAW300,300:DRAW200/200
1120REPEAT UNTIL GET=32
1150ENDPROC

1140DEFPROC_OBLONG
1150MOVE200,200
1160DRAW800,200
1170DRAW800,500
1180DRAW200,500
1190DRAW200,^00
1200REPEAT UNTIL GET=32
1210ENDPROC

its the other model, you won't be far
wrong. Powering down for a few
seconds will cancel the command.

Now on to procedures. First, let's
put things into perspective: I think
procedures are the greatest thing
since sliced bread. There are

however, a few instances, where
calling a procedure (or to be fair, a
subroutine too) is difficult.

Look at program 1. This is a
typical routine which a user might
build as part of an educational
program, or as a translational
program or possibly even as a
command language for a data
base. Notice that because this

program section is hypothetical
and only intended to make a point,
there is no value to be gained in
typing it into your micro. Readers

will probably have a number of
similar programs with which to
draw comparisons. Suffice it to say
that we are dealing with the type of
program which has a large number
of procedures selected as a result
of entering a particular command.

A short while ago this problem
cropped up. I was helping a local
speech therapist with some work
on the Bliss symbolic language. On
a BBC micro with only a cassette
interface, the number of translated
terms which can be held in core,
was of paramount importance. It
was imperative to capitalise on
memory.

these symbols are line drawings
they need to run in screen mode 4,
which uses 10k of RAM. It was felt

necessary to fit about 100
procedures into memory, to provide
the Bliss vocabulary. The next
stage was to access these Bliss
terms by calling each term
(procedure) from the individual
words of a sentence in English.
First, the current sentence was

broken down into individual words.

From here, a reference back to
program 1 suggests each procedure
calling line would look like:

120 IF W$="doctor" THEN PROC doctor

and would take up approx 30 bytes.
The lines to call the 100

procedures would therefore take up
about 3000 bytes. From this it was

20

Biliss is based around symbols
from everyday life, and because

20MODE4

30REPEAT

40CLS

50PRINT"Procedure name
(upto 10 Letters)"

60INPUTQ$

70PROCQS

80UNTIL Q$="END"

90END

1000DEFPROC_SQUARE
1010MOVE200,200
1020DRAW400,200
1030DRAW400,400
1040DRAW200,400
1050DRAW200,200

Program 2. Good idea, but it doesn't work

1060REPEAT UNTIL

1070ENDPROC

1080DEFPROC_TRIANGLE
1090MOVE200,200
1100DRAW400,200
'I 11 0DRAW300, 300: DRAW200, 200
1120REPEAT UNTIL GET=32
1130ENDPROC

1140DEFPROC_OBLONG
1150MOVE200,200
1160DRAW800,200
1170DRAW800,500
1180DRAW200,500
1190DRAW200,200
1200REPEAT UNTIL

1210ENDPROC

GET=i2

GET=32

ACORN USER FEBRUARY



Link to program line 0

' r

Subroutine

to call

procedures

lines 1

to 10

Main body ot
program

. ...±

lines 10

to 5999

r

Procedures

called by
subroutine

Special procedure
to alter

memory in
lines 1 to 10

lines 6000

to 6074

Figure 1. Theory behind program 3

obvious that the program would
spend its life in a lookup loop, ie it
would be slow; and that 3000 bytes
of procedure calling could be
better used for the actual

procedures themselves.
My first solution was similar to

program 2. Here we simply input
the procedure name and do a
PROCQ$. The idea was that if
Q$="SQUARE" then PROCQS
would call the procedure defined
as SQUARE.

Unfortunately this didn't work
because the BBC micro doesn't

support dynamic procedure calls.
To call the procedure SQUARE the
BBC micro expects to find the
command PROCSQUARE. If instead

we set Q$ to be "SQUARE" and
issue the command PROCQ$, then
the computer ignores the contents
of QS and looks for a matching
DEFPROCQS, which it never finds.

What is even worse is that

should your program include a line
DEFPROCQ$ then the Basic
interpreter delivers the body blow:
'No such variable at line XXXX'. The
only way to call procedures safely
would seem to be as per program
1. (Readers will now note that

ACORN USER FEBRUARY
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a. Main program

20ON ERROR GOTO 200
25MODE4

30REPEAT

40CLS

50PRINT"Procedure name
(upto 10 Letters)"

60INPUT U$

70IF LEN(Q$)>10 THEN 50
80PROC_PROC(Q$)
90UNTIL Q$="END"

100END

200IF ERR029 THEN 230
210PRINT "Sorry, it doesn'
215REPEAT UNTIL GET=32
220GOTO30

230MODE7:REP0RT:PRINT" AT
1000OEFPROC SQUARE
1010MOVE200,200
1020DRAW400,200
1030DRAW400,400
1040DRAW200,400
1050DRAW200,200
1060REPEAT UNTIL GET=32
1070ENDPROC

1080DEFPROC_TRIANGLE
1090MOVE200,200
1100DRAW400,200

1110DRAW300,300:DRAW200,200
1120REPEAT UNTIL GET=32
1 130ENDPROC

1140DEFPROC_OBLONG
1150MOVE200,200
1160DRAW800,200
1170DRAW800,500
1180DRAW200,500
1190DRAW200,200
1200REPEAT UNTIL GET=32
1210ENDPROC

Program 3. Alters memory during
program run, so handle with care

b. Notice, no spaces

0GOTO10

1PROC_12345678901:REM
t exist."

2RETURN

"ERL:END 10REM Leave 0,1,2 alone

6000DEFPROC_PROC CF$)
6010LOCAL P

6020IF LEN(F$)<10

F$=F$+STRING$

((10-LEN(F$))," '

6030P=PAGE+15

6040$P=F$

6050P710=32

6060GOSUB 1

6070ENDPROC

c. Erases previous procedure names

)

program 2 doesn't work.)
However, as readers will now be

aware, we (the Acorn Users) aren't
often put off by the mere fact that
something 'can't be done'. Let's
consider the facts:We need to call

procedures from a single calling
line: Procedures can only be called
by having the actual calling word
eg SQUARE placed directly after
the command PROC: Calling
procedures via varaibles will not
work.

This means we need to place the
calling word physically after the
PROC command in the calling line
whatever that word may be. Hence
we must consider an approach
which involves altering the memory
contents of a line within the
program, actually during the
program run.

I his is the first time we have
considered adjustments to memory
in the Hints and Tips series and so
a number of points must be made:

• Direct alterations to memory
often cause crashes if they are

not properly effected.
• At the very least, programs can

list in an odd fashion, or do any
of a number of unpredictable
things, should memory be
incorrectly altered.

• If the program is altered at this
level, the effects of further
program editing, eg adding,
deleting, changing lines can be
catastrophic.

• You must continually ask
yourself: 'Does this program
need to work through the Tube?
If the answer is yes, make sure it
does.

Most of the above points can be
solved by debugging the memory
altering routines first then making
sure the memory to be altered is at
the beginning of the program. This
means you will need a line (usually
line 0) which jumps over that part of
memory being altered to the main
program so that any editing you do
will be above the critical area of
memory which is being altered
during the program. Figure 1 shows
a typical map for such a program in
Basic.

Sections 3a,3b,3c make up a
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program illustrated by figure 1. First
examine section 3a.

It is important to enter this
section without any spaces in
lines 0,1 or 2. This is so that the
part of memory which needs to be
altered doesn't move from its set

place in memory. Look at line 0.
This is the link to the rest of the
program. When we type RUN, line 0
jumps to line 10 which starts the
program proper. The line which
actually calls any procedure is line
1. It has been set up to call the
procedure -12345678901'. This is
actually a dummy name which is
never called. The ':REM' after the

numbers is simply a marker for the
physical end of the procedure
name. What we. need to do is alter

the number '12345678901' to read

things like square or traingie or
oblong (or in my original program
doctor etc). To do this it is
necessary to find the memory
location of the beginning of the
string '12345678901'. Readers
used to my column will have
noticed my trademark of having an
underline ' ' at the beginning of

any PROC or DEFPROC hence for
me the procedure name begins
with '12345678901'.

To find the location of the

beginning of the string to alter we
simply count characters from the
program beginning. Line 0 uses 9
bytes, made up as follows:

Line number : 2 bytes
GOTO : 1 byte
10 (in integer format) : 4 bytes
Length of line (unseen) : 1 byte
End of line marker : 1 byte

Line 2 as far as 1 PROa uses 5

bytes.
Line number : 2 bytes
PROC : 1 byte

(underline) : 1 byte
Length of line (unseen) : 1 byte

And so the first character of

'12345678901' is the 15th memory
location after the start of the

program. Because programs in
Basic start at PAGE, the actual
location we need is PAGE+15.

It will now be plain that we must
ensure that no spaces creep in
(especially at the end of line 0) to
foul up our calculations. A single
extra space or character out of

SOFTWARE

place in lines 0 or 1 will wreck the
program.

Lo<)ok at program segment 3c. It is
suitably defined as DEFPROC^PROC
and it has the variable F$ (the
name of the procedure to activate)
passed to it as a parameter. The
only variable within the procedure
is P which is defined as a local

variable by line 6010. Line 6020 is
very important, as it pads F$ with
spaces to fill up to 10 characters.
This is essential so that every time
a different procedure is activated, it
totally erases traces of previous
procedure names. Line 6030 sets
up the variable P to be PAGE+15,'
the value we have just calculated.
Line 6040 places the padded string
F$ into memory beginning at
location P (15 bytes after PAGE). $P
not only pushes the string into
memory, but also concludes it with
a <CR>.

Unfortunately, the code for a
<CR> is &OD, the code for the end
of a line of Basic. This means

page 26 •

BBC SOFTWARE

Quality Software Designed by Professionals

EDUCATIONAJ - 1 A/B 5 to 9 £8.05
EDUCATIONAL - 2 (A/B) 7 to 12 £8.05
Hours of fun and learning for children. Animated graphics
will make children enjoy math, spelling, memory games,
clock, etc.

GAMES OF LOGIC AND CUNNING (A/B) £9.20
For children and adults alike.

SUPERLIFE (B) £9.20
Fast (machine code) version in a large universe.
Competitive life- see reds and blue compete for space.
MUSIC PROGRAM (B) £6.90
Lack musical eofl This amazing program harmonizes
(add chords to) music you type in.
KATAKOMBS (B) £9.20
Can you discover the secret in this exiciting Adventure
type game?
UTILITIES (A/B) £8.05
An assortment of useful procedures which can save you
hours/days of programming effort:- date conversion,
input and validation routines, graphic routines (cube,
rectangle etc), sorts and many more.

Special Offer Any 3 cassettes for £20.70
Add 50p p/p per order

Please state your Model and quote reference AC12

MATRIX PRINTERS
MX82 F/T £350.00 Mx80 T £295.00
MX100F/T £428.00 MX80 F/T £325.00

BMC 14®0 Colour Monitor £222.00

Add VAT 15% Delivery free within 30m radius
otherwise add £10 delivery charge.

Cheque/P.O. to GOLEM LTD, 77 Qualitas, Bracknell,
Berks, RG12 4QG Tel.(0344) 50720

• PUBLICATIONS

INSURANCE

INFORMATION
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MUSE is an organisation for parents and teachers.

MUSE offers its members: insurance, courses, booklets, journals, an

annual conference, a friendly and unbiassed information service

MUSE has an extensive library of educational software covering Apple,

BBC, PET, RML380Z, Spectrum and ZX81

MUSE has justpublished a booklet "ABeginner's Guide to the BBC Micro"

by Richard D'Silva-a step bystep guide to simple BBC programming

Price £1.00 including post and packing

Guides and membership details from:

MUSE

FREEPOST

Bromsgrove

Wo res.

B61 7BR
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The word processor for theBBC micro

automatic search and replace ... different screen modes
... delete character... delete word ... swap case ...
fast scroll.

tape,
page

ove and copy... automatic word coui
suet... menu driven ... automatic

section ... margin positioning .
bulation .. .savesections
w indents ... running hea-^

th ... automatic p
n mode s ..

... tabulation! M0(l8l B
punt

inati

lultip
ingfooti
rinter cotrol

jtomatic searc
. delete character7. [

ist scroll... bloc move a
. tape, disc and Econet..". itye

ige numbering ... delete secti

• '•'-,

count

sitioning ..

. multiple spacing ... variable indents . |L running heading!
inning footing ... variable page length . K automatic paginc
. printer cotrol codes ... delete section ... margin positior

Without doubt the most sophisticated piece
of software yet written for the BBC Micro.
Wordwise contains all the usual word
processing features enabling characters,
words, sentences or any defined section of the
text to be deleted, moved or copied from one
part to any other part of the document. The
more complex facilities such as search and
replace or file handling commands are menu
driven so that even a beginner can understand
how to operate them.
Wordwise will work with whatever filing
system is currently implementated.

Supplied with full fitting instructions and a
spiral bound manual.
We believe this word processor compares
favourably with those costing manytimes as
much.

£39.00+£1.50 p&p+vat

Technical details and order form are available
from the address below.

The most complete implementation of the
LOGO language yet available for the BBC
Microcomputer. This language is now popular
in American schools as an ideal educational
program.

It graphically demonstrates the ideas of
defined procedures, sub-routines, loops and
even recursive programming. LOGO 2
is a much improved version of our original
LOGO program and now works in different
screen modes and includes the ability to list
or delete defined words. These may also be
saved on tape. This program will give an
excellent introduction to Computers and the
Logo language.

£10.00+vat
supplied with full documentation.
Ask for further details.

Professional B.RC.
software for the home

COMPUTER
J

DeptAC5

-i 16Wayside,Chipperfield#
I Herts, WD4 9JJ. tel (09277)69727

Quantity discounts available-ask for details
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Mike Coleman earns £10 for
this idea which provides a
memory check to avoid error
number 0, 'No room'.

The ON ERROR feature of BBC

Basic allows a user program to
take its own evasive action if an

error is detected - with one

exception. Error number 0 'No
room', generated by a program
using up all of the available
memory, is untrapable and causes
the program to be aborted. Since
the very nature of the error
suggests that it only crops up well
into a program run, it is likely to
be accompanied by a grievous
loss of input data. A simple
solution, therefore, is to check for

the. condition before it arises.
Figure 1 gives a simplified

picture of the RAM memory map.
As a program runs, two areas are
used for working storage: that
above LOMEM (for dynamic
variables), and that below HI MEM
(for Basic stack). The appearance
of of 'No room' means that, as
with the Hoffnung's tale of The
Builder's Bucket, dynamic variables
going up have met Basic stack
coming down! However, since the
pointers to these two areas are
stored in RAM locations (2,3) and
(4,5) respectively, it is simple to
detect this situation using the ?
operator:

(?5-?3)*256+?4-?2

gives the available free store, and
a function such as

DEFFNroom(bytes%) =
(?5-?3)*256 +?4-?2>bytes%

produces TRUE if more than
bytes% of free store is available.

Operations likely to make
critical demands on store can

thus be made conditional with a

statement of the form:

If FNroom(100) THEN <proceed>
ELSE <error routine>

24

16/32k

Basic

stack

Free store

T

Dynamic
variable

storage

TOP/LOMEM

Figure 1. RAM map

Bytes (4,5)

bytes (2,3)

The error routine need be no

more than a GOTO which refers to

the same destination as that of the

ON ERROR statement.

• This is a very interesting idea
and it is worth noting, in
passing, the use of Boolean
operators in the function
definition. Two points, however:
first, readers should know it is
also possible to check for
space above the program using
DIM P% -1 : SPACE = HIMEM -

P% (note the space between
P% and -1 is crucial); however,
this takes no account of the

space occupied by the Basic
stack (which is typically used
for procedures and functions).
Second, a small point but
worth observing: calling the
function FNroom will take up
some temporary space in the
stack and so the test is very
slightly conservative. IB

In last month's issue (p19), Joe
Telford gave a routine to relocate
programs loaded from disc. There
are two disadvantages with his
method, however. The first is that,
since the routine is in Basic if is
rather slow. Second, and more
important, since a user-defined key
has to be programmed to achieve
the relocation, the method is not
'transparent' to the user. That is,
any user of a program loaded from
disc would have to remember (and
know how) to program the key and
to activate it prior to the running of
any program. This is particularly un
fortunate in the case of educational

software. The following ideas
should remove these disadvantages.

litting a disc interface to the BBC
micro incurs a memory cost. In the
standard model B, PAGE defaults
to &E00: in a disc system, it
defaults to &1900. This lost space
is used by the disc operating
system when any disc transactions
occur.

Once a program is loaded from
disc, and assuming it will not use
the disc unit again, this lost space
will no longer be required. It would
be useful, therefore, to be able to
shift the program down into &E00
onwards after it has loaded. This is

the purpose of the program Shift.
Type Shift into your computer

exactly as it's written - this is
crucial. Then type *SPOOL SHIFT
and LIST the program onto disc.
Finish with *SPOOL

Every program which will be

OGOT032000

3200.0BASE=&7G;OLDL

=?/72::NUMBER=?/

32010F0R:tX=0 TO 2

STEP2sPy.=&CO0
32020COPT 17.

32030LDA &12

32040SEC

32050SBC #9

32060STA NUMBER

32070LDA &13

32080SBC sas

32090STA NUMBER+1

32100LDA #0

32110BTA BABE

32120LDA #?<0E
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CUTTING THE MEMORY

COST FOR THE

DISC INTERFACE

required to be shifted down after
loading should have Shift added to
it. Use *EXEC to do this. Notice that

your program should not use line 0
or line numbers greater than
31999.

What happens when a program,
to which Shift has been added, is
RUN? Line 0 directs the interpreter
to line 32000, where the assembly
program is assembled into &C00
onwards (this area is usually used
for user-defined characters but it is

quite safe as a temporary home for
machine code). Then, a *FX call is
used to put OLD <carriage return>
RUN <carriage return> into the
keyboard buffer (see p433, User
Guide). *TAPE stops locations
&E00 to &1900 becoming contamin
ated when the program is run. Next,
TOP is reset to point to the end of
the last line of the original program.
Finally, the machine code program
is called. This shifts the original
program (ie the one you had before
you appended Shift to it) down into
&E00 onwards, resets PAGE and
returns to Basic. At this point, the
contents of the keyboard buffer will
empty into the input buffer and be
interpreted. OLD will reset all the

pointers, and the program wil
normally.

RUN

\Mhen you want to load a new
program, press CTRL-BREAK first to
reset the system.

One last point: if you want to
program the break key, use:

"KEY 10 CHAIN "PROG"IM

(where PROG is the name of your
program), since the reset will corrupt
some of the program between &E00
and &1900.

Here are the explanatory details
of the assembly program.

32030-32090 The number of bytes
to be moved is given by (TOP-1)-
(PAGE+9)+1.
(PAGE+9 because line 0 takes up
nine bytes and will not be moved).
This simplifies to TOP-9-PAGE: TOP
is in &12 and &13 (low byte first)
and the high byte of PAGE is in &18.
32100-32170. BASE is the first

address in the memory where the
program is going; OLDLOC is the
first address in memory where the
program (less line 0) is currently
stored.

32190-32200. If fewer than 256

bytes are to be moved, proceed
immediately to this move (at 32300).
32210-32290. Move X sets of 256
bytes. X contains the high byte of
the number to be moved.

32300-32380. Move remaining
bytes, ie the amount given by the
low byte of NUMBER
32390-32410. Set PAGE to &E00.

32420-32430. Reset stack pointer.
32440. Return to Basic. (This
address will need to be altered with
the new Basic ROMs.)

BEEBFORUM

PROGRAMMERS7

FORUM FOR

THE BBC MICRO

IAN BIRMBAUM sets out to

improve your
understanding of
programming techniques
on the BBC micro.

He will answer reader's

questions and develop
their ideas - as well as

providing some of his own.
But the real aim is for

readers to provide the
questions and answers.

At least £5 will be paid
for any tip published, with
£10 for those which merit

a one-star award and £20

for real humdingers!
The ideas should be

original, and be described
clearly and fully.

Send your hints or
questions to BBC Forum,
Acorn User, 53 Bedford
Square, London WC1 B
3DZ. Please include a self

addressed envelope if your
contribution is to be

returned. We are here to
answer your problems, but
cannot reply to every one
individually.

32130STA BASE-KI. 32290BNE LOOP!
: 32140LDA #9 32300.LOLOOP
* 32150STA OLDLOC 32310LDX NUMBER

32160LDA & 1S 32320BEQ FINISH
3217OSTA OLDLOC+1 32330.L00P2
321 SOLDY #0 32340LDA (OLDLOO „
32190LDX IMUMBER+1 32350STA (BASE),Y
32200BEQ LOLOOP 32360INY
32210,. LOOP.1. 32370DEX
32220LDA (OLDLOG) „Y 32380BNE L00P2
32230STA (BASE),Y 32390., FINISH
32240INY 32400LDA #&OE
32250BNE LOOP1 3241OSTA &18
322601NC OLDLOC+1 32420LDX #&FF
32270INC BASE+1 32430TXS
322S0DEX

32440JMP &8EB4:3NEXT
52450*FX13B,0,79
52460KFX138,0,76
52470*FX138,0,6B
52480*FXI38,0,13
S2490#FX138,0,82
52500*FX138,0,B5
>2510*FX13B,0,7B
!2520#FX 138,0, 13
52530*TAPE

:2540HIGH=T0P-775:
7?U2=HIGH M0D256:
?&13=HIGH DIV'256:
HIGH?-1=,?*FF

I2550CALL&C00

This program regains the memory
reserved for the disc filing system

ACORN USER FEBRUARY
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BEEB FORUM

LIMITS TO MULTIPLE PROGRAMS

out of room it will stop and
display:

No room

If any of these memory limitations
are encountered there are three

options available. The first is not
to run the program which causes
the problem. Second, change the
mode of the offending program to
free more memory. Finally, delete
the upper programs one at a time
until all those remaining will run.

To delete the last program go
to the next to last and enter OLD.

This does not actually delete the
last program but allows it to be

MICHAEL IMURRAV
WINS £5 FOR THIS TIP

overwritten by variables created
by the lower programs in the next
run. If this is done it may- be
necessary to reprogram the
function keys or otherwise alter
the value of LOMEM which is

passed to each program.

• It should be pointed out that
pressing ESCAPE will reset
TOP to the top of the current
program (indeed any 'error' will
do this). One way round this in
version 1.0 OS is to multiply
the escape key with *FX229,1,
but this may not always be
convenient.

This tip relates to the article
'Multiple program storage' pub
lished in the November issue of
Acorn User.

Memory limitation is most likely
to be encountered if one of the

programs uses high resolution
graphics, li programs have been
entered satisfactorily in a mode
where HIMEM has a high value,
but one of the programs tries to
use a mode for which the value of

HIMEM is lower than the TOP of

the final program, the run will stop
and the computer will display the
error message.

Bad mode at line (line number)

If this situation doesn't occur it is

still possible to run out of memory
if insufficient space has been left
to store all the variables. These

are stored between TOP of the

final program and HIMEM, which
will vary from program to program
depending on which mode each
uses. If a program attempts to
dimension an array for which
there is too little room it will stop
and display:

DIM space at line (line number)

If the program creates too many
variables while running and runs

PRINTER LINE-FEEDS: NO HASSLE

HINTS & TIPS

A more dynamic approach
^~ continued from page 22

problems can occur particularly on
listing the program. The fix for this
is to replace the <CR> character
with a space. This is done by line
6050 which says: 'Go 10 bytes past
location P and place a space
(character 32)'. Referring to line 1 of
the program:

1PROC 12345678901:REM

it can be seen that the 10 byte
string $P covers the numbers
'1234567890'. The last '1' is first

replaced by the <CR> code, then
by the space code. After passing
the string 'SQUARE' to PROC PROC
it is transferred to line 1 by directly
amending the memory locations of
line 1, so we would see:

1PROC SQUARE :REM

if we listed line 1. Notice the
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Let's end this month with a very
short tip. Someone sent me a
complicated technique for dealing
with a printer which has no auto
line-feeds. There is no need for this

complication: one *FX call will do
the trick! Execute *FX6,0. This
defines control code 0 as the code

which is suppressed when output
to the printer.

Normally it is code 10 (line-feed)

padding of spaces up to the REM.
Finally, line 6060 forces a GOSUB
1, and the micro executes the now
amended code at line 1. The result

is that a procedure is called and
after this procedure is ended, the
RETURN of line 2 sends us back to

line 6070, the final ENDPROC of
the procedure calling route. It
returns execution to the main body
of the program, section 3b. (Section
3b consists of lines 20 to 230
which actually get the procedure
names from the keyboard (lines 50,
60) and then activates the driving
procedure (via line 80). Lines 200
to 230 take care of errors caused
by incorrect entry of names, or

• Next month we look at some
do it yourself hardware, with
software support. . . Writing the
light fantastic.

which is suppressed; since code 0
does nothing anyway, the effect of
suppressing it has no effect on the
printer. This means all line-feeds
will be sent to the printer whenever
one is sent to the screen. And

since a line-feed is sent to the

screen each time it executes a

carriage return, this will compensate
for the lack of an auto line-feed on

the printer. $

names which do not exist. Any
procedure after 1000 can be called
simply by typing the procedure
name. Hence it is possible to have
a large number of test procedures
easily accessed.

By entering program sections
3a,3b,3c at the keyboard this
program will run.

Make sure it is correctly entered.
Typing a procedure name at the
'Procedure name' prompt will draw
the shape required, or in the case
of procedures which don't exist, the
message 'It doesn't exist' will be
displayed. Readers may wish to
expand this simple program along
the lines of different shapes. If so
then it is only the bare bones of an
idea which needs much more

thinking out. In any case, readers
experimenting with the program will
no doubt develop particular
applications. $
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Cumanadrives
BBC Micro best!

mmSSM

The 'ice on the cake' is that, because the Cumana Drive has its
own power supply, it can be used with many other Micros when
connected via the appropriate cable. Cumana supply a Drive
connecting cable which has a standard 34 way edge connector
plus 34 way BBCconnector in the same cable length. This allows
the Cumana Drive to be connected to numerous makes of micro
without the need to change connecting cable. Andthe Japanese
manufactureddisk drives are quiet and utterly dependable.
CS50A Single sided 40 track TEACdrive in a cabinet

with own power supply 100K
CD50A 2 single sided 40 track TEACdrives in a cabinet

with own power supply 200K
CS50E Single sided 80 Track TEAC Drive with

cabinet and own power supply 200K
CD50E 2 single sided 80 Track TEAC Drives in

cabinet with own power supply 400K
CS50F Double sided 80 Track TEAC Drive with

cabinet and own power supply 400K
CD50F 2 double sided 80 Track TEAC Drives with

cabinet and own power supply 800K
2 drive Cable for BBC Micro
2 drive Cable for BBCMicroplus TRS80,
Video, Genie etc.

UPGRADE KITS B

£199

£369

£265

£495

£345

£619

£15

£18

£90

Cumana Ltd
Unit 1, The Pines Trading Estate, Broad Street,

GUILDFORD, Surrey. GU33BH. Tel: (0483) 503121.
Telex: 859380 CUMANA.

ACORN USER FEBRUARY
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CUMANA DRIVES +
OWN POWER SUPPLY
= BIG PLUS FOR
BBC MICRO USERS
... JUST FOR
STARTERS

\lWO

WELCOME
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GAMES BBC COMPUTERS PLAY
Tim Hartnell, S MGee, and Mike James
A newco-publication from Addison-Wesley/lnterface
"Youmayas welllockthe garageand throw
away your season train pass. You won't be
going out muchat nightover the next few
months. You'll find there is too much to do
exploringthese games and demonstration
programs on your BBCMicrocomputer.

"TimHartnell,SMGee and MikeJames
have brought together a varied collection
of games to suit every taste, from massive
ADVENTUREprograms, through board
games likeCHECKERSand SURROUND
to 'arcade action'programs like DODGEM
and LE MANS.

"In addition, thisgenerous collection
includes the stock market simulation
WALL STREET, a program which uses
BIORHYTHMS to warn you of bad days
ahead, another which challengesyou to a
few hands of PONTOON and another
which placesyou ina graphically depicted
3D MAZE.

- From the Introduction byJeremy Ruston

You can get your copy of this exciting
new book from your local bookshop or
computer store. If you have any
problems finding the book locally, just
complete the coupon and send it with
your cheque or credit card number
payable to Addison-Wesley
Have fun!

Also comingsoon...

THE BBC MICRO BOOK:
BASIC, Sound and Graphics

JJ McGregorand A HWatt
April . 320pp , illus . £6,95

ADVANCED PROGRAMMING
TECHNIQUES FORTHE
BBC MICRO

JJ McGregorand A HWatt
June . 220pp . illus . £7.95

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
PROGRAMMING ON THE
BBC MICRO

JD Ferguson and RA Shaw
May . I92pp . illus . £7.95

ww Addison-Wesley Publishers Limited
' 53Bedford Square, London WCIB3DZ

I
| Please send me copies of GAMES

I BBC COMPUTERS PLAY at £6.95.
Date.

Name_

Ienclose my cheque for £_
OR

Address.

I Please chargeto myAccess/Bardaycard/
| Visa/American Express/Diners' Club No:

I
I
!| Signed.

.Post Code.

Addison-Wesley Publishers Limited
53 Bedford Square, London WC IB 3DZ

To ensure regular and early delivery of Acorn User, send this form (or a copy) to: Acorn User,
MAGSUB (Subscription Services) Ltd, Ground Floor Post Room, Oakfield House, Perry-
mount Road, HAYWARDS HEATH, West Sussex, RH163DH.

Acorn User
Direct Subscriptions

Please open pne year's subscription to Acorn User.
Annual subscription rates (please tick appropriate box):

• UK £15 DEurope£18 • Middle East £20
• The Americas & Africa £22 DAII other countries £24

Name

Position

School/College/Company.

Department

Address

Post Code

AU7

28

Preferred Method of Payment
Please complete the appropriate section and delete
where necessary (*).

UK Subscribers
I enclose my cheque/postal order* for £
payable to Addison-Wesley Publishers Limited.

Overseas Subscribers

I enclose my cheque/international money order/sterling

bank draft* for £
payable to Addison-Wesley Publishers Limited.

Credit Card Payment
Please debit my Access/American Express/Barclaycard/
Diners Club/MasterCard/Visa*.

Account No.

DDDDDQDDDDDDDDDD

Signed Date
Important Note
Ifyou are paying by credit card, the address you give for
delivery of Acorn User must be the same as the address
to which your credit card account is sent.

Send this form, with your remittance, to the address
above.
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I he spring term has just begun
and some primary schools will have
received their micro - and along
with it the MEP Microprimer
training package. But even before
these arrive, thought must be given
to how the micro will be used.

A system will be needed to
govern how the micro will be used
in the school as a whole, in each
classroom, and with each pupil.
Should there be a computer room?
Are large working groups better
than small ones? How do teachers

know which software to use, and
which children have already used
it? These are just a few of the
questions which spring to mind.

I hen there is the problem of
persuading all teachers to use the
computer - and how to overcome
the fact that some children may
already know more about computers
than their teachers.

No article can answer every
question, but Charles Bake has
already met most of the problems.
Here, he provides his answers and
advice.

ACORN USER FEBRUARY

MICROS IN SCHOOLS

In this regular series for primary
schools Paul McGee, Inspector for
Schools in Croydon, with a variety
of contributors, advises teachers on
how to make the most of the micro
in the classroom.

This month Charles Bake,
a teacher who has taken charge of
the BBC micro at Woodside School
in London gives his ideas on how
the computer should be used and
organised. It may be harder to get
teachers motivated than pupils.
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MICROS IN SCHOOLS

PRACTICAL DECISIONS AND IDEAS

FOR THE CLASSROOM

Wrhere to put the micro in your
classroom may well be decided by
the availability of sockets. However,
there are two important factors to
consider. First, all the pupils in a
class must be able to see a screen

when you are demonstrating a new
program. At least one large
television is needed as well as a

monitor to enable those at the back

of the class to read the screen.

Second, when the micro is being
used by small groups. the
television should be turned to face

away from the class so it does not
distract the other children. The

monitor can be placed so that only
the teacher can see it. to supervise
the children.

I have not found the micro to be

a distraction in class, as the
children accept it as another piece
of educational hardware and do not

give it another thought . . . until it's
their turn.

One of the benefits of using a
microcomputer is that, like science

MICROS ON THE MOVE

AT Woodside there is no easy

access to all the classrooms,

and the building has long,
narrow corridors with stone

steps. Despite these problems
we do not keep the micro in
one room but trundle it about
the school on a trolley. This
doesn't always travel in the
direction it's pointing - rather
like a supermarket basket it
seems to have a mind of its
own - but nevertheless it has
provided the necessary mobility.
It also has the added
advantage of having a bank of
sockets attached to its side
which makes the job of
plugging everything in far
easier than if leads and
extension cables were trailed
all over the room. A ramp,
constructed by a helpful
parent, is used to negotiate the
steps.

The trolleys we used are
from Selmor Engineering which
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are cheaper than the ones
displayed at MEP Regional
Information Centres. Your LEA

may supply the trolleys as an
item of furniture, or because it
makes it easier to store the

equipment in a secure place.
We take the precaution of
locking the micro away each
night in a secure storeroom.

I am responsible for the
micro and so every morning
before school, I set it up. At
lunch time, I ensure it is ready
for the afternoon. Sometimes,

especially after a busy dinner
hour, I simply haven't the time
to do the job and I have now
trained several groups of
children to do this job for me.
They can connect it up properly
whilst observing all the
necessary safety precautions.
This helps accustom the
children to the computer and
makes them more confident

when handling it.

Keeping a record of who's doing what

experiments, it can generate
interaction and constructive dis

cussion between pupils. This works
best if the children work in groups
of two or three rather than

individually. Ability groups may
prove better than simply friendship
groups, otherwise one child may do
all the thinking for the less able
ones, who then gain little benefit. At
the start of the term, my second-
year children are paired with first-
years to give the younger ones
confidence.

One of my important tasks as co
ordinator of computer activities is
to keep a record of work done by
each class at the computer. I have
a note of the programs being used
by each class on a grid sheet in a
ring file. This is not, as one member
of staff suggested, because I wish
to act as 'Big Brother', but so I can
suggest which programs would be
suitable to complement the one
they currently use. Also it is handy
to know which classes have used
which programs. At the class level,
teachers keep a variety of more
detailed records to remind them of
the stages reached by each pupil
and clearly some form of
standardisation would be helpful.

Children in my class use the
back of their mathematics exercise
books to record their work. As can
be seen from the example, children
are given a problem, note the
commands they use in attempting
to solve it and then draw the
results (page 32).

Admittedly this is a rough and
ready form of record-keeping: the
children may, and do, forget to note
the commands they use or may
record them inaccurately. A printer
would be a great advantage here
as a hard-copy of their work could
be used for discussion with the
children concerned.
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MICROS IN SCHOOLS

ORGANISATION AND TIMETABLES

When schools acquire micros
they have to decide how to use
them throughout the school and in
individual classrooms. Decisions

have to be made about whether the

micro comes to the children or the

children go to the micro.
Why not a computer room? If my

school had opted for this, the
micro would not have been so

easily accepted, or as frequently
and readily used. Teachers would
probably have been loathe to
traipse their classes along to pay
homage, especially if each child
had to take some work along to do
whilst the privileged few were
allowed to touch the machine.

But even before the micro

arrives, it will be necessary for staff
to discuss the sort of impact it will
have on the curriculum and the

philosophy of the school. For
example, agreement will have to be
reached as to whether it is

desirable that all children in the

school are given the opportunity to
use the micro, or whether its use be
limited to, say, the third and fourth
year pupils. At this stage it will be
necessary to draw up a timetable
for the whereabouts of the

computer, which can always be
changed after a few weeks'
experience.

In my school there is one micro
and each class has use of it for half

a day per week. This system was
inaugurated by the head who
thought every child should be
exposed to the micro. It works well,
but often teachers feel there is

insufficient time to let children

explore programs and with large

classes it can be a case of 'right
your five minutes on the micro
starts . . . NOW!'

When our second micro, the DOI
one, arrives we plan to have the two
machines concentrated in one year
group, or in one half of the school,
for long periods - say half a term at
a time. In that way the computers'
timetable will be more flexible and

teachers will have a better idea of

how to use the micro during the
week. It may be, for instance, that
one class has the computer for two
or three days at a time to fit in with
projects or reinforce the current
scheme of work. Or perhaps one
group of chldren could be allowed
to spend most of a day following
through a program in detail instead
of having to make way for their
classmates. (£

software brings you

Uames for

Enjoying
Mathematics

*anglezap ♦ Zap the aliens as you master
angles and bearings

•frL~trap ♦A strategy game against the
computer or another player

• L~ t rapAnodel B\ Learn about motion geometry
r \or 32 k / in this deluxe version

ft take -OTT ♦ Outwit the computer at this
strategic number game

* graph capers* 4 games-in-one developing
from using points to functions £5.99

.*r monte carlo ♦ Use the laws of probability
to take the cheauered flag £5.99

£5.99

£4.99

£5.99

£4.99

ALL OUR GAMES - make full use-of colour graphics
- are tried and tested in homes

and in the classroom

- are designed by graduate teachers
of maths and computing

- include documentation on the

theory and use of the game

Prices all-inclusive. Send cheque/
P.O. or write (with S. A.E.) for
details to : GEM Software,
1 Oswald Rd. , Leamington Spa,
Warks. CV32 6EW

at last! maths

• GRAPHICS \
for the

BBC MICRO
£2.50

A NEW BOOK TO HELP
YOU MASTER GRAPHICS

•*• multicolour screen painting
*** dot and line routines

••• diagram labelling
••• plane figures drawn or filled
*** pattern making
• •• systematic use of procedures

SIMPLE, HAPPY AND FRIENDLY TO USE

Available through your bookseller, or send
£2.80 for return post to:

SCHOOL SOFTWARE 85 OTLEY ROAD

HARROGATE HG2 0DU NORTH YORKS
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MICROS IN SCHOOLS

BUILDING UP A

SOFTWARE LIBRARY

\Jne of my responsibilities is to build
up a software library for the school.
This means creating a catalogue of
the software we have, writing a brief
description of each program for the
catalogue and, storing the cassettes. I
have also had to devise a way of
assessing software to decide whether
we should purchase it for the school,
as well as coming to the rescue when
a program crashes.

I keep the software catalogue in a
ring folder at present, although we
may need to use a card index when
we have more software. A brief

synopsis of what each program has to
offer is included as well as title,
source, and recommendations for
suitable age groups.

The cassettes, now some 35, are

stored in polythene food boxes, and
only those in current demand travel
with the computer.

W,e record our programs on C10 or
C15 tapes with each program on both
sides of the cassette. This may seem
extravagant, but it means you do not
have to rewind a tape to load a
program and there are two copies in
case one gets damaged.

Most of our programs were
obtained from the local teachers'

centre, but some I typed out myself
from published listings. With the
current paucity of good educational
software this is something a teacher
has to be prepared to do.

We have devised a form to help us
assess software and I would advise
any school to use something like this.

Of course bugs do occur in our
programs, especially those which I
have typed or modified, and
sometimes a child manages to press
a combination of keys which confuses
the micro. For instance, one program
requires pupils to input 3/4/5W, but if
they press 3 4 5W they get an error
message. However, some classes
now possess one or two children who
can act as trouble shooters and will
do the job for me. The normal
procedure to recover from software
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failures is to press ESCAPE, if the
program is error trapped, or else
BREAK and start again. Teachers and
pupils quickly learn to do this (or
themselves.

W hichever programs a teacher
decides to use there must be careful

thought about the preparation needed
and suitable follow-up activities. For
example, there is no point in
launching straight into a program
which requires the pupils to use a
system of co-ordinates to find some
imaginary beast unless pupils know
the convention that numbers on the

'X-axis' precede those on the 'V-axis'.
Having played the game and caught
the beast, they may then need further
practice to reinforce what they have
learnt. Some programs are more
suited to large rather than small
groups. A game such as Animal
which requires children to generate

questions to differentiate between
kinds of animals seems to work best

when many childen are involved.
Similarly programs based on the cloze
procedure which develop the pupils'
ability to predict missing text, work
better with groups of at least half a
dozen pupils.

r rograms such as Logo can
introduce young children to concepts
which previously might have been
thought the province of top juniors
only. For instance first and second
year juniors can use 'turns' measured
in degrees as part of shape drawing
problems even though they would not
normally cover this concept in maths
lessons until they are older.

Similarly, text editing programs can
be used to assist children with both

factual and creative writing, often
resulting in an increased quantity and
quality of their output.

Teachers must, however, beware of
bad software. Bad software can lead
to even the best teachers giving bad
lessons.

Examples of one pupil's record keeping
while working with the Logo language. Ch
forget to note their actions, so these may

&ZhSfeZL.

RP0

A&
CL

if**L71SI LTr-

AC/- 6t

•J***n to

^Orr^r^

Mdl-

CL

One page from the software catalogue.
This just gives a short note on each progre

. • •••

• • ii •
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REMEMBER TO...

• Use large screens for class
lessons.

• At other times, screens must
face away from the class.

• Organise into ability groups.

• Prevent the addicts from

monopolising the machine.

• Ensure the girls and boys get
equal time at the micro.

• Keep records of work done.

MICROS IN SCHOOLS

DEALING WITH

THE REAL

ENTHUSIASTS

IN ANYschool there is likelytobean
enthusiastic elite of pupils who wish
to use the micro at every available
opportunity. This enthusiasm can be
channelled to good effect through a
micro club.

At Woodside I run such a club.

Interested children meet each

Monday to be shown a technique in a
program like Logo or, if they wish, can
try their hand at simple programming
in Basic.

During subsequent dinner hours
pair of club members are permitted to
use the micro to follow up the work
presented on the Monday. As might
be expected, I have a waiting list of
children that will take me well into

1983.

It is important to make sure that
these enthusiasts do not monopolise
the micro in class. You may be able to
channel theirenergy into helping you
to look after the computer, trouble
shooting and assisting with the
software library.
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ELECTROINEQUIP
(Authorised BBC Dealer and Service Centre)

SOFTWARE

A large selection of software for all
micros in stock including:

Acornsoft, Bug-Byte, Computer
Concepts, Program Power, etc.

Special Offer on Acorn Atoms—
4 cassettes free with every Atom
purchased.

ATOM

ATM2 Atom assembled 12Kram 184.00
ATM11 Atom Kit 12Kram 149.50

ATM22 Atom 4K Floating Point ROM 21.85
ATM26 New Atom 1.8A Power Supply 9.66

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT
Credit cards accepted. Large stocks.

BBC1

BBC2

BBC3

BBC4

BBC10

BBC21

BBC23

BBC27

BBC30

BBC31

BBC33

BBC34

BBC35

BBC40

BBC41

BBC42

BBC43

BBC51

BBC70

BBC

BBC Micro Model A

BBC Micro Model B

BBC Model A Micro with 32K

BBC Model A Micro 32K & VIA

Teletext Receiver for BBC

Upgrade Model A to B
Memory Upgrade A to B
Disc Upgrade for BBC B
14" Colour Monitor for BBC
BMC 14" Colour Monitor

BMC 12" Black/Green Monitor

Karga 12" Black/Green Monitor
Karga 12" Black/Ambre Monitor
Cassette Recorder for BBC

Single 5.25" Disc Drive 100K
Single 5.25" Disc Drive 200K
Dual 5.25" Disc Drive 800K

Epson MX80F/T type 3 for BBC
Plinth/Stowage for BBC

All upgrades prices are inclusive of fitting and
testing. Carriage Micros 3.50 all other items free

299.00

399.00

333.50

339.48

225.00

99.82

34.50

92.00

287.50

258.75

90.85

113.85

113.85

29.90

265.00

328.90

918.85

396.75

29.90

ELECTRONEQUIP
128 West Street, Portchester (opp. RUBY)

Hants P016 9XE Tel 0705 325354

f

FLOPPY DISC DRIVES
SINGLE AND DUALDISC DRIVES
40 OR 80 TRACK FOR BBC MICRO

includesutility disc and Dos Manual Phone forprices:—

luocbmicro
BBC COMPUTER MODEL 'A' £262.00 + VAT
BBC COMPUTER MODEL 'B' £349.00 + VAT
BBCCOMPUTER WITH DISC £410.00 + VAT

SEIK0SHAGP-100A

• DOT MATRIX PRINTER
• 80 CHARACTERS PER LINE
• 30 CHARS/SEC
• FREE HI-RESOLUTION 'DUMP OUT' LISTING

£179 +VAT. Carr £6 BBCPrinterCable£16 + VAT

(DBS MICRO

£7£70 MICRO

•.'.miMIWiM*!
RAM KITS: Upgradesthe Model 'A' to 32K RAM
Suppliedwithfull fitting instructions £29.90 + VAT
ANALOGUE KITS: Suitableforaddingjoysticks,
controllers etc £15.00 + VAT
PRINTER INTERFACE & I/O PORT: Enables a
CentronicInterface printer to be attached... £16.00 + VAT

MODEL 'A' TO MODEL' B' UPGRADE
£89.00 +VAT (fitted)
DISC EXPANSION £80.00 + VAT
DISC DRIVES from £179.00 + VAT
COLOUR MONITORS from £229.00 + VAT
Send for details on other items, cables, cassettes, plugs,
software etc.

WHY NOT SEND YOUR MACHINE TO US FOR
UPGRADING?

PRINTERS

\

High resolution 18MHZ 12
GreenPhosphorMonitor

£90.00 +WT

WORD PROCESSOR
ROM £46.00

CHESS £11.50
ASTEROIDS £ 8.95
GLAXIAN £ 8.95
BILLIARDS £ 8.50
FR0GGER £10.00

,G0LF £ 8.00

EPSON MX80F/T3 - The printer recommended for the
BBC Microcomputer.
• Dot Matrix Printer^^^"* Hi-Resolution Graphics
• 80 Cps ^\ • Bi-directional Printing

Includes Cable

OTHER ITEMS AVAILABLE
FORTHE BBC MICRO
Books, Cables, Joy Sticks, Cassette Decks, Dust Covers,
Teletext Adaptor,Speech Upgrade.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST

34
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MICROS IN SCHOOLS

SPREADING THE WORD

INFANTS AND PARENTS

Parents usually show a lot ot
interest in microcomputers. Some
may want advice on what sort of
micro to buy for their own use.
Others may want convincing that
the micro will not detract from
school essentials such as learning
tables. Others may feel anxious
at the thought of yet another
school activity with which they
are unfamiliar and may themselves
feel threatened by this 'knowledge
gap'.

We ran an evening at Woodside
to show the parents our new
acquisition. This had to be
organised in two sessions due to
the enthusiastic response by
parents. It included demonstrations
of some of our programs and
videos of The Computer Programme.
Parents were encouraged to use
the computer themselves and,
though reluctant at first, soon had
to be prised off the machine.

I would advise any school to
arrange such a parents evening
within a few months of starting work
with their micro. The increased

interest can prove very useful if you
are trying to raise funds for more
equipment such as printers.

Some of my colleagues who
work in the infant department have
reservations about using micro
computers with the very young. To
see just what can be achieved, I
intend to arrange for groups of
infants, with an accompanying
teacher, to come to the junior
department during one lunchtime
per week to try out programs.

I his will give the teacher the
opportunity to gauge the benefits of
using a micro with infants and help
the children themselves to enjoy a
new experience.

As well as demystifying the
computer for parents and the
infants department, it is important
to make sure that all your
colleagues are at ease with the
micro. Anxiety may arise if some of
the children are already conversant
with handling a micro (perhaps
because they have one at home)
and appear to threaten the
teacher's usual role as the fount of

all wisdom. This anxiety will not be
reduced if staff return from their

training courses and set themselves
up as instant experts. Unless this
unease is recognised and dealt
with, staff may well be unwilling to
have the micro in their classroom.

One way to confront the problem
is to encourage staff to become

'Parents soon
had to be
prised off

the machine9

familiar with the machine just as
they would a new washing machine
or a new car. This can be achieved

by ensuring that they use it and
'see what happens if...'.

They should either be encouraged
to take the micro home or be given

sufficient time in school to play
around with it. I set up our micro at
8.15 on Monday and Tuesday
mornings so staff can use it before
school. I make sure I am available

to sort our any problems and to
instruct staff in the use of new
programs. *

• Try to involve colleagues,
but do not oversell the

benefits of the micro.

• Site the microcomputer
away from the sink micros
do not like water.

• Acquire a trolley to make
moving the micro and the
television, or monitor,
easier.

• Find out and obey your
local education authority's
safety regulations about the
length of mains cables and
the types of adaptors.

• Make sure girls and women
teachers are encouraged to
use the computer.

• Prevent the computer junkies
from hogging it, and turn
their enthusiasm towards

something constructive,
such as helping out and
looking after the machine.

• Ensure that all children use

the computer, particularly if
parents provided the money
and will inevitably be asked
to provide more.

• Involve parents in what you
are doing with the computer
- but beware of computer
experts who know nothing
of education.

• Encourage pupils to set up
the machines themselves.

• Consider your next purchases
carefully - should it be
discs, printers or more
computers?

NEXT MONTH: MATHS AND COMPUTERS IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS

ACORN USER FEBRUARY
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TIMESHARE YOUR COLOUR
MONITOR WITH THE FAMILY

COLOURTV

PLUS RGB MONITOR PLUS PAL VIDEO AND AUDIO

PortaTel-LUXOR RGB 3711

EXCELLENT

RESOLUTION

AND GEOMETRY

uKClull

BBC MICRO LEAD INCLUDED

PORTATEL CONVERSIONS LIMITED,
25SUNBURY CROSS CENTRE,

SUNBURY-ON-THAMES,
MIDDLESEX TW16 7BB

Telephone: Sunbury-on-Thames 88972

CD00 forth 000 forth
Level 9 Computing are pleased to announce a new compiler for
the increasingly popular language FORTH on BBC A & B micros.

FORTH is a powerful, extensible language, simple in concept i
use, that encourages structured programming and is good both
for large programs and simple one-off utilities,

"r q FORTH" is supplied on cassette, with a 70 page technical
manual, for £15 including VAT and P8.P. It:

* runs up to 10 times faster than BBC BASIC;
* include;; a full screen editor, tailored for the BBC;
* is FORTH-79 STANDARD and provides fig-FORTH facilities so

it is simple to use programs published in either dialect;
•a- provides 260 FORTH words (i.e functions) initially;
-;.- is readily extensible (even defining words can be defined)
* allows full use of the M.O.S facilities from within FORTH;
* allows use of all graphic modes, even 0-2 (just!);
-.'.- provides recursion simply and naturally;
* needs no added hardware and will run on en unexpanded 'A';

is available NOV/.

Spectrum 000 ftO/COm
aDuentciRes

Colossal Adventure; The classic mainframe game "Adventure"
with all the original treasures & creatures & 70 extra rooms.

Advbi-ture Quest; Through forest, desert, mountains, caves,
water, fire, moorland and swamp on an epic quest vs Tyranny.

Dungeon Adventure: NEW! The dungeons of the Demon Lord have
survived His fall. Can you get to their treasures first?

Every Level 9 adventure is packed with puzzles and has over
200 individually described locations - a game can easily take
weeks to complete! Only data and code compression allow so
much to be provided.

Each adventure needs 32K and costs £9.90, including P&P/VAT.

Send order or SAE for catalogue, describing your computer, to

LEVEL 9 COMPUTING
Deot , 229 Hughenden Road, High Wycombe, Bucks. HP13 5PG
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CLEAR AND CRISP

CHARACTERS AND GRAPHICS

Get the best from your BBC/Acorn by using the RGB
output

Get crisp, clear graphics in full bold colours with one of our
TV/Monitors fitted with a 6 pin DIN input socket.

Each is a TELEVISION!

Each is a COMPUTER MONITOR!

Why buy just a monitor when you can have a standard TV
as well?

A2102/5, 14i" _ £288.00 A6100, 20" - £356.00

A3104/5, 16" - £317.00 A7100, 22" - £384.00

A8400, 26" - £476.00, Remote Control (idealfor schools)

All prices include VAT, carriage, 12 month warranty and a
2m 6 pin DIN lead.

The TVs are from GRUNDIG's range. Remote control and
stereo sound also available.

contact:

NEWARK VIDEO CENTRE
108 London Road, Balderton, Newark, Notts

Tel: 0636 71475. Open 6 days a week.

II

• ~]l II1RM380Z 1
1 [^^••1 m

Networking for
theRM380Z

• Econet" interface • Extra RAM • File-server

Networking makesiieasy forusers to
exchangeprogramsand data. Using the
Econet® slandard allows Research

Machinesand Acorncomputers toshare
resources such as discs and printers.

Thecard comescompletewithsoftware
togivethe380Z full access to the
network facilities. Options includean
extra64Kbytes ofusableRAM and
disc sharingsoftware.

The file-serverpackage enables the
380Z toact as multi-user discstorage for
other networkstations.Anynumber of
file-servers are allowed on the network

andanyusercanuseanyfile-server.

Prices range from£153forthe basic
networkcard to£495 forthe complete
file-server package including 64Kbytes
ofextra RAM. Tneprice ofall these
productsincludesa free half-day user
seminar.

For detailed information contact:

PSJ research
Philip, Spence-Jones &Associates Ltd.,
108 Mill Road, Cambridge. CB12DB
Telephone: (0223) 69927
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BEEB MEMORY

Introducing. Fred

Jim and Sheila
Three pages which pose as

ordinary locations in the Beeb's
memory actually control the flow
of information to the 1 MHz bus

and between the machine's
internal control devices.

Paul Beverley knows where
to find them

This is the first of two articles
looking at what is known as
memory-mapped input/output, on
the BBC micro. The first article

introduces the idea and talks about

the software (programming) side. In
the next article, I shall put forward a
few hardware ideas - explaining
what is involved, in terms of
electronics, in connecting up
various devices to the interface
known as the 1 megahertz (1 MHz)
bus.

The basic operation of any
computer consists of accessing
and manipulating data contained in
numbered memory cells. Some of
these numbered cells contain fixed
information which the processor
uses, but is unable to change. This
is called read only memory, or
ROM and contains the machine
code programs that determine the
way the system as a whole
operates. There are other memory
locations which the processor can
not only read, but also alter. This is
called read-write memory, or more
commonly random access memory
(RAM). It is used to store the user's
programs and any transient data
which the user, or the processor
itself, needs.

In the 6502 micro which the

BBC machine uses, data takes the
form of eight-bit bytes, so we talk of
it as an eight-bit processor, but
when the processor addresses the

ACORN USER FEBRUARY

memory locations it uses 16 bits.
This means that it can talk directly
to 2I6 (65,536) memory locations.
(To abbreviate this, we use the fact
that 65,536 = 64 x 1024, and 1024,
since it is approximately 1000, is
known in computer jargon as 1 k.)
So an eight-bit processor can have
64k of memory made up of any
mixture of ROM and RAM. By a
process known as paging you can
put in more than 64k of memory.
You have sets of memory chips and
use a special chip to switch
between the different sets. I will

deal with this idea in the next
article and explain how to attach up
to 64k of RAM onto the 1 MHz bus.

I he model B has 32k of RAM
and 32k of ROM. Half the ROM is
used for the Basic interpreter and
assembler, while the other 16k is
used for the machine operating
system (MOS), a set of machine
code routines which do the
housekeeping jobs, whichever high
level language is being used -
Basic, Lisp, Forth etc.

It is possible to have more than
32k of ROM on board since part of
the ROM space is paged. Acorn
have assumed that the operating
system calls will be needed
whatever you are doing. Therefore,
it is the Basic interpreter which can
be exchanged for other software (or

rather firmware as it is suplied in
ROM). There are three spare
sockets on the main printed circuit
board, into which you can put other
ROMs, but if you have a disc
system you will find that one of
them is already filled by the disc
operating system software. These
ROMs can contain other language
interpreters, or word processing
facilities, so that you can say
*PASCAL, *LISP, *WORDWISE etc,
to switch from language to
language. They can also contain
extra commands, such as graphics
routines. These extra commands
can be called by names, such as
*SPLINE, *FILL or *DISASSEMBLE.
Finally, they can be actual
applications programs. You type in
*ROM and then, as normal, LOAD
"GAME", or whatever the program
is called. The operating system
searches through all its ROM to
see if it has got a program of that
name, and if so, loads it into RAM.

lo say the MOS is 16k is not
quite true. There are three pages
within it (one page = 256 bytes)
where the processor is not, in fact,
accessing the ROM, but is talking
to actual physical devices and
passing data to and from them.
This is what is called memory-
mapped input/output. The processor
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electronic

The MC range o! RGB and video
input
colour monitors

MC510M 20" and MC370M 14"

Includes service manual, leads and
a 2 year guarantee MC370M 14'

* CABEL NOW OFFERS MORE VARIETY WITHIN THE SAME HIGH QUALITY
COLOUR MONITORS compatible with the BBC, Lynx, Oric, Dragon, Sinclair,
Texas Instruments. Apple. TandYjCommodore and many others.

THIS MONITOR WILL DISPLAY 80x25 CHARACTERS unlike most of our
competitors. You can now use this monitor for high quality, RGB and composite
video display, also compatible with your home video recorder giving a superior
television picture.

Manufactured from high quality components combined with advanced te§ gy
to ensure long service and reliability.

* TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
CRT deflection angle 90°
Horizontal 15625-15750Hz-500Hz, Vertical 50/60Hz
EHT 23kV a 0 mA Beam Current

VIDEO BANDWIDTH 13.5MHz at 3db Rise/Fall time 50ns

INPUT SIGNAL RGB, Analogic or TTL (DC Input TTL or positive Analog
Impedance—75 Ohm terminated or 470 Ohm unterminated sync impedance-
Kohm composite sync/2 Kohm separate sync Horizontal sync. Polarity positive
negative
Vertical sync polarity positive negative

POWER SUPPLY CONSUMPTION 65W DIMENSIONS-External WmnJ
Hmm 324, 5 D mm 404 Weight Kg 13.2

MC370IW14" £251.30 INCfeUPJFJ
MC510M20" £251.30 INCLUDING DELIVERY

MC370M 14" PAL/RGB/AUDIO
MC510M 20" PAL/RSB7Ati;C>{(>

Educational discounts, FREE GRAPHICS CASSETTE which shows the true
colours of our monitors
Please add 15% VAT to all of our prices
For fast 3 days delivery ring us with your credit card number, or send a cheque/
postal order to . . .

electronic

MOUNT ROAD . BURNTWOOD . WALSALL
ENGLAND . WS7 0AX
Registered No. 1370335

TEL. 021-308 7075 TELEX 339671 ALD FAB

Dealer Enquires are welcome
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BEEB MEMORY

Addresses Device Comments

FEOO - 01 6845 CRT

controller

Can be accessed directly
using VDU 23,0 (see page
385 of the User Guide)

FE08 - 09 6850 ACIA Parallel to serial conversion

for cassette interface and
RS423 serial port

FE10 Serial ULA

FE20-21 Video ULA Colour palette

FE30 74LS161 Controls paged ROMs

FE40 - 4F " 6522 internal VIA Various internal functions

FE60 - 6F 6522 external VIA PA port used for parallel
printer. PB is the user port.
Timers used for games

FE80 - 84 8271 floppy disc
controller

FEAO - A3 68B54 advanced
data link controller

Econet communications
interface

FEC0-C2 UPD 7002 ana

logue . to digital
converter

Table 1. Addreisses of devices attached to Sheila

thinks it is talking to various
ordinary memory locations, when in
fact the information is being
passed to and from different types
of electronic control devices or

external devices, such as printers
or plotters. The three pages have
been given names - Fred, Jim and
Sheila. Fred and Jim are the two

pages used for the 1 MHz bus,
whilst Sheila is used to access all

the control devices within the

machine itself. This means you
have to be careful when working
with Sheila. Poking the wrong
numbers into the wrong places can
cause the whole system to crash
fairly convincingly.

controller chip, but you are in fact
also using the LS161 since this is
used to select the paged ROM
where the disc software is held. The

internal 6522 VIA is used for all

sorts of internal control functions,
most of which you are probably not
aware of. For example, it is one of
the timers in this VIA which

generates the interrupts for up
dating the pseudo-variable TIME,
and also the interval timer. One of

the ports of the external VIA is used
for the parallel printer interface,
whilst for serial printers, it is the
serial ULA and the ACIA which are
being used. Finally, there is the
advanced data link controller,
which is used for communications

with the Econet system, and the
analogue to digital converters

which are accessed by the ADVAL
function. In each of these cases,
you are not addressing the devices
directly, but rather using Basic
commandswhich call routines from

the operating system.
If you want further information on

any of these devices, there are data
sheets available for the standard
chips, such as the 6522, 6845,
68B54, 8271 and 6850. Most of
these would need a whole article to

themselves (in some cases a series
of articles) if you wanted to
describe how they worked.

I he actual devices which Sheila
controls are listed in table 1. With

the exception of the external 6522
versatile interface adapter (VIA), it is
unlikely that you will want to access
any of them directly. The 6845
cathode ray tube (CRT) controller
and the video uncommitted logic
array (ULA) are being accessed
every time you PLOT, DRAW or
PRINT, or when you use a VDU
command. The ACIA and the serial

ULA are used whenever you SAVE
or LOAD, in the cassette system,
though you do not access them
directly.

If you have a disc system you
will be using the floppy-disc

ACORN USER FEBRUARY

FC00-FC0F Test hardware

FC10-FC13 Teletext

FC14-FC1F Prestel

FC80 - FC8F Test hardware

FCCO - FCFE User applica
tions

FCFF Paging register

Table 2. Sug«
allocation for Fret
paged memory in
FCFF.)

gested memory
i. (Jim is used for
conjunction with

rred and Jim allow you to attach
a wide range of extra peripherals to
the standard machine. The first of

these to be commercially available
from Acorn will be the teletext

receiver, followed by the Prestel
receiver, possibly an EPROM
programmer, and no doubt various
others. Certainly, you will find a
number of other manufacturers
producing devices such as bit
pads and so on, which will use the
1MHz bus. Table 2 shows the

suggested memory usage for Fred
and Jim. The test hardware referred

to, includes things like the
progressive establishment tester
(PET) which dealers can use to
help fault-find an apparently dead
machine, and the final inspection
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BEEB MEMORY

Name Address range OSBYTE CALL

Read Write

FRED FCOO - FCFF &92(146) &93(147)

JIM FDOO - FDFF &93(148) &95(149)

SHEILA FEOO - FEFF &95 (150) &97(151)

Table 3. OSBYTE calls for accessing memory mapped iinput/output

tester (FIT) which is used to give a
final check-out to an apparently
healthy machine.

If lor any reason you want to talk
directly to any of the devices
attached to Sheila, or devices
attached to the 1 MHz bus, you will
have to learn how to do so. Since

they are memory-mapped, you
could simply inspect, or alter the
contents, of any of the memory
locations by using the byte
indirection facility, ie by saying
7&FD00 = &FF, or PRINT 7&FC01.

or whatever, This is explained in the
User Guide on page 468, but in
fact it is not the proper way to do it.
That is to say, if you do use byte
indirection, or word indirection for

that matter, your programs will no
longer work when you attach a
second processor to your machine.
Routines have been provided
within the operating system (from
versions 1.0 onwards) for accessing
memory-mapped input/output, and
by using these routines you are
assured your programs will not
have to be rewritten when you
attach a second processor.

There are a couple of minor
disadvantages though to using
these routines. First, execution

times are longer than when using
direct access, but this would only
be noticeable if you were working
entirely in machine code. Second,
to use them, you have to know a
little bit about assembly language
on the 6502 processor, but don't
panic, it's not that difficult and
anyway it's good for your overall
understanding and appreciation of
the machine.

I he routines we want to use are
included in the set of routines
known as the OSBYTE routines, OS
standing for operating system, and
BYTE referring to the fact that they

40

can only be used to pass single
bytes. Routines for transferring
numbers of bytes at a time are
referred to as the OSWORD

routines. When you want to go from
Basic into a machine code routine

you can use one of two keywords,
CALL and USR. CALL is used when

you want to link into a routine but
don't need to return any values
from the routine, so it can be used
for outputting bytes. However, for
inputting, you have to use the USR
function. You would tap something
like:

inpul% = USR(&FFF4)

which means, 'Call the machine
code routine which starts at &FFF4,
and put the value obtained into the
variable "input%"'.

The 6502 has three internal

registers to which CALL or USR
can pass single bytes: the
accumulator, and the X and Y
registers. Before you enter the
routine, Basic takes the values from
the least significant bytes of the
integer variables A%, X% and Y%,
and puts them into the appropriate
registers. Al the same time, the
least significant bit of C% is
transferred into the carry flag, which
can then be tested within the

routine.

To use any of the OSBYTE
routines you CALL &FFF4, or use
USR(&FFF4), and exactly which of
the routines is called is determined
by the number held in the
accumulator. If A%=1, the first
OSBYTE routine will be run. A%=2

would give the second routine and
so on. Then further information can
be passed into the routine by using
the X and Y registers. The routines
we want to use for memory-mapped
input/output are numbers 146 to
151, and their use is summarised in

table 3. The actual address which

is accessed within the specified
page is determined by the contents
of the X register, so that if X% was
made equal to &20 and you called
OSBYTE 150 or 151 you would be
accessing the video ULA at &FE20.
The Y register is then used to
contain the data being transferred
either into or out of the routine.

Because so many of these
OSBYTE routines are likely to be
needed by the average programmer,
a function is provided, within the
operating system, which allows
users to call those routines which

involve writing rather than reading,
either from the keyboard or in a
program, by using the *FX
command. Up to three parameters
can be passed, corresponding to
the A, X and Y registers in that
order. If either the Y value, or both
the X and Y values, are ommitted,
they default to zero. For example,
*FX5,2 which selects the serial
printer option, uses OSBYTE call
number 5 and passes a 2 to it in
the X register.

I o show exactly how to use these
particular OSBYTE routines it is
probably easiest to look at a few
examples.

Suppose we want to output the
number 136 to the user port, then
since the address of this port is
&FE60, we choose OSBYTE 151 (=
&91) and make the X register equal
to &60 (96) and the Y register equal
to 136. We can do this by saying
either:

A% = &91 : X% = &60 : Y% = 1 36:
CALL&FFF4

or:

'FX 151,96,136

The advantage of using the FX call
is that it is shorter, but the
disadvantage is that you cannot
use any variables. In other words,
you could not say:

FOR N% = 0TO255:*FX151,96,N%:
NEXT

This is because as soon as the
asterisk appears, the rest of the line
is passed to the operating system
command line interpreter (OSCLI)
and even if the NEXT were on a

new line. OSCLI would not
recognise the N% (this is peculiar
to Basic and is not part of the
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I.J.K.'s R
QURLITV

•ill*- MODEL A/B
Cassette 1: Star Trek/Candy Floss (very popular)
E6.50

Cassette 2: Family Games (hours of fun) £4.50
Cassette 3: Mutant Invaders/Breakout £6.50
Cassette 8: Model A Invaders (M/C) £5.50

ill* MODEL B (or A+32K)
Cassette 4: Beeb-Beep (Super Simon Game) £4.50
Cassette 5: Beebmunch (full colour Munchman)
£6.50

Cassette 6: Super Hangman (animated, educational)
£4.50

Cassette 7: 3D Maze (fast and intricate) £4.50

ill* CASSETTE 9
Contains model B Invaders. A superb feature
adaptation of the arcade 'Space Invaders' game in
machine code and hi-resolution colour graphics for
the BBC Micro model B (or A+32K). Play normal
game or choose from the many options including
Missile, Bomb and Invader speeds. Invisible Visible
and Shields no Shields. Quite simply the best.
Only £7.50 for MODEL B (or A+32K)

hi* CASSETTE 10
WORDPRO. Cassette based word
processor for either Epson or Seikosha
printers. Features right hand justification;
alter, insert, delete, pages to tape, printer
mode changes from within text line etc.,
etc. Complete with manual.
Only £10.50 inc. for MODEL B

(or A+32K)

mi* CASSETTE 11
ATLANTIS. The superb fast action arcade
game written in machine code to illustrate
to the full the machines fantastic colour
graphics and capabilities. This game
includes all the usual ATLANTIS/
SCRAMBLE features. Guide your
submarine Nautilus along the undersea
landscape and through the caverns
avoiding mines, depth charges, rockets,
jellyfish, serpants etc.
Only £7.50 inc. For MODEL B

(orA+32K)

il* CASSETTE 12
FLAGS. A superb educational program.
The flags of the world are drawn in hi-
resolution colour graphics. The program
then tests your knowledge of flags and
geography. Have fun while learning.
Only £4.50 inc. For MODEL B

(orA+32K)

mi* CASSETTE 13 - HYPERDRIVE
A new, very addictive machine code arcade game.
Guide your laser tanks around the network of
passages destroying the drone Aliens - but beware,
evil OTTO lies in wait!
Only £6.50 inc. For MODEL B (or A+32K)

mi* CASSETTE 14 - STRATOBOMBER
Another new highly colourful machine code arcade
game. Can you keep the enemy fleet at bay long
enought to destroy the nuclear reactor of the rogue
Star Ship before it destroys your home planet?
Superb graphics.

Only £7.50 f De<*uct e2.oo
For MODEL B
(orA+32K)

WE'RE EXPANDING
TOO...NOTEOURNEW
OFFICE ADDRESS AND
CUSTOMER SERVICES

ALL PRICES FULLY
INCLUSIVE OF VAT AND
P&P- NO MORE TO PAY!

All Programs will run on all
operating systems
All software in stock before we
advertise

Send SAE for Brochure

Software
48 hour despatch

OFFICES OPEN

10am - 5pm Tues-Sat

24 HOUR
ANSAFONE

ACORN USER FEBRUARY

9 King Street,
Blackpool, Lancashire

(©(0253) 21555

CDBQ MICRO GAMES

l.'.'.-.L'i-V.H
VISA

•"••ring ir°n
-more cassettes
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BBC

MICRO
INSTANT

MACHINE

CODE!
Yes, it's true. Instant machine code from a good
subset of BBC BASIC. Type your BASIC program
into your model B BBC Micro, trigger the
compiler, and your program is changed almost
instantaneously into superfast machine code.
For £34.95 you get: Cassette version of the
complete compiler (along with a version of the
compiler for use with discs, ready for when you
upgrade, the disc version being dubbed on the
cassette after the cassette version); complete
compiler listing; extensive documentation and
instructions. The compiler was written by Jeremy
Ruston.

THE BBC MICRO
REVEALED
By Jeremy Ruston
'.. .destined to become the bible of all BBC microcomputer
users...' (Personal Computing Today). Ifyou've mastered the
manual, then this book is for you. Just £7.95

LET YOUR BBC MICRO TEACH YOU TO

PROGRAM

By Tim Hartnell
'.. .takes you further into the cloudy areas of the BBC machine
than anything else I've yet seen...' (Computer and Video
Games). If you're just starting out in the world of programm
ing, then this book is the one for you. Forty complete
programs, including Othello/Reversi, Piano and a host of
dramatic graphic demos. Just £6.45

Interface, Dept. AA

44-46 Earls Court Road, London W8 6EJ

Please send me:

( ) INSTANT BBC MACHINE CODE-tape and book-£34.95

) THE BBC MICRO REVEALED-Ruston-£7.95

( ) LET YOUR BBC MICRO TEACH YOU TO PROGRAM-
Hartnell-£6.45

I enclose £

Name

Address
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MIDWICH COMPUTER COMPANY LIMITED
FAST EX-STOCK DELIVERY OF MICROCOMPUTER COMPONENTS AT UNBEATABLE PRICES

MIDWICH NOW APPOINTED OFFICIALACORN BBC MICRO DEALER
ACORN ATOM UPGRADES

Description Price
*Atom discpack(AAH06) 299.00**
*Atom colour card(AAH07) 39.25**
*4K Atom DOS (AAS41) 60.00**
*4K FP ROM (AAS22) 20.00
*BBC ROM Set (XXXXX) 43.43**
BBC Microcomputer Upgrades

*Memory Upgrade (BBC1) 2T.50
*Printers User I/O kit

(BBC2) 7.60
*F Disc interface inc DOS

(BBC3) 70.00
•Analogue input kit (BBC4) 7.60
•Serial I/O & RGB kit

(BBC5) 10.25
*Expansion bus & tube kit
(BBC6) 5.95

•Printer cable inc Amphenol plug
(notassembled) (BBC21) 13.00

•User port connector & cable
(BBC22) 2.00

•Analogue input plug & cover
(BBC44) 2.25

•5 pin DIN plug for serialint
(BBC111) 0.60

*6 pin DIN plug for RGB int
(BBC109) 0.60

*7 pin DIN plug for cassette
(BBC141) 0.60

•Connector for bus & cable
(BBC66)

•Single disc drive (I00K)
(BBC31)

*Dual disc drives
(BBC32)
Teletext Receiver (200 K)
(BBC71)
Prestel receiver (BBC72)

•Games Paddles (per pair)
(BBC45)

3.50

225.00*

345.00*

144.34**
90.00**

11.30

•Prices on lliese ileitis are likelylo change please
contact sales officetefore ordering
As someitemsare on extendeddelivery fromAcorn
please check availability before ordering items
marked ••

AC0RNS0FT FOR THE ATOM
Description Price
Word pack ROM inc

manual (AC100) 26.00
Atom Forth (AC101) 10.00
Forth Theory & Practice (AC102) 6.00
Forth Utilities (AC103)
Atom Synthesiser (AC104)
Atom Database inc

manual (AC105)
Utility pack 1 (Dissassembler

Fast cos Renumber)
(AC106)

Games pack 1 (Asteroids,
Sub-hunt Breakout)-
(AC107)

Games pack 2 (Dogfight
Zombie, Mastermind)
(AC108)

Games pack 3 (Rat Trap,
Lunar Lander, Black
Box)(AC109)

Games pack 4 (Star trek
Four Row, Space
Attack) (AC110)

Games pack 5 (Invaders
Reversi, Wumpus)
(AC111)

Games pack 6 (Dodgems,
Simon. Amoeba)
(AC112)

Games pack 7 (Life Forms,
Ballistics, Snake) (AC113)

Games pack 8 (Stargate,
GoMoku, Robots) (AC114)

Games pack 9 (Snapper,
Babies, Minotaur) (AC115)

Games pack 11 (Missile base,
Snooker, Dominoes) (AC116)

Atom Adventures (Dungeon,
Intergalactic House) (AC117)

Atom Chess (AC118)
'AtomCalc(AC119)
Atom Lisp (AC120)
Lisp Theory & Practice (AC121]

10.00
10.00

10.00

10.00

10.00

10.00

10.00

10.00

10.00

10.00

10.00

10.00

10.00

10.00

10.00
10.00
34.00
15.00

6.00

AC0RNS0FT FOR THE BBC MICROCOMPUTER

Graphs & charts on the BBC
Micro (AC122) 7.50

Graphs & Charts Cassette
(AC123) 7.50

Algebraic manipulation pk
(AC124) 8.65

Forthon BBC Micro (AC125). 7.65

Forth pack (AC126) 14.65
Lisp onBBC Micro (AC127) 7.50
Lisp pack (AC128) 14.65
Games-Philosophers quest(AC129) 8.65
Games-Defender (AC130) 8.65
Games-Monster (AC131) 8.65
Games-Snapper (AC132) 8.65

T$JEPR0M PROGRAMMER FOR BBC MICROCOMPUTER
* Programs 2516, 2716, 2532,

2732 Industry StandardEPROMS
* No external power supply required
* Plugs straight into expansion socket
* Easy to use

* Includes all Software required

EPROM Programmer (Kit) 49.95
EPROM PROGRAMMER

(Assembled) 57.95

ACORN & BBC MICRO COMPONENTS
2114 Low Power 200ns 0.80
4516/4816 100ns 2.69
6522 2.99
74LS244 0.59
74LS245 0.69
81LS97 0.90
DP8304 4.50
DS3691N 4.50

DS88LS120N
20 way Right Angle IDC

Header
26 way Right Angle IDC

Header
34 way Right Angle IDC

Header
15 way Right Angle D. SKT

4.50

2.46

3.24

3.80
3.50

••••I 24 Hour Telephoneorder service forcreditcard holders. ^f
VISA All prices exclude VAT andcarriage (0.75 onorders under CIO nett) \W*\ ^1

Official orders from educational and government establishments and Til
public companiesIaccepted Credit accounts available to others (subject lo status)

Allorders despatched on day of receipt Out of stock items will follow on automatically at our
discretion or a refund will be given if requested.

NO SURCHARfiE FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS

MIDWICH COMPUTER CO LTD
Rickinghall House, Hinderclay Road, Rickinghall, Suffolk IP221HH

Telephone Diss (0379) 898751 "
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/\tom owners, although they
possess a versatile machine, tend
to look enviously at their
counterparts who are BBC micro
owners. Because of this, and in line
with their policy of 'upward
compatibility', Acomsoft have re
cently issued an add-on board,
providing an implementation of
BBC Basic for Atom owners. Let

me begin by stating, that an Atom
is not - and can never be - a BBC

micro. The Beeb is a very different
beast and has far more features

and expansion possibilities than
could ever be provided on the
Atom. However, for many users, this
may not be important and the
ability to use a wider range of
software, or to have a more
common Basic, may be all that is
required. So, what do you get for
your £50?

Opening the box revealed the
board, wrapped in a paper-thin
sheet of foam and accompanied by
a slim booklet. The booklet turned

out to be the 'BBC-type Basic
Manual', an expression which was
well chosen, as its even worse than
the BBC Provisional User Guide! It

must rank as one of the lousiest

pieces of documentation ever,
containing only 38 pages, with four
example programs. Opening the
booklet revealed that the board

required the 6522 versatile
interface adapter to be fitted and
that a full 12k of RAM was

preferable (it always is!). It also
stated that you could not use this
board with Econet, the colour
board, or the Atom disc unit (this
turned out to be incorrect).

Acorn say this board will work
with the standard power supply,
providing you use low power
memory chips and have no colour
board or external additions. That's

true, but a bit like running a car flat
out all the time and, as the board
actually touches the heatsink, I
would recommend that you
upgrade to a 3A supply, as soon as
you can.

Mfter the rather depressing
introduction, the booklet goes on to
explain in great detail how to fit the
board. It is plugged into four
existing IC sockets on the Atom
PCB and overlays all the existing
text RAM area - and more. The
board is a tight fit and you must

ACORN USER FEBRUARY
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Running a better Basic has advantages,
but Barry Pickles finds Acomsoffs
conversion has several drawbacks,

month he puts the board to use.

All addresses given in hex format

Operating system ROM
rrrr

F000

Option Disc OS E000

Floating Point ROM D000

Atombasic interpreter C000

I/O (8255/6522/Ext cards) B000

Utility ROM
A000

Graphics 9800

RAM 8000

7000

__60_00_

5800

4000

Text 3C00

RAM 2000

1000

Workspace RAM
0800

0000

Atom mode

Memory map

Operating system ROM

Unused

Extension ROM

OS extension ROM

BBC

Basic

Interpreter

I/O (8255/6522)

Utility ROM

Graphics

RAM

Text RAM

Workspace RAM

BBC mode
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ATOM

align the pins exactly before
pushing them home. This is not
easy and, if you are in any doubt as
to your ability to do ths, you should
get your dealer (or someone at your
local club) to fit the board - it's not
worth the risk of damage. Once
fitted, one link on the main PCB,
and one flying lead to PL7 need to
be soldered. If you care to solder
three more wires to the PCB, this
will allow you to select the
language used from the keyboard -
the alternative is to use the switch

on the BBC board itself. If all is

well, the usual display appears on
power-up and pressing BREAK
gives the greeting 'BBC BASIC.
Pressing CTRL and BREAK
simultaneously will switch to
AtomBasic, and pressing SHIFT
and BREAK puts you back into
BBC mode. Before discussing the
language itself, a brief mention of
how this board works.

I he board contains the massive
16k Basic interpreter ROM, a 4k
MOS (machine operating system)
ROM, 2k of static RAM and some
miscellaneous components. Addit
ional sockets are provided for a 4k
•utility' EPROM and a 4k 'MOS
extension' ROM - although Acorn
have no plans to issue such a
ROM. The 2k of static RAM is

usable in Atom mode, where it is
addressed from £2000 to £27FF.

Figure 3 shows the 'memory map'
for the two configurations and, in
BBC mode, it has been arranged to
be as compatible as possible with
the BBC micro. Studying the
relationship between the two maps
will reveal that, when switching
from Atom to BBC mode, the
address lines for the text memory
are shifted down by 8k so that, for
example, memory at &0900 in BBC
mode will be addressed at £2900

in Atom mode. This is potentially
useful. Those of you familiar with
the BBC machine will know its
MOS uses 16k of ROM and it will

be obvious that the 4k used on this
board will not offer all of the BBC's
features. This seems a good point
to move on to the language itself,
but, before doing so, an important
announcement.

As announced in January's
Acorn User, there is a bug in the
MOS ROM! It affects all those who
use a printer having an automatic
linefeed. Normally, the printer

44

x value Action

0 Normal listing

1 Single space after line number

2 FOR... NEXT loops indented to current depth of nesting

3 Actions 1, 2

4 REPEAT... UNTIL loops indented to current
depth of nesting

6 Actions 2, 4

7 Actions 1, 2, 4

Table 1. LISTO (x) options

routine should not send a linefeed

character to the printer and so £FE
contains this character (£OA),
which is compared with each byte
of data sent, and ignored by the
printer driver, if a match is found.
Here, however, the printer routine
stores a different character at £FE

with the result that the printer will
only print with double line spacing.
In fairness to Acorn, this kind of
error is not easy to detect and they
say that, if anyone is inconvenienced
by this error, they will replace the
ROM free of charge. The fault has
been corrected on all issues
leaving Acornsoft from December.
OK, on to the language .. .

I he 16k interpreter ROM is
identical, in all respects, to that
provided on the BBC micro and will
recognise (but not necessarily act
upon) all the BBC Basic keywords.
Their actions are described briefly-
too briefly! - in the 'manual' and, if
you are not already familiar with
BBC Basic, you will certainly need
the BBC User Guide, or one of the
'Programming the BBC micro'
books available.

Keywords not implemented are:
ADVAL; COLOUR; ENVELOPE;EOF;
EXT£; POINT; POS; PTR£; VPOS.
The manual also states GCOL is
not implemented and, although this
appears largely true, I do have a
program that does not run properly
without GCOL. Also not implemented
are the PLOT commands to draw
and fill triangles, VDU23 (character
definition), and VDU28 (defining
text 'windows'). Last, but by no
means least, the cassette format

retains Atom standard, which
means you will not be able to load
software tapes for the BBC micro.
This must be considered a serious

omission and I cannot understand

why Acorn have left it out, since it
would considerably increase the
potential market, both for this board
and their own software.

Space does not permit a
description of all the available
keywords, so here are those Atom
owners will find delightful:
READ;DATA;RESTORE.

CHAIN allows you to load and
run a program, calling it from
another program. EVAL evaluates
an expression within a string.
Useful for inputting formulae. LISTO
provides optional methods of listing
programs, none of which use anyu
more memory. See table 1 for the
options.

PRINT uses the variable @% to

select a multitude of options,
including proper numeric formatting.
SOUND A 'beep'type command,
with pitch and duration selectable.
TIME provides a timer. It can be set
within a program and will 'tick' at
the rate of 1/100sec. It may be read
at any time and is useful for
providing a 'timeout' feature. DEFN
defines a function, which can be
any expression and use as many
arguments (variables/constants) as
you wish. These may be the current
value of the argument or may be
LOCAL to the function. DEFPROC
defines a PROCedure. Definition is
carried out in much the same way
as a function, and, again, the
arguments can be global or
LOCAL. See Paul Beverley's article

page 46 •
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Software Savers
WORD PROCESSOR

PACKAGE
ONLY

iincluding VAT and Delivery)

The most advanced word processing
program written in machine code and
permanently stored on a ROM which
plugs into your BBC computer board,
(Model B only). This program contains
many advanced features including

gj2 5 • 5 O access t0 existing programs, and is
undoubtedly the best value for money.
If you are not convinced, we
guarantee to refund your money and
postal expenses.

BUSINESS PROGRAMS GAMES

Sales Ledger £10.00 Backgammon £10.00
Filing £10.00 Space Invaders £7.00
Purchase Ledger £10.00 Pucman £7.00
Payroll £10.00 Space City £7.00
Invoicing £10.00 Gambling Video £7.00
Home Accounts £10.00 Star Trek £10.00
Stock Control £10.00

Directory/enquiries £10.00

FREE Program with any order over £45.00 in value
Send S.A.E. for catalogue. To order send cheque orphone us with your credit card number

All prices include VAT and delivery

SOFTWARE SAVERS
Temple House, 43-48 New Street, Birmingham B2 4LH

Telephone 021 643 4577 Telex 337045
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Floating
AtomBasic :

point
BBC Basic AtomBa

Integer
sic : BBC Basic

BM1 N/A 0.96 1.20 0.34

BM2 13.50 5.47 5.70 3.38

BM3 31.50 15.49 11.40 14.58

BM4 28.20 16.65 13.50 15.11

BM5 31.00 19.07 14.20 17.55

BM6 N/A 27.87 29.60 21.25

BM7 N/A 42.54 42.90 30.32

BM8 277.00 92.06 N/A 90.69

Table 2. PCW benchmark ti mings (seconds)

in December's Acorn User for

details of these powerful commands.
There are also a number of

keywords which provide useful
toolkit and debugging facilities.

Names used for variables (string
or numeric), functions or procedures
can be of unlimited length and
contain any mixture of alphanumeric
characters, although the first one
must be an alpha character.
Keywords may not be used to
begin a name, thus LISTOUT will
cause an error but OUTLIST is OK.

Finally, multidimensional arrays are
allowed and, as in AtomBasic,
these must be dimensioned first.

common to the syntax of both
languages, but produce a different
result in each. First, multi-statement

lines use the colon(:) as a
statement delimiter. PRINT will print
a new line unless you tell it not to,
by using a semi-colon(;) - Atom
does just the opposite! In BBC
Basic, arithmetic is normally
performed in f.point, unless you
specify integer variables using the
suffix % (eg TOTAL%) - again the
opposite of AtomBasic. Strings still
use the $ symbol, but this is now
placed after the variable name. The
hash symbol (#) is used only in
assembler, to signify an immediate
operand (@ in Atom), and hex
numbers are now noted by
prefixing them with the ampersand
(&). Finally, although the manual
doesn't tell you, the inverted up-arrow
(t) is used to PRINT a hex number.
You'll get used to it after a while,
but it helps to have two heads!

BBC Basic is fast, up to 3.5
times faster than AtomBasic.

Standard 'benchmark' timings are
given in table 2. Since the Atom
runs at 1MHz, BBC programs will
run at about half the speed they
would on the real thing. If this
bothers you, the National Atom
Users Group published a 2Mhz
modification in their newsletter no

6.

With the board fitted, you have a
configuration not unlike that of the
BBC model A, but any comparison
is unfair.

I have two criticisms of this
package. Fist, the documentation is
not good enough. Acorn should
have included the proper BBC

User Guide, or, at least the relevant
parts of it. The second is the lack of
a BBC cassette standard and some

of the most common OS routines.

All of the important facilities could
have been in a second ROM and,

whilst there is room here for

enterprise, the trouble is that no
independent house is going to
market such a ROM until it's sure

enough boards have been sold to
give an economic market base. On
the other hand, the lack of these
facilities may deter users from
buying the board - Catch 22! Any
move must come from Acorn - so

how about it, lads?

I his aside, the board is more
useful than may appear and, having
used it for two months, I find its
features more and more appealing.
The language is fast, powerful and
fairly portable, and there is an
enormous amount of printed
software available. If your interest
lies in games, you may have to do
some work but, for other
applications, BBC Basic offers just
about everything that you could
wish for. As I've said before, the
Atom is not a BBC micro but,
nonetheless, programmers who
wish to develop software for the
Beeb could do so cheaply, with this
board.

In short, providing the limitations
do not rule it out completely, the
BBC conversion card is useful, and
reasonable value at £49.95. The
board is available from Acorn
dealers or, by mail order from
Acornsoft.

a fk, so how easy is the language
to use? BBC Basic is close to

Microsoft (widely used on many
computers), which means that there
is a large amount of printed
software which will run without

modification. As you get used to
the language, you will find many of
these programs can be re-written to
take advantage of the advanced
features of BBC Basic. Published
games programs will require more
thought, since many of the BBC's
advanced graphics features are
absent, but few of the problems are
insurmountable. The graphics
screen is presented as a standard
screen of 1280x1024 points in all
modes, automatic scaling being
performed as you switch between
modes, and many graphics routines
will run without modification. For
numeric printing, the print formatter
is a dream!

I suspect many users will have
problems using things which are

46
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ERROR HANDLING
Debugging can be frustrating
because of the lack of detail

from Atom error codes.
Mtom users know how frustrating
it can be to debug a program. The
computer gives you the line
number on which the error

occurred and its code number, it is
then necessary to look up the error
code in the handbook. A better

error handler would print out the
statement in which the error

occurred, a description of the error
and then the error code and line

number. The assembler program
listed here provides such an error
handler for the Atom at the cost of

mode 4 graphics.
The error messages used can be

the standard Acorn ones or better

versions. The only restriction is that
their total length in bytes is less

Tony Armitstead
has developed

his own way

than 914, and a lot of messages
will fit in that space.

To use the program, type it in
and check carefully before trying
RUN, as an error could be
disasterous. A hex number is

printed out and it should be #9400;
if not re-check the program. Turn
to the error codes at the back of the

manual and go through, entering
the error codes and new messages.
There is no need to bother with

error 248 (it cannot be generated
from within a program) or any other
code you wish to omit. After
entering the last code (238) you
must enter code 255 with a

message to the effect "UNLISTED
ERROR". A hex number is now

printed out indicating where the list
ended and this must be noted. Set

up your tape recorder, and using
the number just printed out, type

SAVE "ERROR HANDLER" 9400 (list
end)

The program should also be saved
using

SAVE "ERROR PROG"

The code should now be tested

directly by typing

IP YOU WANT:

* The Latest News on the BBC Micro

* Top Quality Programs
'Useful Hints and Tips
*Honest Reviews

*Independent Opinions
*Local User Group Information
*Members Special Offers

THEN YOU NEED:

The Newsletter of the Independent National BBC Microcomputer User Group

MEMBERSHIP:

£12 for 1 year (£15 overseas) or send £1 and an A4 size SAE for a sample copy

WRITE TO: LASERBUG, 10 Dawley Ride, Colnbrook, Slough, Berks., SL3 0QH.
MEMBERS IN 14 COUNTRIES WORLDWIDE
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10 ">IMLL2,A40;LL0=-1;L,1—1 ..'., ,20 FOR J=1T0 2;P=ff9lf ^"-LZ-I
0;P.$21 Isl ^;Ta?A^IN^-C«"CT),Y;BNE

260\ Add y to tabLe pointers
280 LDA S;ADC a0;STA S
290 JMP LL0
300:LL1\ Print error
310 INY;LDA(T),Y;JSR
320 BNE LL1 upto cr
*f0\ Jump to normal
340 JMP #C9D8
350J

360 NEXT J;p.$6
370 p=#946E;a=0

P."#"8LL2'
DO

INPUT"ERROR
?P=N;P=P+1

INPUT"ERROR
SP=$A

P=P+LEN(P)+1
UNTIL N=255
PRINT-LIST ENDED
END

b! :«.N Set UP routine50 LDA a//0B;STA
60 LDA 3#94;STA
70 KTS

?Sxpisi°fe error number90 PLA;TAX;PLA;STA
1®0\ If graphics

P-3

#202

#203

at 0

0;PHA;TXA;PHA
c Lear screen

message
X;CMP a#D

error handLer
ju lda #b000;beq pa7Lr;! ,,.D120 JSR W CR/LF 312;JSR X
30\ Print statement

1^0 LDY b;;INY;LDA<#5>,-Y;JSr X
8#D;BEQ P+6 CR foundr3B;B,EP-12SemicoLon

1 50

160

1 70

180

1 9

20

210

220

230\

CMP

CMP

JSR

LDA

found
3

390

400

410

420

430

440

450

460

470

0-ll0w6e;sta T;LDA »*»*;s™»-LL0\ Flnd errop mes_an<a
LDY a0;LDA(T),Y;CMPa#?eF
BE« LL1 No message Listedc«P B;eEa LL1 Erj!or n^ound
^tep over error message

NUMBER"N

MESSAGE"$A

Error-handling program

LINK#9400: SILLY ERROR and
return.

The Atom should reply

SILLY ERROR (your error message
for error 94)

ERROR 94

If the Atom crashes or the screen

fills with snow, there is a bug in the
program. If all goes well the error
handler is ready to test and use.
Type NEW and enter a small
program, which must have LINK*
9400 as its first line, and an error in
it. When RUN it should give the
erroneous statement printed out,
together with an error message, an
error code and the line number.

The code and table are not

affected by BREAK, but would be
erased by CLEAR 4. If using
graphics, develop programs in
mode 3, and when it works, change
to mode 4. If an error occurs whilst

in a graphics mode, the screen is
cleared before printing starts.

A word of warning; if using
machine code and BRK is
programmed, the error message
produced is meaningless but you
should realise this if you know what
BRK does!

How does the program work?
When entered, error codes and

48

AT #"SP

Figure 1. ERROR CODE I ERROR MESSAGE I«0D

«9400

ERROR NUHBER794

ERROR MESSAGE?JNKN0UIN COMMAND

ERROR NUMBER7255

ERROR MESSAGE7UNLISTED ERROR

LJST ENDED AT «9490>

>LINKJ<9400,SILLY ERROR

SILLY ERROR

UNKNOWN COMMAND

ERROR 94

Sample run

message are stored directly after
the machine code, as in figure 1.

LINK#9400 resets some internal

pointers so that when an error
occurs control is passed to the new
error handler. The error code has

already been placed on the stack,
so we extract this, put it in its
correct place (at location 0) and
restore the stack. It then prints the
offending statement which is
pointed to by locations #6 and #5.
We now find the correct error code
in the table and print the error
message which is terminated by 0D.
Finally, control is passed to the
normal error handler.

A point to notice is that if there
were many valid error codes we
would enter them in the order of
most probable occurrence, to
minimise the time taken looking up
errors. The maximum number of
valid error codes for the Atom is
only 37 and since m/c has been
used the above remark is
insignificant.

The time taken to load the code
and table is about 20 seconds, and
its ease of use means it can be
used at every programming session
to reduce program development
time. $
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WIRE FRA1 GRAPHICS
Three-dimensional wire frame objects

can be built up using mode 4 in a 12k Atom.
Philip Tubb uses a cursor to set up

the graphics and rotate the figure around
one or two axes simultaneously

Rotation program

5 DIM BC80),CC.80),D(80)#E(80>
6 DIM F(W)/ti(8fl) W(3) (2)
10 GOS.470;P.$21 UW,J-.
30C
X1 • DDOI I O r, ., _ .

ACORN USER FEBRUARY
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31.-RR.0 JSR #FE71;STY
33 P.$6
35 CLEAR 4

36 M0VE128,136;DRAW128,152
H "OVE128,40;DRAW128,56
38 MOVE120,U4;DRA '
39 M0VE1 2""
40

. DRA
eyboard

K RR0;A=
-~ IF A=42;Y
™ IF A=34;X=X+1:G
?5 IF A=46;Y

IF A=54;X
IF J

2 P

,P(-1)

49



ATOM

This 3D rotation program aims to
provide a comprehensive visual aid
to designers and technical drawing
tutors. Input can come from a taped
file or from describing an object
using a moveable cursor. Once this
is done, a high resolution wire
frame representation of a third (end)
view is displayed followed by an
isometric view and rotations around
either two axes simultaneously, or
one axis. Finally, an object may be
recorded on tape for later use.

The program uses Atom mode 4,
and makes use of trig functions, so
12k RAM is needed.

If, at the start of the run, it is
decided to enter a new object,
press D as instructed. Two
crosswires will appear on the
screen. Around the top crosswire, a
side view of the shape is drawn.
This is done by moving the flashing
cursor using the keys: V=left,
B=right, J=up, N=down. Only
straight lines may be drawn, and
this is done by showing the
computer where the two ends of
each line are. Position the cursor
where the line is to go from and
press F; then move the cursor to
where the line is to go to and press
T. Once the side view is completed
press Q and the cursor will jump to
the lower crosswire; here the plan
view is to be drawn.

The task is much easier now
because the computer is only
looking for the distance of each
line up the screen and will find the
x distance itself. Now we come to
the golden rule of drawing. In each
view every line (or edge) on the
object must be drawn, and all lines
in the second view must be drawn
in the same order as on the first.

Once both views have been
described, the end view is
displayed by pressing any key; if
RETURN is pressed, the isometric
view is given. After this, RETURN
will rotate the object about the x
and y axes simultaneously. For
rotation about the x axis only, press
X and RETURN. When satisfied
with the object, press R and
RETURN. Instructions for recording
the object will then be shown.
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from page 4g

91

92

93

94

95

96

IF

IF

P.$7

FOR X=1 TO 10;WAIT;WAIT;N.X
IF L=1;a=V
IF L = 1

3=V AND J=2;G.200
A<>49 OR J=1;G.100

123

130

131

135

140

;L=2;V=1;X=99;Y=48;G.s
^^r^^J^^^WAIT^LOT 15,X,Y;G

120b IF L=2;G?V=Y;A=D?V;G.130
' E?V=X;F?V=Y;A=C?V

MOVE(B?V),A;DRAW (E?V),Y
WAIT;WAIT;WAIT;WAIT;WAIT
V=V +1;P.$7
G.s

150aPLOT13,X,(Y+1);PLOT13
155 PLOT 13,(X+1),CY-1)
160 WAIT;WAIT

170PLOT15,X,(Y+1);PLOT15,(X-
175 PLOT 15,(X+1),(Y-1);G.s

(X-1), (Y-1)

200 GOS.n
204 REM iii
205 CLEAR4
210 F.A=1 TO V-1

215 MOVEC(D?A)+90),((C?A)-48)
220 DRAWC(G?A)+90),C(F*A)-48)
225 N.A
230 REM ii

250 INPUT

251 %N=%N+

260 CLEAR4

^7Q FOR A=1 TO V-1

280 Z=(D?A)-48;X=(B?A)-128
285 Y=(C?A)-144;G0S.c
290 MOVE C128+K),(96+Q)
300 Z=(G?A)-48;Y=CF'>A)-144
305 X=(E?A)-128;GOS.c
310 DRAW (128+K),(96+Q)
350 NEXT A

352 INPUT $W
354 IF $W="" ;G.251
357 IF $W="X";L=2;G.251
360 IF $W="R";G0T0 e
361 END

370 REMiiiiii rotating iiiiii
380c IF L=2;%Z=Z;K=X;G.y
382 %T=ATN(Z/X);%I=Z/SIN(%T)
385 %K=C0S(%N+%T)*%i
387 %Z=SIN(%N+%T)*%I;K=%K
390y %T=ATN(Y/%Z);%I=Y/SIN(%T)
-3 95 %L =COS(%N+%T)*%I;Q=-(%L);R
4 70

471

475

477

480

P.$1 2

REM the

P. "

P. "

PRINT"

1), (Y-1)

end e Levat ion i

rotation routine
W;%N=0.25;L=1
i.43

i l

l 1

start of the prog
ORTHOGRAPHIC T0"»
*3D* CONVERTER" ••

choose mode"*

page 51 •
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from page 50

485

490

500

505

510

512

535

540

550

555

560

5 70

575

577

580

590

595

600

602

605

615

620e

630

632

634

635

637

640

645

650

660

665

670

680

685

690

695

700

710

720

730

735n
740 IF

745 IF

P-M,D' DESCRIBE A
INPUT"'L' LOAD A
IF $W="D";R.

REM tape file input
PRINT" Loading from tape" '
FOR J=1 TO 40;WAIT;WAIT;N.J

515PRINT-PUSITION TAPE ON '
520 PRINT"pLay AND PRES
525 LINK #FFE3
530 V=BGET X

PRINT"fiLe found"'
FOR Y=1 TO V

B?Y=BGET X;C?Y=BGET
E?Y=BGET X;F?Y=BGET
NEXT Y

PRINT" Loaded;PRESS
LINK #FFE3
CLEAR4

FOR Y=1 TO V

MOVE (B?Y),(C?Y);DRAW
MOVE (B?Y),(D?Y);DRAW
NEXT Y

V=V + 1

INPUT $W;G.205
REM ii recording
CLEAR 0

PRINT" recording object"'
F.J-1 TO 40;WAIT;WAIT;N.J
P- IF YOU DON'T WANT
P."JUST PRESS A KEY"
P-"PUT TAPE INTO
P."A LONG
V=V-1

LINK #FFE3
BPUT X,V

WAIT;WAIT;WAIT;WAIT;WAIT
'" ' Y=1 TO V

NEW OBJ ECT" '

STORED FILE"$W

FILE

A KEY

LEADER" •

X;D?Y=BGET
X;G?Y=BGET

A KEY"'

CE?Y),(F?Y)
(E?Y), (G?Y)

data i i

LEADER

SHAPE RECORDED

record AND

THEN PRESS
ALLOW" '

A KEY"'

FOR

ACORN USER FEBRUARY

WAIT;WAIT;WAIT;BPUT X,(B^Y)
WAIT;BPUT X,(C?Y);WAIT;BPUT
WA T;BPUT X,(E?Y);WAIT BPUT
WAIT;BPUT X,(G?Y)
NEXT Y

PRINT"

PRINT"

REM i iii

X,(D?Y)

X,(F?Y)

fiLe recorded"'
PROGRAM FINISHED"
bug killer iiii

F.A=1 TO V-1
D?A=48;D?A=49
B?A=128;B?A=129

IF G?A=48;G?A=49
IF E?A=128;E?A=129
IF C?A=144;C?A=145
IF F?A=144;F?A=145
N.A ; R.

END

ATOM
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C.J.E.
microcomputers

BBC

Specialists

VAT Included where applicable

Quality Disk Drives

Single drive 40 track single sided 1 x 100k
Dual drive 40 track single sided 2 x 100k
Dual drive 40 track double sided 2 x 200k

Dual drive 80 track double sided 2 x 400k

£200.00

£350.00

£546.25

£799.25

All drives are cased with own PSU for reliability, and include connecting
cables and utilities disk. Delivery £4.00

Software for the BBC Micro

MISSILE CONTROL the first implementation on the
BBC Micro of the popular arcade game. (32K)

MAZE MAN an authentic version of the popular
arcade game. (32K)

BALLOONS a highly original game that soon becomes
compulsive playing. (32K)

DISSASSEMBLER the memory dump routine includes
a scrolling back in memory facility. (16K)

MISSILE CONTROL. MAZE MAN and BALLOONS
use the Keyboard or Joysticks for control

30 + Programs for the BBC Microcomputer

This Book contains program listings, with explanations and tips
on using the BBC Micro

GAMES UTILITIES GRAPHICS and MUSIC
Most programs will run on Model's A and B

Edited by C. J. Evans, various Authors.
A pair of cassettes with all the programs is available.

£9.00

£6.00

£6.00

£5.00

BOOK

BOOK and CASSETTE SET

£5.00

£9.00

LEADS

The BBC Micro comes without a cassette lead

7PinDinto2 x 3.5mm and 1 x 2.5mm minijacks £4.00
7Pin Din to 5Pin Din and 2.5mm minijack £4.00
7PinDinto7PinDin £4.00
7Pin Din PLUGS Two for £0.65
6Pin Din PLUGS (for RGB socket) Two for £0.65
5Pin Din PLUGS (360' for RS232) Two for £0.65

RS423 TO RS423 (BBC Micro to BBC Micro)
Two metre cable £4.00 Four metre cable £5.00

TELEVISION/MONITOR LEADS full range available
Phono plug to Co-ax with high quality cable 3 Metres £3.00
BNC Plug to BNC Plug £3.10
BNC Plug to Phone plug

(i.e. BBC Micro to Rediffusion TVRM) £2.20
RGB 6PIN DIN to 6PIN DIN 1 metre £4.00 2 metre £5.00

PRINTER CABLES

BBC to 36 way Centronics Type connector £17.50
BBC to 25 way D Type (For use with RS232) £ 9.50
BBC to 40 way edge connector (Centronics 739) £20.00
TORCH to 36 way Centronics Type connector £20.00

Blank C30 Computer Cassettes

Ten for £4.50 !
15 Way D Type Plug with Cover £2.75

Computer graphics design pads 100 sheets £4.00

BBC Upgrade Kits

RAM UPGRADE (100ns) £23.00
KIT.A Printer and I/O Port £ 9.50
KITB Analogue Port £ 8.00
KIT C Serial I/O and RGB £10.00
K-IT.D Expansion Bus/Tube • I •'( • £ 7.50
Full Upgrade kit £58.00

All components full specification

STAR DP8480 PRINTER From £250.00 Inc VAT

80 CPS : 80/96/132 COLS
BIDIRECTIONAL LOGIC SEEKING
TRACTOR WITH FRICTION FEED

CENTRONICS £217.39 i- £32.61 VAT - £250.00
RS232 £235.00 i £35.25 VAT = £270.25

High Res Graphics option to allowBBC Screen dumps £15.00/£20.00
(24HR SECURICOR DELIVERY FOR PRINTERS £8.00)

VAT Included where applicable

Send SAE for full Price List of our large range of accessories.

C.J.E.
microcomputers

POSTAGE Add 50p per order or as stated
Dept(At)). 25 HENRY AVE. RUSTINGTON
W.SUSSEX. HiJII. 2PAI090G2) i.hl i
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WAKE UP YOUR ATOM

A Now book by Brian Lloyd. 20 great programs lo make the
most of your Atom, including the old or new colour board if
fitted, plus copious programming tips. 128 pages C4.95

THE ATOM MAGIC BOOK

By Mike Lord. A wealth of games and other programs:
storing speech in your ATOM, converting programs written in
other BASICs. and many more useful software & hardware
tips £5.50

GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH YOUR ACORN ATOM
By Tim Hartnell & Trevor Sharpies. 80 programs including
draughts £7.95

PRACTICAL PROGRAMS FOR THE BBC COMPUTER &

ACORN ATOM

By David Johnson-Davies C5.95

RAM FOR YOUR ATOM (Or other 1 MHz 6502/68XX
machine)
16 or 32 Bytes; expand your ATOM to 28 or 38K RAM. ideal
for Word Processing. Chess programs & Business software.

To fit inside the ATOM or Eurocard rack mounting.
Some types run from a single 4-5Vsupply. S.a.e. for details.

ATOM ROAM BOARD MZ165 .... £35.00 inclusive
Allows software switching between up to 3 utility ROMs and
also 4K RAM fitted so you can load your own 'utility'
programs from tape or disc. Simple plugs into sockets on
ATOM board.

All prices inclusive of U.K. P & P & VAT where applicable.
Overseas customers please add £ 1.50 surface mail.

TIMEDATA Ltd. Dept I
16 Hemmells, Laindon, Basildon, Essex

Tel: (0268) 418121 -!S- f^

777T/;/lllll\\\\\\\\\\W

UHSLIELUnE
ACORN ATOM

17K RAM BOARD-Holds 1Kx2114 and

16Kx6116 Cmos Ram. Memory mapped between
3C00 and 7FFF. Fitted with Edge Connector for
internal fixture to PL7. NO EXTRAS NEEDED.

Min, Config. 1K .....£31.00
Full 17K £64.00

5 VOLT 3 AMP POWER SUPPLIES

Enclosed power supplies for the expanded Atom.
Complete with all leads„'. £28.75

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE

AVAILABLE END FEB-MULTI BOARD

Holds up to 8 memory devices, which may be any of
the following:
25/27 series Eproms, 5116/6116 Cmos Rams or
4802 Static Ram. Memory map user selected. Write
for details SUITABLE FOR RACK OR ATOM USE.

1H1SJC11J1E EiisTflEiKJ susTinns
25 Lansdowne Street, Darlington,
Co. Durham DL3 0NJ Tel: (0325) 486000

ACORN USER FEBRUARY



FOR
THE BBC MICRO

REGISTERED REFERRAL BRITAIN'S LARGEST SINGLE
CENTRE FOR THE BBC PROJECT -MICRO USER GROUP

MEMBERSHIP NOW EXCEEDS 12,000
12,000 members can't be wrong —BEEBUG provides the best support for the BBC Micro.
BEEBUG Magazine—now 44 pages —devoted exclusively to the BBC Micro.
Programs—Hints & Tips —Major Articles—News—Reviews —Commentary.
PLUS members discount scheme with National Retailers. PLUS members Software Library.
10 Magazines a year. First issue April 1982. Reprints of all issues available to members.

SCREEN SHOTS FROM PROGRAMS

IN BEEBUG MAGAZINE

ENVELOPE

EDITOR

NOVEMBER 1982

3D SHAPE

DECEMBER

1982

RACER

NOVEMBER

1982

SPACE

CITY

DECEMBER

1982

ARTIST

Painting by
Joystick
DECEMBER 1982

April Issue: 3D Noughts and Crosses, Moon Lander, Ellipse and 3D
Surface. Plus articles on Upgrading to Model B, Making Sounds, and
Operating System Calls.

May Issue: Careers, Bomber, Chords, Spiral and more. Plus articles on
Graphics, Writing Games Programs, and Using the Assembler.

June Issue: Mazetrap, Mini Text Editor, Polygon; plus articles on
upgrading. The User Port, TV set and Monitor review, Graphics part II, More
Assembler Hints, Structuring in BBC Basic, plus BBC Bugs.

July Issue BEEB INVADERS and other programs —plus articles on
using the Teletext mode, BBC cassette bugs fix, Software Review, using user
defined keys. More on structuring in Basic. Using the User Port, and many
hints and tips.

September Issue: High/Low Card Game, and Hangman Programs.
Articles on Logic on the Beeb, Debugging, Moving multicoloured characters,
creating new colours. Operating system 1.1. Plus Postbag, Hints and Tips, and
Procedure Library.

October Issue: Program Features: Alien Attack; Calendar Generator;
Union Jack; Memory Display utility. Plus articles on Beebugging; Improving
Key Detection; Acorn Press Release on O.S.H.2; and Issue II Basic; The Tube
and Second Processor Options; or New Series for less experienced users; and
Software Reviews.

November Issue: Program Features: Racer (excellent 16K racing car
game), Mini Text Editor (Mk2), Transparent Loader, Music with Memory,
Harmonograph Emulator, New Character set for Modes 2 & 5; and cassette
block-zero —bug retrieve. Plus articles on sound and envelope design —
includes indispensable envelope editor program; Debugging Part 3, BBC
Basics —Memory Maps and addressing explained; Serial Printer Port
(RS423) and RGB upgrade. Plus a large number of Hints & Tips, and a guide
to our past issues and their contents.

Dec/Jan Issue: Program Features: Space City (invader-type game),
Breakout, Artist (Joystick painting program); Rescue (miraculously retrieves
programs after bad loading or 'Bad Program' message); and Pack —a
program to compact Basic programs. PLUS Disc System Review, Software
reviews —including Wordwise, Book reviews. Adding Joystick interface to
model A; How to access the video controller chip; and ideas for the newcomer;

plus a new crop of Hints and Tips.

BEEBUGSOFT: BEEBUG SOFTWARE LIBRARY

offers members a growing range of software from
£3.50 per cassette.

1. Starfire (32K). 2. Moonlander (16K). 3D Noughts and Crosses (32K). 3.
Shape Match (16K). Mindbender (16K). 4. Magic Eel (32K). 5. Cylon Attack
(32K). 6. Astro-Tracker (32K).

Utilities: 1. Disassembler (16K). Redefine (16K). Mini Text Ed (32K).
Applications: 1. Superplot (32K). 2. Masterfile (3K).

13% DISCOUNT TO MEMBERS
ON THE EXCELLENT WORDWISE

WORD PROCESSING PACKAGE-
THIS REPRESENTS A SAVING OF

OVER £5.00.

Send £1.00 & SAE for Sample
Membership: UK 5.40 for six months, 9.90 for one year.

Overseas one year only: Europe £16.00, Middle East £19.00, Americas & Africa £21.00, Other Countries £23.00
Make cheque to BEEBUG and send to: BEEBUG Dept 13, 374 Wandsworth Rd, London SW8 4TE

Send editorial material to: The Editor, BEEBUG, PO BOX 50, St. Albans, Herts AL1 2AR
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PETITION

BRANCHING OUT
I en years ago at university,

believing it wouldn't happen in my
lifetime, I laid a bet with a fellow
student that no computer would
achieve chess grandmaster status
within 20 years. My reasoning was
based on the then popular
assumption that the number of
permutations in a game of chess
was so enormous as to be, for
practical purposes, infinite. For
instance, it is probably a
conservative estimate to say, that in
a random position, in an average
game of chess, there are likely to
be four reasonable-looking moves
available to the player whose turn it
is to move, and four reasonable
replies to each of those four moves.

A quick check with your
calculator or computer will show
that, looking ahead on this
principle, a mere five moves (ten
half-moves) - a move in chess
constitutes a half-move from each

player - leads to over a million
different positions. Moreover, since
a computer lacks the human ability
to spot instinctively a reasonable
move, .it has to examine every
possible combination. Even if the
computer could analyse a million
moves a second, it would still take
it several days to think its way
through to a situation that a good
club player can arrive at in a
minute or two. This method of
looking at a problem is usually
referred to as a tree-search

because you start on one trunk,
then go down each of its branches
and then each of the offshoots from

the branches.

Oince I made my bet com
puterised chess has made
impressive advances. High-street
shops now sell dedicated chess-
playing machines, while software
houses market programs for micros
at a few pounds. I still fancy I have
a good chance of winning my bet,
but I'm now much less confident
than when I made it.

The reason for the improvement
in chess-playing programs is quite
simple: the advances made in the
algorithms which make up the

54

Simon Dally becomes a tree surgeon
for this month's brainteaser.
Acornsoft programs worth £20
await the three lucky winners.

programs, and in particular what
traditional jargon refers to as 'tree-
pruning'. In other words, rather than
test every possible position, the
computer embarks on one branch
of the tree and scrambles back to

the trunk if it finds it has previously
gone down a more promising-
looking branch. Human beings are
very good at rejecting unpromising
branches instinctively.

Chess continues to fascinate

computer experts because, in
theory, it should be possible to
construct a program which will be
world champion - though that day
still seems a long way off.

Another tree-searching task
which intrigues mathematicians
and programmers, not least
because it has considerable real-

life applications, is the notorious
travelling salesman problem.

Imagine you are a magazine
distributor in a Manchester suburb,
servicing six different corner-shop
newsagents by providing copies of
Acorn User and other goodies.
Wear and tear on your van, petrol
and labour costs obviously dictate
that the route you take on your
delivery round is the shortest and
most economical.

Although you can probably work
out the optimum route quite easily
in your head it may surprise you to
realise that there are 720 possible
routes, ie 1x2x3x4x5x6, otherwise
known as six factorial (6!). This is an
even faster growing array of
permutations than the chess game.
And if you double your little empire
to service 12 shops, you have
nearly 40 million routes to choose
from. With 15 outlets you have a
staggering 110 billion possibilities.

In practice, things aren't quite as
terrible as they seem. The same
subconscious mental process

which seems to reject the vast
number of silly moves over a
chessboard also seems to operate
when it comes to the travelling
salesman problem. In real life,
factors like shop opening times
may influence the choice of best
route. However, it's hardly surprising,
given these figures, that breweries,
canned food manufacturers and

other firms who deliver goods from
city to city spend a lot of money
employing people to tell them the
best routes to take.

To my knowledge, there is no
known algorithm which can find, in
a practical amount of time, the best
route for any number of places.
However, I do know that a program
containing our friend tree pruning
can save a lot of time in

determining the best route, when
the number of places to visit is
fairly modest.

Suppose we have to start at city
A and visit six cities BCDEF and G
before returning to A - and that the
best route the computer has so far
found is ABCDEFGA - a distance

of 1000 miles. It now has to

generate a new route, say,
AEBCDEFGA. Suppose the computer
calculates that the three-city route,
AEBC and back to A, is greater
than 1000 miles, then there is no
point in continuing along this
particular branch of the tree. (If
you're puzzled about adding the
distance to A at this stage the
explanation is this: you'll have to
return home in due course and the

shortest distance between two
points is a straight line, so you can
ignore the intermediate cities while
checking whether or not your
current route is longer than the
best found so far.)

The most important principle
behind this discovery is that the
machine can now discard the five
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COMPETITION

BIR BRN BRL CAR COV EDI IPS LEE LON LIV MAN OXF

BIRMINGHAM - 176 84 19 3 18 291 163 112 121 99 86 63

BRIGHTON 176 - 150 364 154 452 132 250 54 270 257 99

BRISTOL 84 150 - 273 91 371 198 194 125 179 166 69

CARLISLE 19 3 364 273 - 211 98 308 122 309 124 117 258

COVENTRY 18 154 91 211 - 319 141 116 99 117 104 50

EDINBURGH 291 452 371 98 319 - 393 207 390 222 215 361

IPSWICH 163 132 198 308 141 39 3 - 19 8 73 254 226 129

LEEDS 112 250 19 4 122 116 207 198 - 19 4 70 42 158

LONDON 121 54 125 309 99 390 73 194 - 215 202 58

LIVERPOOL 99 270 179 124 117 222 254 70 215 - 36 164

MANCHESTER 86 257 166 117 104 215 226 42 202 36 - 151

OXFORD 63 99 69 258 50 361 129 158 58 164 151 —

Mileage table

1

remaining unevaluated permutations
beginning AEBC.

More subtle forms of tree

pruning can produce an even
greater discard rate, so that a 1 2-
city problem (40 million permutations
approximately) can be solved by
examining only a few thousand
routes.

I his month's competition features
a travelling salesman problem and
comes in two parts. The first is
exclusively for children under the
age of 13 - and you must give the
name and address of your school
and class with your answer.

1) Starting in London, you must
visit each of the following cities
once only and then return to
London: Birmingham, Brighton,
Bristol, Carlisle, Coventry, Edinburgh.
What is the shortest possible route
and how many miles do you have
to travel? (The mileage chart is
shown in table 1)

2) As in the first problem you
start and finish in London. In

addition to the cities mentioned in

problem 1, you also have to visit
once only Ipswich, Leeds, Liverpool,
Manchester and Oxford.

a) What is the shortest route and
how long is it in miles?

b) What does the most inefficient
salesman do - ie what is the

longest possible route visiting each
city once only.

Answers on a postcard to
February Competition, Acorn User,
53 Bedford Square, London WC1 B
3DZ to arrive no later than 28

February 1983. Please also state
which, if any, microcomputer you
have.
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NOVEMBER WINNERS
VJur November competition brought
in our biggest response yet - over
3000 entries.

The problem was first to find a
nine-digit number containing all
digits from 1 to 9 whereby
knocking off the digits one by one
from the right left a number exactly
divisible by the amount of
remaining digits. The second
problem was to discover whether or
not the puzzle editor was correct in
declaring this number to be unique.

This problem was (I believe) first
posed in Scientific American five
years ago, and it cropped up again
in the 'Brainteaser' column of the

Sunday Times last summer. In both
cases numerous readers claimed

several numbers fitted the bill.

I he answer is that the puzzle
editor was correct! There is only
one solution - 381,654,729. About
85% of entrants got this right.
Those who got it wrong mainly
came up with numbers such as
921,654,387: this is because
dividing eight-digit numbers by
eight on an eight-digit calculator
display, and on certain micro
computers, is an inaccurate
business.

Several people sent in multiple
entries (presumably because they
thought it would increase their
chances of winning). So no marks
to the person from Lancaster who

submitted no less than 20(!)
postcards in the same handwriting
but with different names and

addresses. Only the Post Office
benefitted as the answer given -
that there were no less than 9 x 108
solutions - far outstrips the number
of permutations for the nine digits
(362,880).

In one respect only was your
editor guilty of supplying a problem
with multiple solutions. A few
pedantic wretches pointed out that
since I had not stipulated a positive
integer the word 'number' could
embrace negatives and decimals,
such as -381.654729 and that the

readers were therefore right.
Looked at this way there are 20
possible solutions, all with the
same digits in the same order. I
had to admit these snivelling
attempts to do me down into the
winners' pool. Sob. Even puzzle
editors can't win them all.

B'ecause of the massive res

ponse the editor has decided to
award some additional prizes as
well as the BBC microcomputer.
The winners are:

Paul Chauveau of Kent, who wins
a BBC model A micro.

Ellen Dobson of London and

Stephen Hotchkiss from the West
Midlands who both win some free
software.
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REVIEWS

Wordwise is the first word processing chip
for the BBC micro to reach the market place,

although others are soon to Mow.
Jacquetta Megarry plugs it in and sees

what you get for your money

Plug-in chip
improves your

word power

|t is to the personal and edu
cational user that firmware such as

the Wordwise chip will most
immediately appeal as it brings
professional word processing in
sight. By separating text entry from
editing, formatting and printing,
word processing removes concern
about making errors and encourages
perfectionism in content and
presentation.

Wordwise is supplied as a ROM
chip, so it cannot be accidentally
erased or corrupted. Once installed,
it is instantaneously available and
occupies no user memory, so about
4500 words can be stored.
(Wordwise is intended for the
model B but will also work on an
upgraded model A.) Using external
memory, such as discs, capacity is
effectively unlimited.

Wordwise makes good use of
the Beeb's distinctive features. In
particular, all entering and editing
is done at 40 characters to the line,
so a domestic TV is perfectly
adequate. At the touch of a button,
the effect of. formatting commands
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is previewed at 80 characters per
line. A colour TV or monitor high
lights the embedded commands in
colour, though even in monchrome
they are distinguished from main
text.

The 10 user-definable keys are
exploited to give easy control over
the main editing commands. For
example, fO toggles between insert
and overwrite mode (current status
displayed in the top line, along with
a running word count and reminder
of characters available). The cursor
arrows do exactly what you would
expect, and, combined with the
shift key, they do what you might
hope: shift — takes you to the
beginning of a line, shift t to the
top of the document.

Fitting the chip inside the
machine is surprisingly easy, even
for a novice, and it is accompanied
by instructions and a cassette
containing sample text.

Many of the commands have a
mnemonic quality: MN5' indents by
five spaces, 'JO turns the justify

facility on, 'LS3' produces triple line
spacing, and so on. Commands
like these can be used anywhere in
the text and their effect can be pre
viewed immediately without disturb
ing the cursor.

Even more impressive is the
facility with which the user can
jump between different parts of the
system. The main menu offers eight
options, with intelligible labels like
'load new text', 'search and replace'
or 'preview text'. Pressing the
Escape key once or twice always
returns the user to this menu, so

that within half and hour, a total
novice can be operating the
system.

Furthermore, exit from the system
is effortless; just by typing *BASIC,
you turn your word processor back
into a model B running BBC Basic.
(In fact, I have arranged the chips
so the machine switches on in

Wordwise.) Similarly, commands
like *TAPE, and *DISC allow instan
taneous switching between cassette
and disc systems.

I he editing power of Wordwise
can be brought to bear on stored
programs as well as text by these
means, thus removing the tedium of
debugging, revising and improving
programs, and even of adapting
them to run on other micros.

Wordwise supports fully auto
matic paging with running heads
for up to 9999 pages. However, the
user always feels in control; for
example, making paging con
ditional can prevent a table being
broken up by a new page. There
are also precautions against
absent-mindedness. The fO key
emits a short beep which prevents
you from overwriting when you
think you're inserting. If you want to
delete text, you press f6 and are
asked 'Delete to ?'. If you answer
with a space, Wordwise obediently
deletes the next word; if instead
you reply with Return, it asks if you
are sure before destroying the
whole paragraph!

This system provides all the
facilities a small business, school,
self-employed professional, author
or journalist could want. Further
more, it is pervaded by thoughtful
touches which suggest that the
designer was familiar with the
frustrations of first-generation word
processing. For example, pad
characters can be used to prevent
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THE lads at Acornsoft have done it
again. Vidiots who derive immense
pleasure and satisfaction from the
likes of Defender, now have
another favourite in Rocket Raid. It
uses just as many keys (unless you
have joysticks), but is even more
difficult and is really about six
games rolled into one.

Raid starts off as shown above
right, with a Defender-type terrain,
and lots of fuel dumps and other
goodies to destroy, by bomb or
laser. The only sources of peril are
the rockets which are launched

sporadically and the solid mountains.
Once through this landscape,

you must negotiate the 'Tunnel of
Love' and the green bouncing
monsters.

After the tunnel come meteors, a
sunken city, a maze and then your

justification of the right hand
margin splitting a word awkwardly.
Word counts and deletions can be

executed on specified sections of
text, not just on the whole
document. Sections of text or pro
gram can be marked, searched,
moved or copied. You can even
program each of the function logs
to produce useful strings, inde
pendent of their specialised Word-
wise functions. When doing letters,
I reserve one for my letter-head,
another for the signature, and so
on; you can even call up a short
standard paragraph.

Inevitably, there is a catch: Word-
wise will not work with operating
system 0.1. So you may have to buy
a 1.0 ROM upgrade, or persuade
Acorn to give you one. Computer
Concepts, who distribute Word-
wise, intend to supply customers
with the chips at about £7.50 extra.

Wordwise will undoubtedly appeal
to primary schools because of its
cheapness, compactness and ease
of use. It also helped this reviewer
to report on a month's acquaintance
with Wordwise without having to
count her 1421 words (before
editing).

final target - a dustbin in a
deserted city. Once you've bombed
the bin, it's back to the start for a
faster game.

During the later stages of the
game, you have to get down a
vertical wall, which is where the
space bar and SHIFT keys come in
handy. These don't appear to work
properly in the early stages, but
this is because they effect motion
relative to the screen rather than

the landscape, which is scrolled.
Rocket Raid runs on a model B

and costs £9.95 from Acornsoft,
4a Market Hill, Cambridge, but
you'll probably get it quicker from
your local dealer, if past delivery
delays are anything to go by.

To sum up, a great game if you
can get it!

Tony Quinn

Fitting the
Wordwise chip:

easy even for
the novice

thanks to

the Beeb's

design

• Wordwise is available from Computer Concepts,
16 Wayside, Chipperfield, Herts. It costs £39 plus VAT.
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George Hill puts the £70 Amber 2400 to the test

•
FOREVER AMBER

I he Amber 2400 is a dot-matrix
printer at a very reasonable price.
The manufacturers hope to sell it
through Boots retail outlets. The dot
wires are arranged horizontally, and
produce a line of 144 dots. Each
character is represented on a seven
by five matrix. The paper width is
2.25 inches, and there are 24
characters per line.

Print quality is satisfactory (see
examples), and the Amber can
produce double-width, double-
height, and double-width-and-
height characters on sending
single control characters. It can be
used in either serial or parallel. This
is accomplished by changing links
on a circuit board and is easy to do
(requires no soldering). The serial
option has produced some peculiar
results, however.

The Amber has a limited

graphics capability. It is possible to
address the dot wires individually,
and so print pictures, but the small
number of dots per line means that
even a single-tone dump of the
BBC screen needs to be done in

two halves (see example).
Limitations of a 24 character

width are readily appreciated if you
type WIDTH 24, and list your
program on the VDU. This limitation
is further compounded by the fact
that the BBC micro indents each

line number as if it had five digits,

Graphics dumps of top half of
Testcard (see October issue)

Above POINT >1, below POINT >0.

Right, test data supplied with printer.
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so the first three characters are

often spaces.
The instruction leaflet is quite

helpful as it avoids the worst
excesses of jargon and incompre
hensibility, and contains sample
graphics programs for TRS 80 and
BBC micro. The BBC one only
reproduces the bottom left hand
quarter of the screen and is
incredibly slow, taking 8 mins 45
sees for its quarter screen dump,
and having the rather curious
property of selecting COLOuR 1 to
be printed, and ignoring all others.

O,'nly one roll of paper is provided,
and one ribbon, and there is no
information on where to obtain
replacements. The ribbon prints in
an abominable purple, but is in a
neat little cassette.

The speed is low. It prints 12
characters per second, or a line
every two seconds. The graphics
dumps illustrated took 5.5 minutes
with the enclosed program, and
have fine white lines on them where

the print wires fail to marry up
perfectly.

To sum up, it's a neat little printer
producing reasonable quality output
but limited by its narrow paper and
speed.
Details from Amber Controls, Central
Way, Walworth Industrial Estate,
Andover, Hampshire.

FINAL PRODUCTION TEST

I»**•/.*.' 0*+ >-. /Q1234567
891 ;< = >?<3ABCDEFGHIJKLMN0

PQRSTUVWXYZC\Dt_sabedef*

h i J k 1mnopqrst uuwxyz <! >•-£
DOUBLE NIDTH

DOUBLE HEIGHT CHARACTERS
LARGE PRINT

1808 REM * * AMBERPIC *

•*

1881 REM * Copyright 6.

B Hill November 1332 *

1082 REM picture dump f

or use with BBC MICRO an

d AMBER 2480printer

1883 REM single colour

version

1884 REM Wtvariable de

clarat ion***

1005 REM >•;•:..'>'•: .-v.)'-: scree

n coor d irat e s

108b" REM ZX store for P

dint data

188? REM set up printer •

1889 PROCPRINTER

1083 REM scctn screen cm

d senc data to printer

1818 PP.0CSCAN

1811 REM finishing rout

i.ne

1812 PR0CD8NE

1813 END

1814 DEFPROCPRINTER

1815 REM zerc> graphics

cursor

181b" MOVE 0,8

101? REM select porcille

1 mode

1818 *f>; 5,1

1813 REM send linefeeds

to cl ear paper

1828 VDUl -18.1,18,1 ,18

1821

1822 ENDPROC !
1823 DEFPROCSCAN

1024 FOR A=8 TO 1

1825 FOR X.':"=0 TO 1273 S

TEP 4

1826 REM set graphics m

ode

182? VDUl,l?

1823 FOR Y>:=A*512 TO 51

i+A*5 2 STEP 32

1823 z:-:=8

1838 FOR yfc=0 TO 31 STE

P 4

1031 ZV.=Z"/.*2

1032 IF poiNT';x^,v.;+v:-;> i

>1 THEN Z*=z:-:+l

1833 NEXT

1834 VDUi,2^

1835 NEKT

1036 REM finish 1ine

183? VDU1,8,1,8

1038 NEXT |
1833 VDUl ,10,1,18,1 .-18

1848 NEXT

1841 ENDPROC

1842 DEFPR0CD0NE

1043 REM reposition tex

t cur ?.or

1844 VDU4,26,31,12,21

1045 PRINT,' "Picture com

plete ';

1846 VDU31,13,24

164? PRINT;"BYE"

1843 VDU31,8,23

1843 ENDPROC.

Graphics dump printed by Amber
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BITS&
BYTES

44 ForeSt. Ilfracombe, Nth Devon. Tel: (0271) 62801

ACORN DEALERS, BBC, DRAGON,

VIDEO GENIE SALES & SERVICE

EPSON HX20 COMPUTER

Atom Micros

Colour Monitors

Seikosha GP100A
Printers

Epson Printers

Monitors-12" B/W

Monitors— 12" Green

5j" Disc Drives
(C/WP.S.U. &CASE)

BBC Upgrade Kits

BBC printer interfaces

5£" Floppy Discs

C-12 Cassette Tapes

Cassette Recorders

Continuous Stationery
Software

Software
written to order

REPAIRS
& SERVICE

To all Micros

EXTENDED COLOUR-FILL GRAPHICS

E.C.F.G. GIVES YOU A CHOICE OF

!! 4 BILLION + !!
SHADES FOR TRIANGLE FILLING

IN BBC MODES 0,1,2,4 Sc 5

* PLOT 81 and 85 commands for triangle—filling
have been adapted to use the ECFG fill—shade
currently selected by new ECFG user—friendly
commands. GCOL is still used for line colour.

* Easy choice of 17, 289 & 6561 subset colours
between those normally available in 2, 4 & 16
colour MODEs. Further options include colours,
angles, spacings & widths of cross—hatch etc.

* ECFG commands can be used in BASIC, typed
from the keyboard, accessed in Assembler, or
in future BBC Micro languages. ECFG is MOS—
adaptive, and proven with versions 0.1 to 1.2

* Bootstrap from cassette rapidly builds an ECFG
module at a RAM address pre—defined by PAGE,

which is then automatically increased 512 bytes
to allow immediate LOADing of programs etc.

Price : f 10 inc : Mail Order only

GAELSETT (ECFG)
44 EXETER CLOSE, STEVENAGE, HERTS. SGI 4PW.

(Tel. Stevenage 51224)

**********************

AMBER 2490
iT'..'

**********************

USED WITH MANY COMPUTERS

INCLUDING BBC,UK101 ,ATOM
DRAGON,NEWBRAIN,ATARI,

TRS-80..VIC-20 AND MZ-80K

LOW RUNNING COSTS USING

PLAIN PAPER.
24 COLUMNS WIDE.

GRAPHICS CAPABILITY.
SERIAL & PARALLEL INPUTS

AMBER CONTROLS LIMITED
Centra1 Way

Wei 1wort h Industrial Est.
Andouer

Hampshire SP10 SAL

ORDER FORM

Please send me • Printer with parallel lead for:
BBC • Acorn Atom • Dragon • @£101.15 inc. VAT (+£2.95p+p)
I enclose cheque/money order (delete where necessary)
made payable to AMBER CONTROLS LTD. for £
OR debit my Access/American Express/Diners Club Card
(delete where necessary)

Please use BLOCK CAPITALS
Name: ,
Address:

(allow 28 days for delivery)
n Postcode:

Signature:

Post to: AMBER CONTROLS LTD., DEPT. JG2, CENTRAL WAY, ANDOVER, HAMPSHIRE. Telephone (0264) 54524
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LETTERS

Can static be

blowing the amp
Sir, We are a Norwegian group using the
BBC model B in education. In this field

we find the software part of the machine
most excellent and sophisticated to use.

However, we are disappointed regar
ding the construction of the computer.
The printed boards are nol secured well
enough for the bumps and shocks-which
are an everyday experience in a school.
The micro has to be transported from
classroom to classroom as another audio

visual tool and must withstand the stres

ses such use will develop. We have
already soldered one of the printed
circuits.

And what's worse, we have crashed

five out of ten of our machines on

cassette loading. It is the LM324 quad
operational amplifier that's being des
troyed. Why does this happen?

We know the cassette recorder has

been connected and disconnected to the

BBC while both were switched on. This

could create static outbursts of destroy-
able voltage, but we don't think it is the
reason. Anyhow, the micro must with
stand use like this. We cannot rely on
strict handling routines for cassette
operating in a school where many differ
ent people handle the computer.

Has anyone reported this problem
before? And if so, what is the reason for

the destruction of the LM324?

We hope you can give us a clue.
Bernt Pedersen

Daisy Project
Norway

Well, we don't really know what to
suggest for this one. No-one here or at
Acorn has reported blowing up the
LM324 like this.

Some people have crashed the
machine and lost programs when un
plugging the cassette, but nothing
worse than that. This is usually cured by
using a power supply for the BBC
micro which is separate from that used
for peripherals such as cassette re
corders.

We can only suggest your wiring is
incorrect or that it is the static causing
the problem.

As you are probably aware, static
discharge can be a major problem for
computers.

Certain types of carpets, especially
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in dry, air-conditioned buildings can
produce charges which will easily
destroy tapes and some electronic
components.

Sorry not to be of more help. Have
any readers come across this? If so,
information would be appreciated.

Article bug
Sir, I sat down to study my article 'Atom
to Beeb' in January's Acorn User and
thought 'What if. . . ?' Horror! There's a
bug in it!

The line number of the program to be
taped is stored as two bytes in the Atom.
The problem arises if one of these two
bytes is 13. This may nol happen very
often - it has never occurred when I use

the program or I might have detected the
'bug' before.

The line will be taped correctly bul
then an extra line will be generated. The
problem is that this line could overwrite
a line when the program is loaded into
the Beeb.

However, lo overcome this only two
lines need be changed. Line 4030 becomes:

4030$B=$(D+2); B=B+1+LENB;
D=D+3+LEN(D+2)

Line 4040 becomes:

4040 U.B+LEN(D+2)> G+244
OR ?D=255

Line 6010 may also cause confusion to
some Atom owners. The last but one

character of the line is represented as !,
ASCII code 7C hex. It is obtained by
shiftingV On the Atom screen it appears
as an inverted \ and in the manual it is
printed as H. II represents the operation
'OR'.

C.J. Hollyman

Hants.

Double-speed chips

Sir, I received my BBC model B micro in
July. I have sent my guarantee card off
but have as yet received no reply.

I am having some problems with my
computer. First and most important, I
am unable to save/load programs. I have
tried several different leads, different

recorders, different tapes, and have
taken care to ensure the volumes were

correctly set. I have also tried the fix

program given in Acorn User issue 2, all
to no avail. Second, occasionally the
computer will repeat a character very
quickly so that even if I press on a key for
a very short time the character is repeated.

J. Ingle
Scotland

The major problem with the computer
is probably caused by the 6502 micro
processor being a double-speed chip.
Acorn has been supplied with these
incorrect chips occassionally, and this
is usually brought to notice by the very
fast key repeat.

Your dealer will be able to replace

this chip.
If you have done all the things you

mention, we don't understand why
you can't load or save. Ask your dealer
to check this when the chip is replaced.

Shuddering TVs
Sir, I recently added 16k RAM to my
model A BBC micro as described in your
magazine. However, in the model B
modes (0-3) I do not gel a steady picture
on the television I am using for my
micro, although everything is OK on two
others. This particular colour television
is about eight years old.

C.R. Dickens

Wiltshire

It sounds as if the colour guns in your
TV have become misaligned. If the two
newer sets work fine, it is unlikely to
be the Beeb. You could try typing *TV0,1
which may reduce the shudder.

The lost chords

Sir, I want to improve the sound on my
Beeb, but cannot find the audio out

socket you mention in October's Acorn
User.

L. Raynor
Sheffield

There are two audio connections to the

BBC micro. The loudspeaker on the
keyboard can be replaced by a larger
one and the miniature rotary potentio
meter turned to increase the volume.

Alternatively the unamplified output
of PL16 on the left hand edge of the
PCB can be put into the tape input of an
amplifier.
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operating system). The alternative
would be:

A% = &91 : X% = &60
FOR Y% = 0 TO 255: CALL&FFF4 : N EXT

In assembly language this would
look something like:

LDA #&91

LDX #&60
LDY #0

.loop
JSR&FFF4
INY

BNE loop
RTS

When you want to read a
memory-mapped input from Basic
you have to employ the USR
function. This returns at the end of

the machine code routine with a

four-byte number made up of the
contents of the accumulator, X and
Y registers,, and the processor
status register in the least of most
significant bytes in that order. Since
the data is relumed in the Y

register we will have to AND the
number with &FF0000 and then

divide by &10000 (figure 1). To read
the contents of a device at, for

BEEB MEMORY

Most significant
byte

Least significant
byte

AND with

gives

DIV by

gives

Figure 1

Processor status

register

&00

&00

Y

register

FF

Y

register

& 1

X

register

00

A

register

00

00

00

00

00

&00 00 00 Y register

Obtaining contents of Y register from a USR call

example, &FCFO, you would have
to say:

A%= I46:X% = &F0:
value% = USR(&FFF4)
PRINT (value% AN D&FF0000)
/&10000

We now know how to read and

write to devices on the 1 MHz bus,
and next month I shall look at

exactly how to connect things onto
the bus, giving suggested circuits
that you could use. This will be
partly based on an applications
note which Acorn produces called
'BBC Microcomputer Applications
Note Number 1 - 1MHz Bus'.

However, I suggest you do not write

to them for a copy of this note as
they have a minimum order charge
of £10.

• Here is a PS for those computer
buffs who already knew most of
what I have been explaining. Can
you find a neater way of picking off,
say, the Y value, from the USR
function? Using DIV &10000 MOD
256 seems as if it ought to work,
but doesn't because the top bit of
the processor status is set, which
makes the number returned a

negative number. If you have a
simple solution send it to me via
Acorn User at 53 Bedford Square,
London WC1 B 3DZ *

ACORN PLUS ^
r NEW 100 PAGE

CATALOGUE «.,

Control Universal stock Acorn, Rockwell, Cubit and fine peripherals. Send forourcatalogue.

ACORN
STOCK

MORE-
STOCK

Ap|> Ring Control Universal on four telephone lines for technical advice and fast deliveries on all Acorn
^5 products - Eurocards, systems. Atoms, all software, networks components, connectors, spares
•^^ - everything you need.

mF" Control Universal also stock Rockwell Computers, EPSON and TEC printers, BMC and MICROVITEC
^^ vdu displays. G.P.I. EPROM programmers and erasers, disks, stationery, memory and TTL chips.

The CUBIT range is made by Control Universal and includes single board computers with 4K RAM and
piing-r- &fr VIA i/o chip 'or 6502. 6802 and 6809 processors; CU-MEM memory card for eight 24 or28 pin memory
vUDl I •• chips, with on board battery back up for CMOS RAM; CUBIO 64/80 channel digital i/o card;

•^^ CUBAN eight bit analogue interface with 16 analog inputs, oneanalog output and20digital i/o channels;
CU-KEY ascii keyboard.

'ATOM PLUS 17K RAM - £69
why 17k?
- to fill in the gap from hex 3COO to 3FFF with 1 K of
static RAM, and provide 16k of dynamic RAM from
3000 to to 7FFF. Uses 5v only devices, and fits in the
standard Atom case.

Standard Eurocard size and bus connector.

'CU-DRAM' 64K bytes DRAM — £129
For all Acorn and Control Universal systems. Each block
of 4k can be enabled or disabled to match the system.
Carries also a 4k/8k 28 pin socket for ROM or EPROM,
and can be software selected at board level to allow up to
16 boards in one system and hence a maximum of
1 Mbyte of RAM.

Standard Eurocard size and bus connector.

CONTROL UNIVERSAL LTD.
Unit 2, Andersons Court, Newnham Road, Cambridge
(0223) 358757

VISIT OUR
NEW SHOWROOM
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LETTERS

Angered by the
Australian Beebs

Sir, We ordered eight BBC Bs last February
(the order got 'lost' twice) and eventually
received them in October. Our intention

has always beon to network them using
an Apple as file server and print server,
and to use this network as a learning
resource right across the curriculum.
The arrival of the machines and, hope
fully, associated software, has been
eagerly awaited, by all concerned.

Imagine our disgust when (i) we hear
from reliable sources that machines have

been available in large quantities for a
considerable lime in Australia, (ii) when
our machines do arrive they have MOS
0.1 and we are to be asked for a further

£10 to bring the machines up to their
original specification before we can
even contemplate selling up our network.

We are more than happy with the
machines and have offered to take part
in software evaluation or pilot schemes,
whether relating to Apple/BBC link-up
or using the lab as a learning resource.

As soon as someone turns these

machines into the machines we ordered

there will be at least three networks in

Britain.

Could you please put out a plea to
anybody using Apples to get in touch for
mutual assistance.

Can I end with a pat on the back for
the magazine as a whole and a suggestion
that you add a pupils' letters/problems
page - given the number of Beebs in
schools.

Mick Boston

Priory High School
Exeter

First things first. Any company which
did not try to get its products overseas
as soon as possible in this day and age
would have to be barmy. And where
does this 'large quantities' information
come from? I doubt if the number in

Australia is a large chunk of the 50,000
Acorn has so far delivered.

As for the 0.1 operating system,
Acorn is sticking to its guns. Despite
all the talk of taking the company to
court, no-one has done so, yet.

Now, Apples as file servers. This
isn't really on for a full Econet system.
If you wish just to load and save

programs, it should be possible to
write the software, but it's not easy
and there will be a lot of interface

problems. However, we heard of a
company that was trying to do this for a
small network (Control Universal,
Cambridge (0223) 358757). Also, RML
380Z's have been used (see last issue,
p3). The MEP might be able to give you
some contacts on this one.

So far letters from teachers, pupils
and schools have been included with

the other letters, as the points they
make are usually relevant to every
one. If they do begin to deal with
separate areas, then, who knows,
another page may appear.

EPROM exchange
Sir, My model B has the 0.1 operating
system in EPROM. How do I get it
changed?

Also, I am having difficulty loading
and saving programs. Will the dealer
correct this free of charge?

I have read about the cartridge record
ing facility, but my keyboard has no
'hole'. Will the dealer alter the micro to

allow for this?
P. Monckton

The EPROM will be exchanged for a
ROM by your dealer free of charge.
The service should be available now

but check first.

If there is a fault in your machine,
the dealer will fix it, but only as long as
your guarantee is valid. Check all your
leads first, and ensure you use the
cassette filing system program in Sep
tember's Acorn User which fixes a bug

in MOS 0.1.

Cartridges are not available yet, but
your dealer will sort out the hole when
the time comes.

Z80 and Torch

First of all; BBC micro and Acorn User,

both top quality.
What information is there on the

second processors, Z80,16032 and Gluon
32-bit, in terms of money and availability?

I would like to buy a double disc
drive. Is it possible to use a SW ana" an 8"

floppy side by side, and if so can it be any
8" IBM compatible drive? Is the Torch
Z80 the same as the Acorn Z80 second

processor plus the BBC double drive?
Is it possible to download software

through my colour TV which already has
Teletext and Preslel?

To carry out a disk interface upgrade,
I have to rely on dealers, but these are
too far away. Can I send my micro to
AB Electronics where it was assembled?

A lot of questions, but the level of
expertise in your magazine led me to
take the liberty of putting these forward.

Gert Jansz

The Z80 second processor should be
available any time now for £195.50 and
will support CP/M. The 16032 will be
out within a year, but no further details
are being released by Acorn, apart
from those already given in Acorn
User.

It is not possible to attach an 8" disc
drive to the BBC micro at present

because the intelligent software has
not been written to cope with this data
transfer rate.

As for Torch, their Z80 card is not
the same as Acorn's, nor will the Torch

disc pack the same.

Teletext and Prestel receivers are

needed to download software, whether
you have an ordinary TV, or one of the
special ones.

The people you want for upgrades
are Retail Control Systems, Gresham
House, Feltham, Middx. Fitting a disc
interface to a model B costs £132.25

including VAT and carriage.
You can run brands of discs other

than the BBC's with your Beeb. How
ever, because of the way the discs are
formatted, it will be necessary to buy a
utilities disc and manual from Acorn.

These are not supplied when the
disc interface is fitted and normally
come with the drives.

Cynics have claimed this is an at
tempt to stop people using other makes
of drive, but Acorn have pointed out
that the availability of the utilities disc
means many makes of drive can be
used.

Disc plus manual will cost about
£30, and will be available soon from
dealers.

See Joe Telford's article in January's
Acorn User for hints on using discs.

Write to: Letters, Acorn User, 53 Bedford Square, London, WC1B3DZ
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If you can buy these
printer packages cheaper anywhere else

iffliiw
ELECTRDniCS

Promise to give you the difference!!
At Microage you can now get the very best

value in microcomputer printers. We've selected
only the best printers available so you can choose
confidently, knowing you're getting the best value
for money.

The Incredible Seikosha AP80
The AP80 is probably the world's

LOWEST COST, compact 80-column graphic
dot-matrix printer available.

It can produce single and double width
characters and has the abilityto produceany
pattern through its dot-matrix capability.

The AP80's robust construction and its
unique "unihammer" make it an extremely
cost effective and efficient printer.
Its features include
80 Cols 30 cps • Dot Matrix Unihammer
action • 96 ASCII standard characters • Up
to 8" paper width • Upper and lower case
• Double width printing • Standard
interface: Centronics

The Amazing Seikosha AP100
Big brother to the AP80 the AP100 is a

wider more soph isticated version of the AP80
with a full graphics capability and the ability
to take standard width computer stationery,
the AP100 is an ideal choice for anyone with
a microcomputer.
Its features include:
80 cols 30 cps • Dot Matrix Unihammer
action • 116 ASCII standard characters
• Full graphics capability • Up to 10" paper
width • Upper and lower case • Double
width printing • Centronics interface:
• Friction feed (optional extra).Only £215. Free

The Outstanding Epson MX80 FTTyPe3
The MX80 is a flexible, high quality and

extremely reliable graphic, dot matrix printer.
Its superb performance is due to a

number of outstanding features. High
resolution graphics, a wide range of type
sizes, a quality 9x9 dot matrix head and up
to 132 chars per line are just some of the
exceptional features on this ideal printer for
microcomputers. Only £390.
Specifications
132 cols 80 • Logic-seeking, Bi-directional
printing • 9x9 Dot matrix printhead • 96
ASCII standard chars with descenders • Full
graphicscapability • Several type sizes
• Automatic underlining • Standard
interface Centronics •

Interface Cables and
paper

courier delivery Official Orders Accepted

miCRDfiGE ELECTROTCS dealeSvElNlQoUi"!m nEiC0M
135 HALE LANE EDGWARE MIDDLESEX HA8 9QP TEL:01-959 7119 TELEX 8813241 '" ~ "°
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12K ATOM

Starburst
Torpedo Run
Cylon Attack
Space Panic
Painter

Zodiac'
Death Satellite*

* Hours of Purgatory with these adventure games — can you get out alive?
*****************************************#***************####***#********#**********

BBC 'B' BRAND NEW INTERACTIVE ADVENTURE GAME WITH SUPERB GRAPHICS.
'PHAROAH'S TOMB' WILL BE THE BEST £8.00 YOU HAVE EVER SPENT ON AN ADVENTURE

GAME.
************************************************************************************

ATOM 'TOOLKIT EPROM ADD 4 or 6 EPROMS
22 Extra Commands and Five features including TO YOUR ATOM WITH OUR 'ADDA' BOARDS
1200 Band Cass, operating System. £18.50 4-Way'Adda'board £20.75

6-Wav'Adda'board £28.75

PLEASE NOTE: NO EXTRAS, ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE
TO ORDER BY MAIL' SEND CHEQUE, POSTAL ORDER OR CREDIT CARD NUMBER
TO ORDE^r7e^one (24 HOUR ANSWERING) CREDIT CARD NUMBER

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM FOR A DEMONSTRATION OR MAIL ORDER

061-223 6206 TELEX: 667461 (Attn. A + F)
830 HYDE ROAD GORTON MANCHESTER M18 7JD

BBC MODEL A

£5.75 W£ PAY ** °YALTIES F0R HIGH QUAL,<rY PR0GRAMS Tower ofAlos* £6.90
£6 90 ,, . t u .. t •, (above also runs on Model B)
r« qn H°urs Of enjoyment for all the family qqq MODEL B
£6.90 featuring fast moving graphics, sound Lunar Lander £6.90
£6 90 effects ar,d high score tables where Early Warning £6.90
£6.90 appropriate. Road Runner £6.90
£6.90 Frogger (Machine Code) £8.00

's woiv Noovaa Daa wmuoads snrais uivio
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• hether your interests lie in
'business, educational, scientific,
' control or games applications,

this system provides a possibility for
expansion which is unparalleled in any
other machine available at present; com
ments Paul Beverley in the July 1982
edition of Personal Computer World.

The BBC Microcomputer can genuinely
claim to satisfy the needs of novice and
expert alike. It is a fast, powerful system
generating high resolution colour graphics
and which can synthesise music and
speech. The keyboard uses a conventional
layout and electric typewriter 'feel!

You can connect directly* to cassette re
corder, domestic television, video monitor,
disc drives, printers (dot matrix and daisy
wheel) and paddles. Interfaces include
RS423, inter-operable with RS232C equip
ment, and Centronics. There is an 8-bit

user port and 1MHz buffered extension bus
for a direct link to Prestel and Teletext

adaptors and many other expansion units.
The Econet system allows numerous
machines to share the use of expensive
disc drives and printers.

BASIC is used, but plug-in ROM options
will allow instant access to other high level
languages (including Pascal, forth and
lisp) and to word processing software.

A feature of the BBC Microcomputer which
has attracted widespread interest is the
Tube, a design registered by Acorn Com
puters. The Tube is unique to the BBC
Microcomputer and greatly enhances the
expandability of the system by providing,
via a high speed data channel for the addi
tion of a second processor. A 3MHz 6502
with 64K of RAM will double processing
speed; a Z80extension will make it fully
CP/M** compatible.

The BBC Microcomputer is also at the
heart of a massive computer education
programme. The government has
recommended it for use in both primary
and secondary schools. The BBC Computer
Literacy Project includes two series of
television programmes on the use and
applications of computers.

There are two versions of the computer.
Model A, at £299, offers 16K of RAM and

Model B at £399 has 32K of RAM.

For technical specification and order form,
send stamped addressed envelope to P.O.
Box 7, London W3 6XJ and for details of
your nearest stockist ring 01-200 0200.

•w

Broader horizons r
BBC Model B Microcomputers are
available for immediate despatch
by courier to your door.

If you would like to take advantage
of our special delivery offer just fill in
this coupon, but remember this only
applies to the Model B, and only in
the UK. Any other items have to be
ordered on the standard order form
or from a BBC Computer Stockist.

BBC Microcomputer System Offer
c/o Vector Marketing
Dennington Estate
Wellingborough
Northamptonshire NN8 2RL

L
The BBC Microcomputer System BBC Microcomputer System Offer, c/o Vector

Marketing, Denningtori Estate, Wellingborough,
Northamptonshire NN8 2RL.

i
Please send me by courier
Model B Microcomputer(s) at £399
including VATand delivery.

Cheque enclosed for £

.BBC

payable to BBC Microcomputer System
readers a/c or charge
ACCESS 13 BARCLAYCARDS

Signed

Name

Address

Postal Code

Co Reg No M03810 VAT No. 215-100220

X
I

J
'Model A has a limited range of interfaces but can be
upgraded to meet Model B specification.
"CP/M is a registered trade mark of Digital Research

The BBC Microcomputer is designed, produced and dis
tributed in the UKby Acorn Computers Limited
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SWOOP (B) £6.95-the NEW GALAXIANS
IT'S HERE AT LAST!! Galaxian-style,
machine code arcade game. THIRTY
screaming, homing, bomb-dropping,
explosive egg-laying BIRDMEN, swooping
down in ones and two's to destroy your
laser bases. The exploding eggs feature
makes a normally difficult game into a
challenge 'par excellence.' Each new
screen means increased difficulty. Bonus
bases, score display, high-score and
rankings are, of course included.
YOUR WAITING IS OVER!!

ALIEN DESTROYERS (B) £6.95
Sensational, high speed 'INVADERS' program with an
abundance of features. Brilliant use of sound and
graphics. 48 strong Alien Fleet of three different types plus
Mothership scoring mystery bonus. Choice of six alien
speeds and three bomb speeds. Vertical, angled and
exploding missiles. Options to replace defences and
suppress new fleet advances. Bonus bases awarded each
new sheet. Scoring according to overall difficulty level.
Ongoing display of score and hi-score. End of game
rankings of top five scores.
This program has many unique extras e.g. 'battle
analysis' showing the number of each alien type shot
down, how many motherships destroyed, the number
of sheets cleared, the shots fired, the percentage of
hits made and the number of bases lost.

CHESS (B) £6.95
Our excellent machine code program —now with
superb MODE 1, colour graphics. Six skill levels, play
black or white, illegal moves rejected, 'en passant', castling
take-back of moves, and display of player's cumulative
move-time. Options include Blitz Chess where you must
move in 10 seconds, set-up of positions for analysis, replay
of a game just played and saving of part completed
games on tape. On loading, a 1972Spassky/Fischer
game can be replayed.
NOTE: Model A Version still available at only £4.95.

to upgrade your Model A version please
jr tape, together with £2.50 plus V.A.T.

G SOFTWARE HOUSE
MX •
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Other B.B.C. programs available:
Galactic Commander (B) £6.95/

Laser Command (B) £6.95/
Adventure £6.95/

Cowboy Shoot-Out (B) £5.95/
Filer £8.95/Micro Budget £6.95/

World Geography (B) £5.95.
Timetrek (B) £6.95/Spacemaze (B)

£5.95/Martians(B)£5.95/Astro Navigator (B)
£4.95/Star Trek £4.95/Maze Invaders (B)

£4.95/Footer (B) £6.95/Munchyman £5.95/Seek
£5.95/Eldorado Gold (B) £5.95/Cat & Mouse £4.95/

Mastermind £3.95/Reversi 1 £4.95/Reversi 2 (B) £4.95/
Roulette IB) £4.95/Gomoku £3.95/Zombies £3.95/

Dissassembler £5.95/Constellation (B) £5.95/
Where? (B) £5.95/Junior Maths Pack (B) £5.95.
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